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liabilities.
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CkpiUl Slock.t 175.000,00
Surplus. 175,000.00
t'udivided i’rofttf... 300,018.80
2,166,751.57
Sitings Dsposlts
1,480,273.86
Oemund Deposit#.
1,500 00
Tune Ceri.licutMi ol d*pi>»ll...
of
462126.41
Certiflote*
dcpouit,
Ikmirid

Registered mail should be at postoffice hall

census for Ellsworth for the pres*
year, and reports 980 children of
school age. This is a falling off of twelve
from last year. There was a gain in ward
3, and a falling off in the other wards.

ent

ra.

|

James Tyler Brown died at his home at
Beechland last Friday, aged sixty-five [

,

1887.

George G. Fullerton died at his home on
the Bayside road Sunday, aged sixty-five
lajana and Diaconnta.
<2,141,923.70 years.
l*an» on Mortgage* ol real
The ladies’ social circle of the Baptist
*,ut*. 788,968.48 church will serve supper at the vestry

RESOURCES.

banking

school

hour before mail closes.

years.

If you are in need of an investment, or desire the
benefit of our
opportunities, in any way,
call us up, write us, come in and see us, or we will
send our representative to see you and get in touch
with you.

auspices of the Village improvement
society. There was a fair audience, and
the play was well received.
Milton Beckwith has campleted the

m.

a m;

Adams, John Cassidy, Janies W. Cassidy, Herbert Gray, Frederick W
Hili
*
James M. McNulty, Charles B. Pearl.

The 8. L. C.’s will have an Arbor day
party at the home of Mrs. E. M. Dodge
Thursday evening. There wilt be a program of Arbor day exercises. The house
decorations will be cut flowers, potted
plants, shrubs and small evergreen trees.

noon.
The fire sprang up again in the
evening, and another alarm was turned
in. To this the fire department promptly
responded, and it was quickly subdued.

Capt. Adelbert L. Kellatty, who was
seriously injured a month ago while on
beard his vessel at Boston, arrived home
Bond* and Stoe ka.
1,087,283.82
Mrs. U. W. Dunn left last week for a from a Boston hospital last WednesReal Estate owned.
83,387.86 visit of two weeks with relatives and
day. He is able to get about on crutch^?,
17,662.86 Caah on depoait.
227,232.80 friends in 84co and Boston.
Due lo other b«r.k».
but will be confined to the bouse for some
17,060.00 Cash on band.
Uuurtntord Mortgngw.
98,882.37
Telephones have been installed in the time yet.
$4,380,606.48
Ellsworth friends of Miss Alma F.
<4,388,006.49 homes of Gilman Wakefield and Edward
G. Doyle, on the Bayside line.
Hilsby, an instructor in the Boston public
Mrs. Charles G. Pio and family left schools, and formerly of this city, will
Monday for Portland, where they will be Interested to learn that she has been
make their home. Mr. Pio is employed awarded a verdict of |8,500 in her suit
1

Overdraft*.

718.48

this

evening.

against the Boston A Maine railroad for
received about two years
Mr*. Franklin E. Gregory, with infant personal injuries
ago.
daughter Harriet, of Brookline, Maes.,
The Ellsworth merchants’ association
is visiting her parents, Henry E. Davis
has received from the Boston Chamber of
and wife.
Commerce a list of reliable Boston comRev. R. A. Chapman, of the Bangor
mission men handling country produce.
theological seminary, will preach at the The association will
furnish names to
Methodist church next Sunday, morning
farmers of this vicinity on application,
aDd evening.
if the farmers state the kind of produce
The roof of the foundry caught fire
they wish to sell through Boston commisMonday afternoon from a spark from the sion men.
chimney. The Ore was extinguished by
The University of Maine dramatic clnb
the foundry crew.
presented “Twelfth Night” at Hancock
Mr. Chief-Justice Emery has returned hail last
Friday evening, under the ausfrom a trip of ten days to Washington and
pices of the senior class of the high school.
vicinity, and left Monday for Rumford The play was admirably presented,
Falls to hold court.
nearly all the parts being excellently
The regular meeting of the Ellsworth portrayed. The attendance was not as
merchants’ association will be held at the large as the play deserved. A dance folroom in Hancock hall Monday evening.
lowed the play.
There will he important business.
Edward
of
a

bu/ck mooaot.

Buick and Cadillac
t

These are the two makes of cars for which we are the selling
agents. The feature* of these cars are such that no intending
purchaser should fail to become familiar with them. We are
prepared to show every detail.
COWPLCTE LINK OW LIOHT DELIVERY TRUCKS

IB Models—$5S0 to $I8S0.

Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works,
Water

GARAGE

—

Street, Ellsworth,

and every tool needed to do

Maine.

repairing with all speed.

CARPETINGS
WALL PAPERS

CURTAINS
f P-tO-daie patterns and designs; large
ment; wide range of prices.

assort-

Pull line fine Groceries, Meats and Provisions,
Flour, Feed and Grjrin.

WHITING

BROS.

Rev. P. A. A. Killam is moving this
week to the Dorr house on Pine street,
which he recently purchased. After this
week he may be found at his new home.
Rev. R. B. Mathews will deliver the last
his series of lectures on American history at the Congregational vestry next
Tuesday evening. The subject will be:
“Alexander Hamilton,’’
in

Frazier,
Ellsworth, caught
fifteen-pound salmon at Green lake Sunday. Mr. Frazier, with his father, was
Ashing at Green lake from Tuesday of
last week until Sunday, landing in that

time twelve Ash. Harvard C. Jordan and
Elmer E. Rowe caught one trout and three
salmon at the lake Sunday, the largest
weighing six pounds. E. F. Robinson,
jr., caught three salmon at Branch pond,
the largest weighing six pounds.

Mrs. B. B. Walker, who has been In AlLawrence K. Sinclair, of Ellsworth, who
bany, N. Y., for several months for medl- was injared at Bar Harbor last Wednescal treatment, is expected home to-day.
day by being crushed beneath a reel of
She is greatly improved. Mrs. George E.
telephone cable, died of his injuries yesPackard accompanied her.
terday forenoon at the Bar Harbor hosThe Ellsworth high school baseball pital. Deceased was a sou of the late
team loet to Cherryfleld
academy at Charles E. Sinclair, of Ellaworth, and was
Cherryfleld Saturday by the score of 8-5. in the eighteenth year of his age. He had
This afternoon the Ellsworth team will been employed by the New* England Telephone & Telegraph Co. as lineman for
play Bluehill academy at Ellsworth.

sometime. He leaves four brothers and
The contract for relaying the concrete
three Bisters. The remains were brought
side
of
the
and
at
the
in
front
sidewalk
to Ellsworth last night. The funeral will
of
Main
and
Stata
corner
Peters block,
be held to-morrow afternoon at the home
It
is
underawarded.
has
been
streets,
of George W. Higgins, on Water street.
will
work
next
stood the contractors
begin
The tentative program for the Fourth
week.
of July celebration In Ellsworth includes
The Ellsworth grammar school (east
a parade of fantastic in the morning, folside) added last week two more victories lowed
by minor sports, including a tugOn Friday it won a
to its record,
of-war| between the men of Nicolin and
seven-inning game from the high school
Bayside granges. A parade of Bed Men
second nine by a score of 13 to 2, and on and' uniform rank
companies, K. of P.,
with firemen, automobiles, etc., will folatrofTtiumcnte,
low. In the afternoon there will be water
sports, and a program furnished by the
CANT
NO SIB, I
Red Men and Knights of Pythias. It is
u
GET APPENDICITIS understood that L. H. Cushman will issue
a challenge to M. J. Drummey to pump
Old Hunneman engine against Dirigo. In
the evening there will he a band concert
and ball.

Ralph M. Holmes, of Ellsworth, has

cepted an appointment as instructor in
physics at Wesleyan university, Middletown, Conn., which he will assume at
the beginning of the college year in
September. Wesleyan university is an

Sunny Monday Soap
Eleven Bars for 50c.

institution of standing and of remarkably good equipment in this department.
Mr. Holmes is the son of Herbert R.

Her*’, where we provide an eaaj way for “Sonny Monday babbles to wash
»wey YOUR troubles”—at little coat.
No doubt you
already know that “SUNNY MONDAY” la a top-notch
laundry soap; but U you’re NOT familiar with its merits, you’d better get acquainted by taking advantage of this liberal offer: 11 ban for 50c.

Pay

cash

bare,

nod tat more for your money.
*

_

J. A.
Ellsworth,
1)0

Haynes,
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plant

NEW PAINT SHOP.
of

00 Can
861 BnrPW‘> Med-at
60

Maine.

No Moro
Eat All I Want to Now.
tha Stomach or Sour Stomach.
No Moro Heavy Feeling After
Meale or Constipation.
No matter what you ve tried without
JUST TRY simple buckrelief
getting
thorn bark, glycerine, etc., as compounded
You will be surprised
In ADUER-l-KA!
at the QUICK results and you will be
guarded against appendicitis. The VERY
FIRST DOSE will help you and a short
treatment with ADLER-I-KA will make
I

Gaa on

you feel better than you have for yean.
This new German appendicitis remedy
antlsepticlxes the stomach and bowels
A 8INGI.K
and draws off all Impurities.
DOSE relieves gas on the stomach, sour

stomach, constipation, nausea or heavy
feeling after eating almost AT ONCE.
A short treatment often cures an ordinary

case

Sweet Peas?

A

-

Dm ELLSWORTH
ORseNitouse.

6

8of U*

of Spencer Sweet
«rand*flcni type lor 25c.

Peas

ac-

I have leased (be Gould building at West end
bridge, and am prepared to do

PAINTtNO, PAPER-HANOINQ. CALSOMININO
and FURNITURE PAINTtNO.
A. W. NVE,

of

appendicitis.

E. G. Moore,
DRuaaiST,

P.
Ellsworth..M»l*« Cor. opp.

O.,

Ellsworth.

Holmes,

of t his

city.

He

was

ELLSWORTH.

Wednesday evening, May 10,
vestry—Supper, 15 oents.
Wednesday evening, May 10,

are

already being

of

Saturday evening, May 13,

reunion of

6th Maine Veteran association.
COUNTY.

2bbrrtisnnmt».

DEPOSIT YOUR
WITH THI

Hancock Co.

Deer Isle.

Deer Isle, Msy 8 (special)—This quiet
was startled Sunday by tbe report ol
a
brutal assault and robbery on Capt.
George Eaton.

In business 37 1-2 years and has
75

Capt. Eaton has lived alone for some
years. Saturday evening be was returning from the village about 10 o’clock. As
he crossed the street to enter his own
home, a person In woman’s clothing, who
afterwards proved to be a man in disguise,
stepped from behind s shade tree, and directed Oapt. Eaton’s attention to some
person whom Bhe claimed to see across the
street. The csptain turned to look in the
direction indicated, when he was struck
on the head with a
rock and knocked

BANKING

16 State Street,

but

no

Extra

Heavy White

for

Preserving
Eggs.
DIRECTIONS.

one

passing. After several
minutes’ struggle, the captain, who is
quite old and infirm, was overpowered,
and his assailant, who undoubtedly knew
bis man, took from an inside pocket f220,
and escaped, leaving behind a crocus bag

Use one part of Water Glass to ten times as
much water that has been boiled.
Pour into
some suitable Jar. drop eggs into liquid until Jar
is ftlled, leaving enough liquid over eggs to
cover them.
Place cover on jar and put m cellar or some cool Diace.
FOR SALE AT

with all chambers filled with

cartridges.
Although it was bright moonlight and
many people were passing on the streets,
there is no clue to the highwayman.

No stone will be left unturned to And the
criminal. This is the climax of a series of
breaks in the town, and robberies of buildings are of common occurrence.

Parcher’s

Drugstore, Ellsworthr

PLUMBING,
Hot Water

Heating, Furnace
Jobbing.

Work and

x

UrtitrtiBtmtmfi.

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES.

Price reduced from May
l until further notice to
6 e«nt« Per Quart,

Uj SI If |
*YI lli» ■

Mv customers are satisfied customers because
of the quality of the milk
ali from graded
stock, mostly Jersey. Ask for cream; I may be
able to supply it.
—

Morrison
P. O.

Ellsworth, Me.

WATER GLASS

to be

and revolver

ROOMS 7

Just Received: A Barrel of

The captain struggled with his assailoutcry,

8. 8. ESTEY,
Baystdb
Farm.
address, Ellsworth. R. F. D. 1.
....

The

congratulations.

Ellsworth has been having Its share of
forest fires, last Friday morning a grass
fire started by a train east of the track at
the curve near Beat avenue, necessitated
the calling out of the fire department. In
ths afternoon another alarm was sent in
for a fire on the Bueksport road about tw o
and one-half miles out, and men were sent
to fight it. Sunday afternoon and evening furnished the most exciting fire of the
week.
Fire started near the standpipe,
and fanned by the high wind, burned
fiercely, bearing down toward Senator
Hale’s home, “The Pines.” The firemen
| and a crew of men worked all the after-

Twenty Years' Experience.
Personal attention to all details. Telephone or mail orders promptly
attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant
St., Ellsworth,

Me.

Bangor Fire
RECALLED THE FACT OF

j

'

UNDERINSURANCE.
•

Think it over and place your order for

new

a

and additional insurance

with the

M.

E.

paid.

regular semi-annual dividends.

down.

an

Savings

Bank

-—

town

made

EY

OLD RELIABLE

Contributions to the Old Home week
fund have been received from:
C. A.
Hanscom, Baltimore, Md.; L. L. Moore,
Boston; Albert A. Joy, Presque Isle; E. F.
Redman; Boston; J. Isaacson,Troy, N. Y.;
L. E. March, Providence, R. I.

and

Society

Wednesday, May 17, at Y. M. C. A. hall,
Bar Harbor—Meeting of Hancock county
league of fourth-class postmasters.

Three former Ellsworth residents met by
chance inthe smoking-room of the Colonial
theatre, and gave Old Home week a mighty
boost. We are going to be there, and feel
sure a large number from here will be there
also.
C. P. Halpin, Boston.

happened

at

R.

As I read your invitation to spend Old
Home week in Ellsworth, my heart responded.
The further I read, the more closely 1 was
coming to the point of accepting. 1 shall be
glad to spend the Old Home week in Ellsworth.
Martha Moore Avery, Boston.

ant,

Society

tional

I shall be very glad to help you in any way
that I can. As I see it, I can be of most use to
you in spreading the news of the Old Home
I think I shall have no trouble in
week.
changing my vacation plans from July to
August, and in getting ten or a dozen others
to do the same.
C. E. Bkllatty, Boston.

Highway Robbery

at

Tuesday, May 16, at vestry of Congregachurch, 7.30 p. m.—Lecture by Rev.
B. Mathews.
Subject: Alexander
Hamilton. Single tickets, 25c.
Wednesday, June 21, at Hancock hall—
Graduation exercises of Ellsworth high
school in afternoon. Class play and ball
in evening.
Friday, July 14, at Ellsworth—Annuat

letters sent out last week by the Old
Home week committee. All give the plan
hearty endorsement, and many enclose
subscriptions for the Old Home week
fund. Following are extracts from a few
letters received:

at

Baptist

hall—Dance.

received to

the

,

at

hall—Dancing school and extra.

Endorsement
Ellsworth Folks from Away.

Receiving Hearty
Responses

NTS.

graduated

from the Ellsworth high school in 1906, and
will receive the B. A. degree from the
University of Maine in June. He has
specialised in physics, and will take postgraduate work at Wesleyan, with the view
of receiving a M. A. degree. His friends
extend

COMING KV

OLD HOME WEEK

there.

a

THIS IS A 6000 BANK TO DO BUSINESS WITH

We have all the facilities requited by an up-to-date
banking institution, and, in addition, we place at the
disposal of our customers the benefit of the collective
character, ability and experience of a most efficient
staff of officers and employees.

The Bowdoin college dramatic club prethe play, “Sweet Lavender,” at
Hancock hall last evening, under the

Goino West— 10.30,11.16 a ra: 5.60 and 9 pm.
Goino East—6.46 a m; 4 and 6 pm.

Cuab. D. Crosby, Treasurer

TBUSTEU:
K.

PEOPLE

noon fora
to Topeka, Kan., w here they w ill visit
Mrs. Dorr’s brother, Charles L. Heyw'ood.
They will go by way of Montreal, Niagara
and the Great Lakes, returning by a different route.

P03T0PPICB.

closes for the west at 6.30 p m.
PostofAce open on Sunday from 9 to 10 a

ten

for afternoon

trip

Sunday mail arrives from the west at 7.20

1011.

engaged

sented

From West—7.13 a m; 4.28 and 6.36 p m.
From East—11.08,11.46 a m; 5.63 and 10.52 p

an

Monaghan’s orchestra,

been

evening.
C. P. Dorr and wife left this

MAILS RECRIVBU.

Bangor,

has

and

effMt April 16, 1911

MAIL CLOSRS AT

evening.

pieces,

8CHEDULE OF MAILS
In

OF THE

business, April 2(i,

the

AT KLLSWORTH POBTOPPICB.

Invited.

to-day.

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING COHPANY,
As it existed aa the close of
jogs Ca“*10Y. President.

Ellsworth high school graduation
exercises will be held Wednesday, Jane
21. The class play and ball will be given in
The

**

BANK.

OF

ITT—I UNION TRUST COMPANY
for the
OF ELLSWORTH

pitcher.

**

°* lhe a,*rn‘ dumber Co.
and it was!
opened Monday morning,
content* were all deI„n„d that the
Tbe vault

No. 19

)“7TSHSSSSiSSSSSg*I
AbbtrUacnuntt.

the Bluehill* grammar
into camp by a score of 22 to 8. In
latter game the batteries were: For
Ellsworth, Joy, catcher; Anderson pitcher;
for Bluehill: Snowman, catcher; Osgood,

ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

**

1911

school

Grmce T Plummer—Notice of foreclosure.
Admr notice—Eat Anna Alexander.
E F Redman—Executor’s notice.
M E Holmes—Insurance.
Burrill Nat’l Bank.
E G Moore-Druggist.
J A Haynes—Groceries.
Exec notice—Est Henry A M Joy.
—Est Charles A Oott.
*•
—Est Wilford E Orandle.
—Est Thomas J Holmes.
Admr notice—Est Enoch R Stanley
Admr notice—Est Cordelia Fitzgerald.
Hay for sale.
Buggy for sale.
Bangor, Mb:
Eastern Trust A Banting Co.

When $3.00 per year

opened will

tonnd

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

i

to Rice * Tyler,
The nt e belonging
*bo b.d B.1 office in the

nitnodeam,

America ii.

€ll0w®rll)

■—

•v

HOLMES

Agency,

Ellsworth, Me.
INSURANCE and nothing but INSURANCE in

our

line.

SttintuKnunts.

Mutual Btiubt tfolnmn.

|

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

KDITKD

/it

Prayer Meeting Topio For tna Week
Baginning May 14, 1911.
Torlc.—The universal duty of making
pledges.—Ps. lxi. 5-8. (Led by the lookout
committee. I Edited by Kev. Sherman H.
Doyle, D. D.
There is abundant evidence in the

BY “ACBT

MADQI"-

«Helpful and Hopeful

Motto:

The purpotet of thlt column ere succinctly
stated t q the title and motto—H Is for the mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good. K Isferthecom
servant, a purveyor of Inmon use—a

public

formation and suggestion, a medium fortbelnterchangeof Ideas. In this capacity It solicit*
communications, and ltssuccess depends largely
on the support given U In this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of

Scriptures that vows or pledges are acceptable to God and helpful to man. It writer will not be printed except by permi sloo
was not an unusual thing for the most
Communications will be subject to approval or
consecrated godly men to make vows rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
unto God. and in many Instances the
to vow
people of God are exhorted
unto Him. Testimonies are also to be
found showing that God heard the
vows and had respect unto them. The
psalmist In the topical reference gives
such testimony when he says.
us
"For thou. O God. hast heard my
vows.” Whatever vows he had made
in the past had been accepted, and be
thus encouraged to make still
was
further requests.
The universal duty of making pledges
is suggested by the fact that there
seems to be an instinct in man to
make pledges or vows under certain
conditions. When some special favor
has been received or some forbearance
exercised on man's behalf he desires
to show his gratitude, to do something
that he would not ordinarily have
done, and he makes a vow unto God,
sacredly promising to offer some gift
or to perform some service, or perhaps even more naturally and more
frequently the vow is made In the hope
of some benefit desired, and its fulfillment is conditional upon a petition being favorably answered. This natural
tendency of man to make vows is universal and strongly Indicates that It Is
his duty to do so—that God expects It
of him. God does expect us to make
pledges unto Him and especially that
we should take His Son. Jesus Christ,
as our Saviour and pledge to Him ourselves and our all. Until we thus consecrate ourselves to Christ we have
not fulfilled the desire of God concern-

ing

ns.

duty or paying rows, of keeping
pledges, should be apparent to all. It
Is emphasized In the Scriptures. “When
thou vowest a vow unto God. defer
not to pay It, for He bath no pleasure
In fools." "Defer not to pay It," There
may be no intention of breaking the
vow, but bow easy It U to defer the
The

all communications

to

Thb AMBBICaH,
Ellsworth, Me.

In the brewer’s home a great tree stood.
Right glossy and green and tall.
Draped gay with tinsel and spangled thick
With many a golden ball;
Decked fair with tapers and angels' wings.
And a hundred other shining things.
There were dolls from Paris, each one dressed
In the very latest style;
There were toys and blocks and putzle games.
And of books a goodly pile;
There were candied rose leaves by the pound.
There were bon-bon boxes piled arouqd.
satin jewel box. hung high,
A diamond necklace lay;
And the brewer wondered, as he smiled.
What his pretty wife would say
To her seal-skin coat, aud point-lace fan,
And her automobile—spick and span.
a

•

*

•

•

*

In the drunkard’s home there was no tree.
But a stocking, limp and thin,
Was hung by the bed to catch his eye.
If old Santa C laus peeped in.
A big bole gaped in the stocking’s toe—
A childish letter was pinned below.
It read. “Dear Santa, it’s Christmas now.
And the snow is awful cold.
And my coat is thin, and my cap is lost.
And my shoes are dreadful old:
But it is my hands that nearly freexe
I would like some gloves, sir, if you please.
—

hanging my stocking by the bed:
Please, Santa, don’t pass it by.
But give me a pair of knitted gloves.
And a ginger-cake or pie.
I should like right well to have a hat.
But I'll not be greedy—don't mind that.”

“So I’m

While this sad child, in his cold, hard bed
Dreamed of knitted gloves and pie.
Old Santa Claus made the city rounds
And the drunkard’s child passed by.
But his father came home drunk, instead.
And pulled the flocking down from the bed;

fae cast the letter into the fire,
He threw the stocking aside.
should be no
he beat the boy
postponement Delay In the perform- And Christmas morn
Because the poor child cried.
ance of duty never makes It easier or
Thus for two homes came “Christmas cheer"
more agreeable
The sooner we do py the sale and use of the brewer's beer.
ib*t which ought to be done the better.
—Bernis Babcock.
There Is always danger In delay. The
passing of time lessens the force of Di&r Aunt Madge:
duty upon ns, while, on the other hand.
Here is a piece of poetry for our column. I
If we promptly and cheerfully face have joined the W. T. C. U* but 1 was always
the duty of the hour, incurred by much interested in the temperance cause. I
■olemn promise, we will likely be sur- joined the Band of Hope when 1 was ten
prised st the ease with which It may years old, and I have always kept my pledge.
I never tasted liquor of any kind, and never
be performed.
tasted cider, not even sweet cider.
If we
The psalmist kept his pledge.
He
mothers all stand firm before our families, I
paid hla rows promptly and cheerfully. feel as
though it must have an influence for
"I will Ring praise unto Thy name,
Axa»
good.
that I may dally perform my vows.”
As Endeavorers let ua keep the pledge Dear Aunt Madge:
Have I not been silent a long time? But not
that we have given to Christ as It
I assure you. 1 have been kept quite
pertains to the society and all Its idle,
the many letters from the
works.
As Christians let ns redeem busy answering
temperance workers of the Sunday schools
our vows of personal consecration to
throughout the county. The sentiment of
Christ In the dally life that we are all seems to work for the salvation of the
living, and If In time of distress or good old Maine law nnder which most of us
trouble we have made special vows have been raised.
uur venerable brotner, ur. k. u. unudie,
unto God let ua not defer or refuse
is patting in all of hie spare time doing hearttheir payment
to-Heart work by calm, earnest Christian talk

fcyffient!

Bui there

_

BIBLE READINGS.
Gen. xxvUL 18-20; Josh, xxiv,
14, 15; Job xxii. 27; Ps. xxii, 25;
1, 14; cxvl, 12-19; Isa. xix, 21;
Eccl. ▼. 1-5; Jonah U. 1-10; Acts
xviil, 18.

Coming Book.
A graphic phrase has recently come
Into vogue. We have heard much of
late of athletes who can "come back”
after defeat and loss of vigor and regain their old power and success on
the football field or the baseball diamond.
It has been said a thousand times
that Jeffries, the brutal prizefighter,
whose hopes of gain through the moving pictures of the fight were blasted
by the Christian Endeavorers. couldn't
"come back” to fighting trim after hts
years of luxurious living and dissipation.
The phrase Is even applied to politics, and there are many guesses as to
whether a certain ex-prealdent can
“come back” to power and popularity
after the defeat of his party at the
polls.
Uy question today Is.

Can a decadent Christian
Endeavor society
"come back?”
The causes for decadence In a Christian Endeavor society are obvious.
They are the following;
1. Denominational opposition, which
has transformed some thousands of
societies Into strictly denominational
organizations, thus withdrawing them
from the Interdenominational fellow-

ship.
2. Another cause of decline Is lack of
spiritual life In church and community.
The only remedy for this is a revival
of religion, or at least of spiritual interest even If there Is no widespread
evangelistic effort
3. The removal of Influential young
people from the community who go
away to college or elsewhere sometimes
leaves a society leaderless for a time,
and naturally the society suffers.
4. The indifference or hostility of the
pastor deadens and sometimes kills a
society. But a pastor often gets a new
vision of the possibilities of a society
or he does not always stay with the
same church.
The moral of all this is that there Is
no hopeless situation for a society of
Christian Endeavor.—F. E. Clark. D. D.

with every voter with whom he meets. Now,
why cannot more of us do the same work,
whether we can vote or not? When the law
was to be put into our constitution, an aged
minister, Rev. Andrew Gray, known to many
for his earnestness, called on me and said,
“Sister Dell, I have not cast a vote for thirty
years, but I am going to the polls and vote
for you, and pray that it may count for the
right.” He has gone to his reward, but are
there not others who will cast a vote for
Sister Dell that will count for the safety of
the home and the dear boys and girls that
have never known the cursing blight of the
saloon?
Men, if ao we can term them, may send
away and order the vile stuff, bat your boy
aud mins are not enticsd into the saloon.
Oh, that my pen might he tipped with Ore to
kindle the enthusiasm in others that 1 feel
in my heart!
So does M. V. B. and many
others.
I had a short ride with Irish Molly this
morning. She was out with her basket to
visit the sick. We talked reunion. Hope she
Had two nice
may be with us this year.
letters from Janet. She it busy getting in
line for the W. C. T. U. county convention at
Bar Harbor. Wish we could all be there to
learn of the good work being done. I surely
shall make an effort to be there. It will be
in May, after house-cleaning, and before
summer visitors come.
There, 1 began to write to tell you how our
Gott’s Island readers of the column were
planning to come to the reunion in force.
Come one, come all; we will give you a rousing welcome, so you will want to come again
and meet the inland writers.
Dux.

I second Dell’s invitation most heartily.
As it has been some time since we
touched on the temperance question in
our department, we have some letters in
this issue relating to the subject which is
being agitated throughout the State.
The location of the M. B. column in The
American has been one of honor and the
best of association, the C. £. column
being on our left and, formerly, the W. C.
T. U. on the right. The latter has been
missing for some time, bat we know their
work is going on, as many of our M. B.’s
wear the White Ribbon.

I

am

sorry to say to

you that

Sadie,

letters have always been so helpful
and welcome, is ill. 1 received a pretty

whose

— -*•

trying one

a

Xot

.one woman in a hunor
dred is
i understands how to
care for herI
Of course nearevery woman now-

prepared

jprenierly
self!
| ly
adays has medical

treatment at the
time of child-birth.
VP’"cr^-^^'«vl*yDUl many approacri
the experience with
t^w'i'rrK^lrxSi
an organism unfitted for the trial of
the strain is over
and
when
strength,
her system has received a shock from
which it is hard to recover. Following right upon this comes the nervous
strain of caring for the child, and a
distinct change in the mother results.
There is nothing more charming than
a happy and healthy mother or children, and indeed child-birth under right
conditions need be no hazard to health
or beauty. The unexplainable thing is
that, with all the evidence of shattered
nerves and broken health resulting
from an unprepared condition, women
will persist in going blindly to the trial.
It isn’t as though the experience
came upon them unawares. They have
ample time in which to prepare, but
they, for the most part, trust to chance
and pay the penalty.
In many homes once childless there
are now children because of the fart
that Lydia E. Finkham’s Vegetable
Compound makes women normal,

good

reason.
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HANCOCK POMONA, IS.

date in the

management of their farms.

Special mention should be made ol bis
talk upon tbs topic:
“Corn; soil, time
and manner of planting; cultivation, barIn bis
vesting and disposal of crops."
borne town there are three corn-canning
factories, and Mr. McKeen was able to
give much valuable Information in regard
to

—

which surely sustained the reputation so
bearing “Hearty Good long enjoyed by tbe ladlee of Halcyon
Wishes” entwined with forget-me-nats,
grange. Eunice Dunber read a paper:

poet-card from

letter from N. L. H. received in the
mail sap;

“The Essential Elements of a Happy
Home.” Miss Dunbar will be graduated
from Bluehill-George Stevens academy In
June, and this paper showed that aba la
well equipped to represent that Inslit ut ion
at any time.

The lecturer conducted
which

•

question box,

very instructive. The questions were ol a chancier interesting to
1 wonder If feu have been informed of tbs
•vary granger. A vote of thank* wae exserious illness of Bister Sadie. She la not
tended to Halcyon grange for hospitality)
able to write letters, t received a poet card
Bro. McKeen for the sddreee at the
Raster time from her, and she spoke of also to
“Grandma Q." and “Sister B.” crossing to the afternoon session, and for his many words
great beyond. I extend my sympathy to the of counsel and Information.
friends who are left and what Is our loss is
About ISO wars present M the Pomona
gain to those who have “crossed the bar'*. meeting, and many remained until tbs
Let us all remember that, although at times
evening session, which was called to
it's hard to recoacils one's seif to those
order promptly at 7 o'clock by W. M.
thoughts.
Thomas Grieve. Mrs. Osgood, the lecThe following poem was sent by Sadie
turer, had a fine program prepared,
Rome time ago.
l«et us send her words of which waa
{
thoroughly enjoyed by everycheer and remembrance.
one.
The meeting closed with everyone
as st mo no.
feeling that the day had been a profitable
Be strong, my soul!
one, “(nil ol instruction to the reflecting
The storm beats high.
mlod.”
Above its roar I hear thy sigh;
Be strong.
SKAOIBT, 471, SOUTH DKEK ISLE.
Be strong, my soul!
Seagirt grange held an interesting meetGreat burdens press.
ing April 28, with twenty-five members
Give Christ the greater, bear the lees;
present. Tbe lecturer presented a fins
Be strong.
program and a good time was enjoyed all
Be strong, my soul!
around. A contest baa been started, with
Dread losses come;
Bister Ida M. Pert and Brother Auotby E.
These will but lead to God, thy home;
Bye as captains, and Bister Kate B. StanBe strong..
ley as judge. It it hoped that new memBe strong, my soul!
bers will be gained from the oontest.
Thy loved ones go
Within the veil. God's thine, e'n so;
PKXOB8COT, MO.
Be strong.
Penobscot grange held a
meetan me

was

_

—

regular

Be strong, my soul!
The future fsce;
Thy Lord will help: ne'er fails his grace;
Be strong.
Bs strong, my soul!
Death looms in view.
Lo, here’s thy God! He’ll bear thee through;
Be strong.
—Bishop William F. Anderson, in Christian
Advocate.

The Fastest Fire Engine.
New Yorkers are need to seeing a fire
engine rush through streets as last as
three One horse* can draw it, but now the
city has the fastest engine in the worldone that will travel the
average city block
in toor seconds.

This engine has been built along lines
laid down by Firs Commissioner Waldo.
There are only two others of the same
type. It is propelled by gaaaline, but the
water is

are

anticipating

a

pumped by

steam.

There are many automobile Are enginee
in this country and Europe, bnt their
pumping apparatus has btsn worked by
gasoline. It was found that for pumping,
the gasoline engine would not suffice in
New York.
A little more than a year ago the Are
department of Berlin, Germany, put into
commission two engines propelled like an
automobile bnt using steam for pumping
power. These engines accomplished two
essential things—they go to the An
quicker than a horse-drawn engine and
they pumped with as much lores as any
other powerful machine. Commissioner
Waldo saw them last year, and when he
came home from
Europe be ordered one
from a Minneapolis concern. Be told just
how he wanted it built.
Tbe new sutomobile engine develops 100
horse-power with its traveling engine and
will go forty miles an hour. Last week in
a test by the makers it made
thirty miles
an hour through six inches of snow.
L.KTITIA:
Gold Medal
bread.

Foley Kidney Pills are a true medicine.
They are healing, strengthening, antiseptic
and tonic. They act quickly.
For sale by all
druggists.

A Cured Man.
Annapolis. N.
Jan. 11.MU.
Manager of Maine Keeley. Portland, Me.:
Dear Sir
It has been several years since I
took tbe Keeley Core and will say that daring
mil this time 1 bsve never had the least desire
for any kind of stimulants.
1 wish I bad
taken tbe Cure 10 years before I did.
Blncerely yours, Jos. McMullik, Annapolis
Hoysl, Nova Beotia.

Flour

makes

the

whitest
Btltia.

28.
Tbe chairs ware filled
by tbe sisters as follows: Lizzie Staples,
Master; Carrie Perkins, overseer; Jennie
Bridges, secretary; Grace Leach, lecturer;
Luella Snowman, chaplain; Laura Leach,
steward; Bernice Varnum, assistant steward ; Eleanor Snow, lady assistant steward; Lida Leach, gate-keeper; Zelma
Hutchins, Ceres; Doris Qrindle, Flora;
Laura Leach, Pomona. The work in tbe
third degree was exemplified.
After recess the brothers presented the

ing April

following program: Binging, choir; recitation, Leon Perkins; tableaux; song,
Frank Dunbar; potato race; songs, Fred
Mitchell; story, George Staples; clipping,
Elmore Roberts.
At the meeting May 5, twenty members
It was voted not to hold
were present.
another meeting until May 19, when it is
hoped that all members will try to be
present, as there will be important business.
_

389. KOBTH KLLSWOBTH.
Saturday evening, May 8, was observed
as ladies’ night by Nicolin grange.
Annie
A. Moore presided as master and Carrie
M. Moore, overseer. The first and second
degrees were conferred on one candidate.
Cake and ioe-cream were served. Tbe folPiano solo,
lowing program was given:
Alice A.McGown; reading, Della Luckinga;
B.
vocal solo, Marion
Rideout; recitation,
Claudia Richardson; piano solo, Marion B.
Rideout; farce, “A Precious Pickle,” by
MIOOUH,

seven

sisters.

There were fifty-three members present,
visitors from Lamoine, Bayside, Indian River and Mariaville granges. The
grange will have a dance and supper Tuesday evening, May 9. Rehearsals of the
play, “Wiliowdale,” are being held, and

and

In the Wake of the MsaalesThe little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmes, Little
Rock, Ark., bad tbe measles. Tbe result was
a severe cough which
grew worse and he
could not sleep. She says: "One bottle of
Foley’s Honey and Tar Compound completely

cured him and be baa never been bothered
since.’’
Croup, whooping cousb, measles
cough all yield to Foley's Hooey and Tar
Compound. Tbe genuine is in yellow packRef use substitutes. For sale by
age always.
all druggists.

—

Do You Have the Right Kind of Help?
Foley Kidney Pills furnish you tbe right
belp to neutralize and remove the
poisons that cause backache, headache, nervousness, and other kidney and bladder ailments. For sale by all druggists.
kind of

^,rr*°

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

pleasant evening.

The quotation, below give the
retail prion In Ellsworth:

SRDOWICK, 344.

A regular meeting of Sedgwick grange
All the officerr and tixwas held May 5.
ty-flve members were present; also sevAfter business a few reeral visitors.
marks were made by the State lecturer.
Then the grange closed and the door*
were opened to tho public, so all might
listen to the State lecturer. There were
also readings by Sister Susie Friend and

01

*

Oeeawj rneaM>

Ratter.

Creamery per ft.

_

...*»»
**•

Oleomargarine.
m..
Freeh

.**

laid, per dot....
"•
Peelti-y.
Chlckena.
„_
»«
Fowl...
mm,.

Bro. Johnnie Hooper, singing by Sisters
Florence Morgan and Beulah Allen. In

’ll*
Baled..V....
..
Mr..

..10 *{J

Baled.

•■(.table..
Onion,, t,
Cabbage, ft

Potetoee, pk

Lettuce, bead
Turnip*, ft

It
10.it 12
OS
Jft
Sft

Cucumber*.each

10*15

Dandelion, pk
Celery,

K

Parenlpt, ft

Spinach, pk
lUdiahee. bunch
Rhubarb, ft

£

JJ

renltw

S0«M

Orange*, do*
Applee. pk

ISfSS

Rio,
Mocha.
Java.

Tee—per

Lemon*, doz

SSgOO 8trawberrie*,bz
ttrererlM.
Rice, per ft

Coffee—per ft

25
Sft

ft—

Vinegar, gel

*«

Cracked wheat
Oatmeal, per ft'
Buckwheat, vpks*
Graham.

Oolong,
meal.
Gran meal, 9,
Sugar-per ft(Irannlaled. Oft*««OS Oil-per galOS
Yellow. C
Linseed,
Powdered.
Off 10
Keroeece,
Molaaaea—per gal—
00
Havana,
Porto Rico*
ftft
Meat# and Provision*.

VIBW, 4tH,
Mountain View (range held ita regular
meeting Friday evening. May 5, with fifty-two membara and ten visitor# present.
Two applicants were accepted. Tncre was
work in tbs third degree.
At tbe next
meeting the final degrees will be conferred on a class of ten.
Tbe grange socials are well attended and
add quite a sum to tbe grange treasury.
On May 20 an entertainment will be given
under tbe auspices of the grange.

**'5
t*u*

E
»

J
}

4Sf«S
MfSft Rye

Japan.

Beet, ft:
Steak.
Roasts,
Corned.

iSgSft
10«tS

Tongue,

17*15

^

ja

m

Pork, ft:

ISfSi

Veal:
Steak,
Roasts.
Iamb:

SS
ll git

Chop,
Ham, per 3^
Shoulder.
Bacon.

,,

x

Salt.
Lard,

,.a

a
4

if
J

til

lamb,

12*30
oft
Tongues, each
Prooft rich.
OS Oyatera, ut
Cod,
00 Clams, ui
Haddock,
Halibut.
Uf 30 Shad, each
SS
lobsters, ft
Flaar, Grata and Feed.
Oat*, bu
Floor—per bbl—

OOOD WILL, 370, AMHERST.
About twenty-five members were presv*
ent Saturday evening at tbe meeting of
>«
Good Will grange. Tbe first and second
a *5
degree* were conferred on one candidate.
It was decided to have a Fourth of July
u
celebration. Tbe discussion of plans ocIftOfOM Short*—bag 1«bijo
I SS Mia feed. Sag 1
1 m
cupied so much time that it was necessary Corn. 100ft bag
Middling.,bg scei »
}»
to omit tbe literary program.
There was Cracked corn.
1
SS
one visitor from Mariaville grange and
one from Mountain View grange.
law uaAinn wnnn

her

and it says:
Dear Aunt Madge:
It hae been a long time since I wrote anything tor the oolumn. but I have not forgotten
it. X am very ill, A friendjof mine is writing
forme. Wish X oould see yon and all the M.
8*011.
B. friends.
A

noe^Z"

chwit; At, office.bnent. A
""”***• At U» rotl-c.li,
•wend.
iM-cmn and eke wfrt

It It hoped to bare it ready tor presentation the last of the month.
At the next meeting, May 30, the gentlemen will All the chairs, tarnish the program and serve refreshments. The sisters

Halcyon grange. North Bluehill, enter- the afternoon the State lecturer gave an
tained this Pomona Saturday, May6. The interesting talk on farming, which all apweather waa ideal, and a good many pa- j preciated very much.
trons look advantage of this opportunity
DEBB iki.k, 3M.
to enjoy
Halcyon grange's hospitality,
Deer Isle grange met Monday evening
famous throughout Hancock county.
After the regular
We were exceedingly fortunate in hav- with a fair attendance.
ing with ua at (hit meeting Slate Lecturer business, there were readings by Maud
B. Walker McKeen, who waa kept busy Haskell, Ethel Haskell, Lida Stinson and
Short lectures were given by
about all day giving instruction in regard J. M. Ellis.
Mr. McKeen Neville Powers, Harold Hardy snd Alton
to grange and farm work.
Most of our young men members
has for a good many yeers been identified Torrey.
have left tor the season's yachting, but it
with the State department of agriculis hoped to have them all back safely in
ture, and he ia also a practical farmer;
consequently hia advice waa much sought the fail.
by the farmers who wished to be up to
WEST EDRW.
MOCTtTAlW

corn-raising.
Worthy Master Grieve, of the hoet
grange, gave the address of welcome, and
it waa responded to by Worthy Master
Gross, of the Pomona. It waa voted to
hold a Held meeting August 14. This will
probably be held at Bluehill mineral
were
Resolutions
spring as usual.
passed protesting against the repeal of
healthy, and strong.
the twenty-sixth amendment to our State
Any woman who would like
special advice In regard to this constitution prohibiting the manufacture
matter is cordially invited to or sale of alcoholic liquors within the
Eleven candidates received the
write to Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn, State.
Mass. Her letter will be held in degree of Pomona.
confidence.
strict
Tbe ladies served dinner and supper,

tem

Foley Kidney Pill* take hold of your sysaud help you to rid yourself of your
dragging backache, dull headache, nervousness, impaired eyesight, and of all the ills resulting from the impaired action of your kidneys and bladder. Remember it is Foley KidFor sale by all drugney Pills that do this.
gists.

This column is devoted to the Grange, esto the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general Interest, snd
for reports of grange meetings. Maks letters
short and concise. A11 communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

to most women and marks

distinctly an epoch in their lives.

(Grangers.

pecially

Fomona

The experience of Motherhood is

tlit

3mong

•».

Facts
About
Motherhood

BEER CHRISTMAS.

A

In

*■*»■*

A
MARIAVILLE.

441.

bushel of

end
pounds,
*ul»h

u

arc

tiunu.

Liverpool salt shell weigh*
bushel of Turk's lelen-: nail

70 doq ndk.
Mariaville grange met Saturday evening ihtll
The standardwetahl of a bushel of potatoes
with thirty-eight present, including two la good order uod It lor shipping. i, *
of apples, 44 pounds.
visitors. Tbe program was well carried pouedsi
The standard weight of e bushel of beau la
ont, and mneb enjoyed.
Many good sug- good order and fit for skipping, is « poondi;
of wheat, bests, rata-begs turnips and pets,
gestions wesa otrred by tbs members and ■
pounds; of corn, ■ pounds; of onions,a
there were interesting remarks by Brother pounds; of carrots, English turnips, r;e sad
Indian meal. SO pounds, of parsnips, sd pounds;
Homer Wilbur, of lamoine grange.
of barley and buckwheat, 4k pounds; of oats,
P pounds, or seas asasure as by agreement.
HUH Mfil-trtAlM MUOjta. 28.
Following la the program for tbs mootA harm dun lit wit showing u bone to s
lug of Often Mountain Pomona with proupuctlvw boyar. After running bim
Be hoodie fringe, No. 408, Winter Harbor, book anti forward for u few minutes be
U:
stopped and aald to tba buyer "Whs! do
Opening tong
Isn’t he a
yoo think of tbi* coat?
W
Address of welcome.O
Tracy
Tba boyar, noticing that the
dandy?"
Lluie
Libby
Response.
hone had tba hen Tea, replied, "Yea. 1 like
Topic: Wbmt are the three moet profitable crops for the farmers of Hancock
bia coat all right, bat 1 don't like bit
conoty to raise? Opened by Austin Stover
punte”.
Whistling solo.-Jails Qaptill
Mr. A ague—If you knew ho* to cook
Recess
It
Host grange we could eure money. Mn. Angus
Mnsic.
yoo knew bow to aura money we could
Conferring fifth degree
■

Mnsic.Grace Hanson
Debate: Resolved that woman suffrage
ehonld be granted by law In tbe State
of Maine.
Affirmative, ladies; negative. gentlemen.
Mnsic.....Selected
Paper, 'Influence of the grange In the
Home**.J alia Bickford
Mnsic...Selected

employ

i

|!
:

May 4, with

tbe

worthy

matter

filling tbe

cook.

^fripgyetae^prrita

HALCYON, 346, NORTH BLUKH1LL.
Halcyon grange held ita regular meeting
May «, with about 17S patron* present.
Stats Lecturer Me Keen made interesting
and instructive remarks.
Tbe lecturer of
!
boet grange presented a fine program of
readings, mnsic and farce.
RAIWBOW, 2US, WORTH BBOOKSVILLE.
Rainbow grange met in regular tension

a

|

Be Good to

Yourself
and the world will be good to you.
The way is to keep your stomach,
liver, kidneys and bowels nghtAnd you’ll find great help in

BEECHAM S
PILLS

‘

SeMEeeeywbern.

Ubeaae 10c.

wens* sic the
of numerous little things
that go wtosg with children.
When a child is sick yen
f rarely think that its sickness is
caused by warms, yet weems.
either directly or indiroctly, are the
cease of three
quarters of all the Sis of childhood.
and
oftentunce adults, fed out ct sorts, ire
Children,
feel
listless
sod
unrefreahed
irritable,
in the morning; suli rr w
r
indigestion, hare a variable appetite, fool tongue, offenaive breath;
hard and full belly, with occasional
-■
gnpings and pains about tbe navel; errs
beery and dull; itching of the noee; abort, dry cough;
of the teeth;
low fever; and often, in children, cocralstons—in the grinding of cases the
majeeity
auee of all the trouble is
warns, though you may not smpecl their presence.

25c.

Unsuspected

cause

_

DR. TRUE'S EUHR

a pure eegetable
composed, has been the standard
household remedy slate iter. It otter rails In
expel not oals worms but afi waste matter, leasing the blood rich and pure, the stomach sweet,
the bowels regular and the whole
system strong
aad healthy.
The mother who glees her children Dr. True's
Kllalr regularly Is wise because it not
only Increases the appetite aad acta as a
preeentiee of
coughs, cold, freer and worms, but glees rugged,
-on—.
robust health.
Bold by all Druggists. Prices 15c, 90c aad no.
ft
Write for free booklet,
ChiUttu and /Acre

Ml- J. F. TRUE ft Cl.
Aiban, Me.

!

*

Neighbor*.

Bird

the Aamioaw wfll frem
ruder tut. head
short arttalao relating to
k> lime prlet
especially their relation to agrleulMoat of thoaa artielea will he
ttral interests
Israeli by the bureau of
iaied from leaflet's
of agriculture,
Moletlrsl surrey, department
Association of Audubon
ht the National
be
author!tatiee
They
and will
not only to bird losere, but
01 be of mtereat
value to farmera, to whom the
ni educations1
of many speelen of blrda la of tbr

roekt and trm of the
oppoalt# ahor# fell oh
the boeom of the at-eem. while
gently from
•ter came on the ear the
muttering round of
Ut« cataract.

eime

My little fire waa soon lighted under a rock#
and, spreading ont my ecanty stock of
provisions, I reclined on my grassy conch. As I
looked around on the
fading features of the
beautiful landscape, my heart turned toward
my distant home, where my friends were
doubtless wishing me. as I wished them, a
happy night and peaceful slumbers. Then
were heard the
barkings of the watchdog, and
protection
I tapped my faithful
companion to prevent
his answering them.
,ffatest importance..
•'The thoughts of my
worldly mission then
xhe Kose-breaatad Oroeheak.
came over ray miad. and
having thanked the
Creator
of
all
for
His never-failing mercy, I
vvtlllsa Dutcber. preatdent of National
closed my eyes, and was
of Audubon Hoeletlea. I
passing away into
“/(icclstlou
the world of dreaming existence, when
sudof winter weatbar,
Alter a Idng period
denly there burst on my son 1 the serenade of
or
snoW-covered
brown
and
the
its bare
rose-breasted bird, so rich, so mellow, so
and ita leafleae loud In the stillness of the night, that
Helds, its froren streama,
sleep
| fled from
of
oot-of-doora
lover
the
Never did I enjoy
my eyelids.
how
|(tf,
1
music
it
Indication
of
more;
tba
thrilled
first
tbe
through
for
my heart,
The vitality that haa and surrounded me with an atmosphere of
eoming of spring!
bliss. One might easily have imagined that
ia
bat
to
I
commencing
laen dormant,
even the owl, charmed
by snch delightful
of the daye,
nasken with tbe lengthening
music, remained reverently silent. Long afof
the
run
ia
ter the sounds ceased did I
,nii the on-reeling power
enjoy them, and
when all had again become .still. I stretched
uairned with dally growing Intern!.
abade of green that the out my wearied limbs, and
bvery new
gave^nyself up to
the earth aaaumea la a the luxury of repose.”
-rassy carpet of
dandelion
bloaaom
that
With this delightful tribute of the
delighi.'ilio firet
the lawn ia a thing of artist-naturalist to the itsthetic
i(10as itself on
qualities
beenty, the opening of the arbntoa and of this bird, let us turn to its practical or
tncreuaee onr Joy, the economic value.
the modest violet
The Colorado potato-beetle dwelt near
arrival of I he advance guard of winged
will roon follow, the base of the
baits that we know
Rocky mountains, feeding
thrills us with pleasure and a desire for upon the sand-bar until about the year
1868. At this time it began to be a
tbe culmination, when every tree in
pest in j
orchard or forest is bursting forth with the potato-fields of the settlers in that !
blossom and leaf and every place is vocal region. Having acquired tbe habit of
with music.
feeding upon the cultivated potato, it
Then it i». some morning early in May,
began its eastward inarch across the conm are greeted with a glory of song and
tinent, spreading from potato-patch to
tbe dashing beauty of the rose-breasted
potato-patch. At first the migration took
grosbeak. During Ibe winter months it place at about tbe rate of fifty miles a
ba< lived in the tropical regions of tba
year, but later it was more rapid; and in !
West Indies. Mexico, Central America and 1874 tbe insect reached tbe Atlantic coast.
The spread of the potato-beetle pest ;
northern South America; bat with spring
caused an enormous loss to the farmers
come* tbe Inaging for home, and it
Journey*, by night, through the trarklesa of the country, not only by the failure of
nky to its birthplace. This ia anywhere the potato crops, but also by the cost of
in eastern Coiled Htetes and the more insecticides, principally Paris green, used
tbe to destroy this voracious beetle.
southern British provinces, from
It is
Atlantic coat to eastern Kansas and doubtful whether tbe farmers of the
would
have
been
Manitoba.
able to successcountry
During its semi-annual migration* it fully contend with the potato-beetle had
the
stales.
One
of
the
gulf
not
Nature
passes through
interposed one of her powermost wonderful and intereating subjects
ful checks.
As the beetle extended its 1
is
cause
The
of
the
nature
in
migration.
range and became more numerous, the
migrat ton of birds is still a puzzle to scien- rose-breasted grosbeak developed a newlytist*. and, although theories have been arquired taste for this pest.
Professor
advanced from time to time by learned Beal, of tbe United States department of
none
have
been
students, yet
universally agriculture, has furnished tbe following
accepted. The changing seasons, from very interesting statement, which shows
been
has
heat to cold,
suggested as a cause; conclusively tbe very great, value of this
lack of food as another. The latter cause bird;
No stomachs of the rose-breasted grosbeak
might well explain the necessity for the
southward movement of birds in the have yet been examined by tbe biological
but tbe bird's habit of eating the
survey,
•utoran, but it hardly seems a reason for
Colorado potato-beetle Is a matter of common
the return of the birds in the spring from
observation. The first published report upon
tropical countries w here nature is prolific this work was made, as far as 1 know, by Prof*
with
plant and Insect-life. The most C E. Hessvy. of the agricultural college of
Attractive theory is that birds return to Iowa, more than twenty-live years ago, when
their breeding-places from a passionate
the
Insect first made its appearance. At
foudne-M for home, which even the dan- about the same time a woman writer in
Fwreet and Stream noted the same habit.
ger* aid fatigue of a long journey caonot
A few years later 1 made some Interesting
overcome.

eilii

wstriiea

Setting

a*ide tha

let us consider for
self, and the more

reasons
a morn

migration,
migration it-

for

>nt

think o' it the more
wonderful it seems. Take, for instance,
the r»»*e-breasted grosbeak, that has spent
.the winter iu Colombia. How does it
know when to start for its home in the
temperate clime where its offspring were
reared the previous year? Can it calculate
the day* aud hours that it will take to accomplish the distance? How can it retrace the imth traversed' the
previous
autumn? It reaches its old home about
the same date each year, having traveled
thouands of miles to do so. Most of this
journty was made in the night, sometimes
»t an altitude of
many thousand feet.
The vision of all birds is very acute, and
the grosbeak mayfly from one landmark
to another,
which, when it ia reached,
may disclose still another In the distance,
end so on until home is reached. Tbeee

journeys

are

daytime

the

not

we

continuous; during

traveler

aartb for rest and
aumes its

descends

food and at

to

night

the
the
re-

journey again. During the
height of the migratory period, the upper
•ir must be filled with thousauds of
feathered wanderers, who are sometimes
Q*t by storms or thick weather when all
landmark* must be blotted out. It la
known that they then fly at a mpeb
lower altitude, for on auch occasions
they are attracted by lighlhouaee, and
thousands of birds of numerous species
killed by flying against the glass of
th« lantern. Thia wonderful
phenomenon
°f nature,
migration, is well worth extended study, and the scholar is advised
to mad the exhaustive treatment of the
•object by Prof. Alfred Newton and W.
W. Cooke.
Tbe

Us
most frequently, second growths ol
o»k« on the borders ot
large Umber, but
boee not confine itaelf
exclusively to such
•ocsiitiee. It builds rather a bulky nest
Of
weed.sulks, twigs, rootlets, etc., io
tubes or trees from live to
twenty leet
m the
ground. The eggs are usually
,
in
number, of a pale green color pro‘“rly speckled with brown.
The song of this bird is the theme ol
•vory nature-writer, and sU unit in proboonciug it ot the highest type. In some
it resembles that of the robin,
but it is thought to have
a more refined
•ab musical
quality. The description of
•be
song of the rose-breasted grosbeak by
boat!bon is such a delightful exhibition
*be character of
the man, showing so
PsHectly his childlike faith in s Creator,
“d h“
absolute absorption in the
duties of nature, that the
passage is
Pven in full:
rose-

borne,

breasted grosbeak selects

aa

jour

'jj'*

■u lbs nsoath of August, I wee
‘"'•tin* along the shores of the Mohawk
r. when nlsht overtook me.
Being little
,“r'

™in* nted with that
part of the oouotry, I
"oived to
csmp where I was. The evening
*nd bsaatlhO, the sky sparkled

•in..
*u"'
b

which were refleeted by the
waters, sad the deep shade of the

**“ ‘Plendld

of Chamberlain's
is daUyoomlng
l**,L No such
grand remedy fer liver
bto» was even known beThousand, hlsas them tor curing
”»«tipation, sick headache, biliousness,
and indigestion. Bold by all
work

r".“*ch »nd Liver TsbleU

fnr.^10^*11,00
■

JMdIce

observations in a small field of potatoes near
No remedial
measures
were
my house.
spplied to the crop, but both beetles and
birds were given a fair field and uo favors*
At first the insects increased in numbers in
spite of the daily visits of the birds, but when
the young of the latter were hatched, the numbers of the beetles began to diminish rapidly,
and when the young birds were fledged and
were brought by their parents and placed in
a row upon the fence around the field, the insects
rapidly disappeared, and when I examined the field a week later 1 could not find
a single beetle, either young or*adult.
About this time the birds began to prey upon some peas in my garden, and I shot one
of them and examined the contents of its
stomach. It consisted of one large green
caterpillar, several potato beetles, and a few
fragments of peas. .My conclusion was that
the few peas taken had been well paid for.
However, I bung an old coat on a pole near
the pea viues. and the birds came near them
All of the above observations were
no more.
made in the state of Iowa, which was one of
the first states to suffer from the attacks of
the bettles on their eastward march.
Since then this habit of the grosbeak has
been confirmed by thousands of observers in
ail parts of the country wnere the potatobeetle and the bird are found. As this insect
is eaten by but few species of birds, it is
especially desirable that this one, that eats it
ita inso freely, should be preserved and
he encouraged in every possible manForty years ago this bird was rare in
New England—In fact, was entirely unknown
in many places, but it is now fairly abundant

crease
ner.

there, and it may be that it has been attracted
to that section of the country by the presence
of the potato-beetles, which furnish so
large a portion of ita food. I believe it is
possible to prevent ita depredations upon
peas (the only barm that I have ever heard it
accused of), and ita value as an insect-destroyer forbids ita wanton destruction.

Nineteen Babies
and wile, of Highland,
Prank
Kan., though married not quite ten years,
are the parents of nineteen children, all
boys, and thirteen of them living.
They hold the record for triplets, having
live sets to their credit, and two sets of
twins. All of the thirteen boys living are
under five years.
The names and ages of the children are:
Ash bell. Archer and Austin, triplets, four
and a half years old; Arthur and Arnold,
twins, three and a half; Allan, Almond
and Albin, triplets, two and a half; Aland
Adolph, triplets,
bert, Albion
eighteen months; Abel and Abner, twins,
six months. Ure. Scott is only thirty
yean old and her husband is only a year
her
Scott

senior._

The great majority of the world invest
in hopes, tha dividends from which go to a
email minority.
Only a liule eold in the head may be the
beginning ot an obstinate case of Nasal CaDrive out the invader with Ely’s
tarrh.
Cream Balm applied straight to tbs inflamed,
stuffed-up atr-paasagea. Price SOo. If you
prefer to use an atomiser, ask for Liquid
Cream Balm. It has all the good qualities of
the solid form of this remedy and will rid you
of catarrh or hay fever. No cocaine to breed
tha
a dreadful habit. No mercury to dry out
Price 7Sc., with spraying tube.
secretion.
All druggists or mailed by Ely Bros., W Warren

Street, New

Vork._

Palsy's Kidney Hamrdy Acted Quickly.
M. N. George, Irondale, Ala., was bothered
“I was
with kidney trouble for many years.
Remedy, and
persuaded fo try Foley Kidney
Its
before taking it three days I could feel
my back, my
beneficial effects. The pain left
so much
I
am
and
cleared
op,
kidney action
better I do Dot hesitate to recommend Folsy
For sale bv all druggists.
Kidney Remedy

WHITK MOUNTAIN

Sttnuannratf.

FORR8T.

No Advene Decision Affection Any
Tract Under Weeks Forest Law.
The report which has been given some
circulation that adverse action has been
decided upon in tbe case of propoeed purchases of national forests in tbe White
mountain region is denied by the director
of tbe United States geological survey.
Director Smith states that the responsibility of tbe United States geological survey is set forth in section 6 of the set
which provides that preceding any purchase there must be an examination of the
land by tbe geological survey with a
favorable report to tbe secretary of agriculture “showing that the control of such
lands will promote or protect the navigation of streams on whose watersheds they
lie”.
Although it has been definitely reported
that the geological survey has condemned
at least two of the New England rivers as
not being navigable streams within the
meaning of the Weeks act, it is pointed
out by Director fimith that such a statement contains a double error.
In the first place, the determination of
what are navigable streams within the
meaning of this act lies within the national forest
reservation commission;
and second, the position taken by the geological survey is that it is not warranted
in prejudging the case of any area, and that
either a favorable or an unfavorable report
must be

preceded by

E. B. Gardner & Son.
THE HOME INSURANCE COMPANY,
NEW YOBK, N. Y.

CONNECTICUT FIRE INS. CO.,
HARTFORD, CONN.
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1910.
Real estate,
$ 193,900 00
Mortgage loans,
909,080 00
Collateral loans,
ir>9,000 00
Stocks and bonds,
5,425.002 00
Cash in office and bank,
409 899 48
Asents’ balances,
864,481 97
■Ills receivaole,
25 794 55
Interest and rents,
40,991 25
Gross assets

purchase

of which

topographic, geologic

mountain

81, 1910.
9

844.56b 66
4,028.181 99
50,000 00
1,000,000 00
2,058,680 61

Surplus

contingencies
and all liabilities including
12,829.61818?
capital,

on

and

over

COMPANY,

INSURANCE

BOSTON

BOSTON.

ASSETS
Real estate,

Mortgage loans,

Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,
Gross assets,
Deduct items not

_

I

MASS.

DEC.

81, 1910. gBHH
f
1
g

admitted,

00
00
98

1
I

69
57
67

1

87
69

T

Ji
g

J
C

Admitted ass<ts,
$8,470,288 25
LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1910.
Net unpaid 1< sses,
$ 408.408 39
Unearne premiums,
1,945,097 71
140.767 24
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
1,000 000 00
2,981,019 91
Surplus over all liabilities,

ft

J

I
J

|

\
9

$6,470.288 26 ■
Agents,
|

Total liabilities and surplus,
B. B. GARDNER A SON,
Bucksport, Maine.

1

$80,178,918 63
Snrp'.usaa regards policyholders,
$16,829,618 18?
E. B. GARDNER A SON, Agents,
Bucksport. Maine.
PfICENIX INSURANCE

COMPANY,

OF HARTFORD, CONN.
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1910.
Real estate,
$ 141.013 38

contemplated

is

Mortgage loans,

stream

50,350

Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents,
All other assets,
Gross assets,
Deduct items not

00

14.200 00
8,860,577 25

737,817

20

55
87.714 49
55.340 61

802.882

admitted,

$10,749,845 48
12,188

16

Ad mi tted asset s.
$ 10,787,657 32
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1910.
Net unpaid losses.
$ 582.060 06
Unearned premiums,
4,325.466 01
All other liabilities,
I75.00C 00
Cash capital.
2,000,000 00
3,655.181 25
Surplus over all liabilities.

hydrographic,

there is no case thus far noted in which
the officials of the survey regard the material already in hand as sufficient to
constitute the showing required by the
Weeks law. It is, however, their purpose
to obtain this needed additional information at once, and field men of the survey
are starting this week to examine areas
in North Carolina and Tennessee, and at
conferences in Secretary Fisher’s office
last week the director of the survey assured Governor Bass, of New Hampshire,

Uaitinger

Cash capital,
$ 3.000 000 00?
Reserve premium fund,
11 646.873 00
Reserve for losses,
1,168,815 74
Reserve for re insurance, and
other claims.
236,111 71
Reserve (or miscellaneous accounts due and unpaid,
100.000 00
Reserve for taxes,
2,000,000 00
Reserve as conflagation sur1.500,000 00?
plus,

Bucksport, Maine.

While the geological survey is in possession of a large amount of data resulting
from its many years of field surveys,

Weeks that

LIABILITIES.

97,476.869 26

Total liabilities and surplus, 97,476,869 26
E. B. GARDNER A SON, Agents.

application.

Senator

$80,178,918 68

actual field examina-

material effect

some

97.476.869 26

LIABILITIES DEC.
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities,

flow
and the protection of navigability.
It is
the position of ths survey that in general
forest cover does promote and protect
stream flow, but with the multiplicity of
widely varying factors that enter into the
problem as presented in each different locality the rule cannot be given universal
has

admitted,

Admitted assets,

tion to determine all the factors in tbe
local problem.
The geological survey is, under the law,
the determinative agent whose certification is necessary to show that the land
tbe

ASSETS DEG. 81, 1910.
Par value. Market value.
Cash in backs and
trust companies.
$2,828,460 84
Real estate,
1,180,000 00
U S bonds,
$ 886,000 00
482,760 00
State and city bonds, 6.898.888 88 6,727.106 00
Railroad bonds.
6,803.000 00 6.498,410 00
Miscellaneous bonds, 750.000 00
654.500 00
Railroad bonds.
6,880,000 00 8,574.875 00
Miscellaneous stocks 1,870,000 00 1.746,200 00
Bank and Trust
Go. stocks,
482.000 00
160,000 00
Bonds and mortgage, being 1st
lien on real estate,
48,800 00
Premiums uncollected, in
course of transmission and
in hands of agents,
2,042.261 79

Total liabilities and surplus, $10 737,657 32
E. B. GARDNER & SON, Agents,
Bucksport, Maine.

|

HARTFORD

FIRK INSCJKINCE CO.

OF HARTFORD,
ASSETS DEC.
!

HAETJOED,
ASSETS DEC.
Real estate.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

Real estate,

Mortgage loans.
i Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
I Cash in office and
bank,
Agents' balances,
Interest and rents.
Gross assets,
Deduct Items not

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC.
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
Ail other liabilities,
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities,

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

$24,968,634 99
81, 1910.
$1,454 926 59
18,784 741 07
200,000 00
2,000,000 00
6,923,967 83

surplus. $24,363,634 99
Agents,

ft

81, 1910.

admitted,

Admitted assets.

E. B. GARDNER A SON,
Bucksport, Maine,

General Insurance

ft
$

*

5

588.207 03

17,558,22ft 75 ■
1,60ft,460 87
1,896,888 86
91,200 56

Interest and rents,

I

l

COMPANY,

CONN.

Agents'balances,

admitted,

Total liabilities and

ATNA INSURANCE

CONK.

81, 1910.

$21,289,677 97
216,132

|

50

$21,028,545 47

LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1910.
Net unpaid losses.
$ 689 801 37
Unearned premiums,
7,424,218 57
All other liabilities,
590.509 41
Cash capital,
0,000,000 00
7,369.016 12
Surplus over all liabilities,

|

Aggregate, includinfrcapl*
surplus,
$21,023,540 47
E. B. GARDNER Sc SON, Agents.
j
Bucksport, Maine.

tal and

Agency, Bucksport, Me.

]

Representative

and

examination within the White
region would be begun this

spring, and the investigations continued
through the coming field season.'
KITTEKY TO CAKIBOU.
The houses of Theron E. Doe and Dr.
Gustavus J. Nelson, at China, were burned
Friday. Loss, about f10,000; insurance

*1,000.
The farm buildings of Charles H. Dole,
Holdeu, were burned Friday. Thirteen
head of cattle, three pigs and two horses

at

burned.

were

Four icehouses of the Lake Auburn
Crystal Ice Co., at Auburn, were burned
Monday, with 5,000 tons of ice. Loss
*25,000; insured for *1,000.
Miss

eight,

a

Nellie Kingston, aged twentywaitress, was drowned in Sabattus

pond Sunday.
men

and

She

was

in

boat with two

a

woman, and fell

a

overboard.

Fire in the yards of the Sterns Lumber
Co. at East Hampden Sunday destroyed
150.000 feet of spruce boards and near
500.000 feet of pine boards. The loss iB
estimated at *20,000 to *30,000; covered by
insurance.

The infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Dobbin, of West Joneaport, was burned to
death in a fire that destroyed their home
Saturday. The child was asleep in its

crib,

and the mother was at a neighbor’s
the fire broke out. The house of

I

I_I

when

Freeman Beal, adjoining,
burned.
Mrs.

was

also

Fire Monday evening in the four-story
brick block in Monument square, Portland, owned by Charles Q. Clapp, o! North
Weymouth, Mass., and occupied by the
Talbot Co., clothiers, W. Guy Getchell,
clothier, C. A. Smith, photographer, and
R. J.
Chase, barber, caused damage

amounting

to

RU-BER-OID 5"Ss
Cannot Take Fire from

Falling Sparks.

If live coals fall upon it they die out without causing damage
Durable and atWater, Sun- and Time-proof,
tractive on buildings of any description.

nearly {40,000.

Commencement week at Bowdoin college will begin June 18. The program (or
BaccalauSunday
the week follows:
Monreate sermon by President Hyde.
day—Alexander prize speaking. Tuesday
Claas-day exercises at 10 a. m. and 3
The
p. m. Senior dance in the evening.
annual meeting of the Maine Historical
Wednessociety will be held at 2 p. m.
day— Graduation exercises of the medical
school at 9.30 a. m. Address by Franklin
C. Payson, A. M., of Portland. Annual
meeting of the Phi Beta Kapa at 11 a. m.
Annual meeting of the Alumni association at 12.30 p. m. Out-door presentation
of scenes from Twelfth Night, by the
UluBowdoin dramatic club, at 3 p. m.
mination of the campus, and band con-,
cert at 7.30 p. m.
Reception by PresiMrs. Hyde in the evening.
dent and
Commencement exercises at
Thursday
10.30 a. m., followed by commencement

RU-BER-OID COLORED ROOFING
In Red, Brown and Green is the only prepared
roofing to be had in permanent colors.
The RU-BER-OID Man
Is a positive guarantee of the beit prepared
Roofing. Look for him—he guards every roll of

—

—

RU-BER-OlDand protects you from imitations.
Send for Our Inustratud Roofing Booklet.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.
IN William

Whitcomb,

Street. New York.

Haynes

&

DISTRIBUTORS,
Ellsworth Falls,

Co.,
Maine.

—

dinner.
WATCH TOUR KIDNKY8.
Read
Their acrion controls yonr health.
what Foley Kidney Pills have done for your
Bt., Banneighbor. O. I. Oetchell, 191 IMain
suffered with
“Last summer
gor, Me., says
a severe case of kidney and bladder trouble.
1 had pains acroas my back and the action of
mu-.h pain. I
my kidneys was attended with
read an advertisement of Foley Kidney Pills
and began taking them according to directions. In a few days there was a remarkable
change in my condition and to-day I am cured
of all kidney and bladder trouble.” For sale
by all

$1.00 For Three Months

I
Free edrice, how to obtain patent* trade mark* ■
■
copyright* etc., ,N ALL COUNTRIES.
Business direct with Washington saves t$me,U
.&
money and often the patent.
Pliant and Infrlnftmant Praetlca Eadualyaly. ■
nl
Write or oome to ue at
•U Bath atree* epp. Vailed States Meat OSee,H
P. C.
U
_WASHINGTON,

druggists.

A touch of rheumatism, or a twinge of
neuralgia, whatever the trouble is, Chamberlain's Liniment drives away the pain at
once and cores the complaint quickly.
First appUaction gives relief. Sold by all
dealers.

The Bangor Daily News is making a special offer to new subscribers, first three
months for $1.00. Any person clipping out the enclosed coupon and sending to us, enclosing $1.00, the Bangor Daily News will be sent the first three months to any address.
The Bangor Daily News is the home paper of Eastern, Northern and Central Maine,
first to reach the morning field, full Associated Press reports. All towns in Eastern,
Northern and Central Maine fully represented by regular Correspondents. After the
first three months the paper is sold At 00 cts. a month.

_FILL THIS OUT_
Please send the Bangor Daily News for three months to
Name_
Address......

AMERICAN ADS
PAY BEST

ENCLOSED PLEASE FIND

11.00 FOR SAME.

—■

11

t hf ^llatoorth American.
LOCAL AND

\

POLITICAL .IOURNAL

PUBLISHED
t*.

V

KRY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

COUNTY

Stewart, of North Hancock, U
after the big-egg record of the county.
One of his hens recently laid an egg eight
inches in circumference the long way and
six and one-half inches the smeller way.
Nelson

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
BT THI

HANCOCK OOUNTY PUBLISHING CO
w. w. ROLLINS. Editor and ManagerW. H. Titus, Associate Editor.
six
00 a year ; $1.00
months; 5C cents for three months; n raid
strictly In advance, $1 50, 75 and 38 cents
respectively Single copies 5 cents. All arrearages are reckoned at the rate of $2 pot*
year.
Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.

Subscription Price—#2

ipr

Bualnesscommunkatlons should be addressed
to, and all checks and money orders made pay
able to The Hancock County Publishing
Co.. Ellsworth, Maine.

This week’s edition of
American is 2,300 copies.

The

The climax of a series of petty robberies
which heve annoyed the otherwise peaceful village ol Deer Isle, came Saturday
was
nigbt, when a well-known citixen
knocked down by a masked highwayman
in woman’s clothing and robbed of $220.

Ellsworth, who

of

Means,
will be eighty-seven years of age next
October, has chopped ten cords of wood in
the woods and helped haul it. He lies
sawed and split the samrt. He thinks this
heats his old friend and shipmate, Capt.
John T. Miller, of East Bluehill, who was
mentioned in The American last week.
N. H.

t'apt.

this vicini2,375
ty have not taken seriously the warning
to search for and destroy nests of the
WEDNESDAY MAY 10, 1911.
brown-tail moth, is evidenced by the fact
that an Ellsworth man, driving from Otis
It is a matter of satisfaction to the to Ellsworth recently, found brown-tail
pesple in the United States that the moths, now in the caterpillar stage, in ten
postal deficit has been practically orchards along the road. The caterpillars,
of an inch long,
out, and for it Postmaster Gen- now about one-quarter
That

wiped

eral Hitchcock deserves the highest
credit. To have wiped out a deficit
of nearly $18,000,000 in two years ia a
splendid achievement. With the cooperation of Congress be can accom
plish more. He already has one cent
postage in view. A bill for one-cent

postage backed by the administration
may be introduced in the present extra session, and if not it will almost
certainly be brought up in the regular
session. The post master-general will
continue to urge the increase of rates
on certain second-class matter from

of the farmers of

have left the
feed

on

nests, and

the lender buds

are

as

beginning

to

they swell.

Sullivan
club.

school

Their constitution declares for

a

“no

swearing, no cruelty to
animals, and doing our best at school'
Here is something worth while, and deserving of hearty support and encourage-

smoking,

ment

no

of the older

people

The boya have

munity.

the nucleus of

a

a

of

the

clnb-room

gymnasium.

If

com-

and

some

of

friends of the boys do not help
out that gymnasium. The American is
the

no

good

true

prophet.

“1
were
a

the grangers, rather
The only two men of our acquaintance who wear boots, except when
engaged in farm labor, are both bankers.
One of these men has a son who is a working farmer, and he wears patent leather

replied: “The Farmer is too sensiVery likely the writer of the
phrase of which it complains was hixseif
country-born ahd bred,
to

the

city

a

and

farmer

boy who

who knows

all

country ways, and appreciates and
sympathizes with them. He might even
remember the time when the

cow-hide boot

was

able for farm work.

long-legged

as

observation

I
1

;

!

>

—

|
|

goes, the farmer perfers lighter footwear
in these days—shoes instead of boots. As I
;
to the phrase, ‘the tramp of cow-hide
!
boots,’ that is to be taken as a species of

poetic license.*’
that as it may, the relations of the
and the tarra will never thrive on
such bandying of phrases, it would be
Be

city

to know the exact economic

granite towns of Hancock county ! cost of each joke perpetrated to-day at *he
report an increasing demand for paving expense of the farm. In the matter of
blocks. Old quarries are opening up after \ jokes the city has all the advantage. The
long idleness, and new onea are being city has the daily and the comic papers
opened. The large citiea of the country and the circulation. It can laugh at the
which have been experimenting with alt farm, and it can banter w ith apparently
sorts of paving material during th£ last small defense.
lished, delivery by letter-carriers has ten or fifteen years have returned to the j
been extended, and new rural routes granite paving block. This means a big ]
1 see before me a company of men, comboom for some of the coast towns and
mercial,
manufacturing,
professional;
by the score have been authorized.
block
new
islands.
The
(laving
near-by
members and representatives of boards of
from
that
of
fifteen
different
is sornew bat
trade throughout the State.
What is it, I
(TorttBponocntt.
It is smaller in every way j
years ago.
ask, that gives vour business dignity and
w
more
ith greater care,
and eat
closely importance? Why do your traveling men
Senator Hale to Fire-fighters.
approaching a tile.
differ from the mercators, the traveling
Ellsworth, May 8,1911.
traders of the Koman days who ventured
To the Editor of The American:
At a meeting of the Maine Woman’s into the north at the risk of their lives,
I wish through your paper to thank my
of New York, recently, the evening pushing their business, despised by the
friends and neighbors for the hard work club,
entertainment was furnished by “The very people to whom they sold? Trade
they did and their timely assistance in
when a “poet” was a cringing creature, and if the traders
checking the fires on Sunday and saving Wandering Minstrel”,
from each county of Maine furnished a
saved their lives they did not save their
my buildings. Without this assistance 1
in praise of her home county. The dignity.
am afraid that all my
buildings would poem
Hancock county poem follows:
Wby do you differ from the shophave gone.
Of course, all Maine is perfect.
keepers, merchants and artificers of more
The management of the fire seemed to
recent times, whose backs were but the
But no doubt you’ll quite agree
me to be excellent.
I hope the immediate
There’s no place like Hancock county.
stepping-stones on which patricians and
danger is passed, but there will be no
With its forests, farms and sea.
soldiery ascended into power? By what
security for me or for the town until we
transition did you and such as you assume
Its attractions are most varied.
have a good rainfall.
And no matter wbat one’s need,
a place in government in the upbuilding
Eugene Hale.
There’s a spot in Hancock county
of a nation and the shaping of its policies?
Which most surely takes the lead.
It was the hand of science. Science?
Peace Sunday.
What is science? First, it la knowledge,
Penobscot, Buckaport. Ellsworth,
Sunday May 28, is to be observed as
Deer Island and Bluebill
and knowledge alone is power. But science
Peace day. All pastors are requested to
Are bnt a few familiar names
is knowledge arranged and classified; and
preach sermons in the interest of interWhich cause our hearts to tbiill.
when knowledge thus equipped began to
national arbitration, or at least to allude
be appilied, it called the forces of the earth
to the subject.
For you who like the seashore,
Hancock offers all you wish;
and air, it summoneu the imagination
The Sunday schools, the young people's
You
can
sit
and
watch
the
breakers,
and the mind of man to the exaltation of
societies, the Y. M. C. A., and all other reSail a boat, or row or fish.
industry.
ligious societies, are also requested to obBusiness mounted to the seat of power
serve the day.
There is nothing else than beauty
All along its rugged coast.
Business demanded brains, and it got
Helpful literature may be obtained on
And
its
rocks
and
inlets
islands,
them. It marshalled armies for its exploireceipt of stamps sent to Mrs. D. I. Bailey,
Are things of which to boast.
tation, it spanned continents and it cirWtnthrop Centre, national superintencled the earth. It drew from every walk
If you like the forests better,
dent, or to Alice May Douglas, Bath,
You can find what you desire.
and profession in life, and especially it
8tate superintendent of the,department of
And
of
the
lakes
and hills
rivers,
chose the city for its home.
peace and arbitration of the Maine W. L\
You
could
never
tire.
never,
T. C.
But having given this great impulse to
the city, it brings a responsibility now to
Fine hunting and fine fishing.
Postmasters to Meet at Bar Harbor.
And most lovely drives and walks
adjust the city’s relations with the farm.
The Hancock county league of postAre all found in Hancock county—
The science which has given dignity and
masters of the fourth class are to hold a
The place where nature talks.
charm to manufacture and to trade should
■__
meeting at the hall of the Y. M. C. A.,
be extended to the exaltation of agriculBar Harbor, next Wednesday, May 17. EAST SULLIVAN NONAGENARIAN.
ture.
The meeting will be called to order at
When the boy upon the farm perceives
10.30 a. in.
Mrs. Sarah 1. Hodgkins Smart and thst science is
slowly obliterating disThe president of the State league will be
Active at Ninety-two.
tances, that the city is turning with inEast Sullivan, May 8 (special)—Mrs.
present. All postmasters are cordially increasing interests to his pursuits, that he
vited.
Sarah I. Hodgkins, who celebrated her can take bis
place in the world’s work
C. A. Penney, of Hancock Point, is the ninety
second
birthday anniversary with full assurance of recognition and
March 19 at the home ot her daughter,
secretary of the Hancock county league.
support, it will be the beginning of conMrs. Edward Hodgkins, in Ashville, was tentment and
satisfaction at hia tot. It
John W. Thomas, for seventeen years born in East Sullivan In 1819, where the will
carry him into manhood with enadvertising manager of the Courier-Ga- William Hill house was later built. As thusiasm (or the farm and oauae him to
uette, Rockland, died Tuesday, May 9. He it is
only given to the few to pass the attack the problems with the same buswas secretary of the Rockland board of
trade, and well known in Eastern Maine ninetieth milestone with all their facul- iness system that characterises the city.
through his connection with the Maine ties retained, to be of the world aa well
It is pleasing, therefore, to note that almusic festival work.
He was born at as in the world, this sketch of her life is
ready some of the city dailies are devoting
Oanton, Mass., forty-six years ago.
written.
pages from time to time to agriculture.
Mrs. Hodgkins was the daughter of And 1 cut
this item recently from a Sun“The House of Bfy Friends.”
William and Jane Martin Bunker.
In
Next Sunday’s Boston Globe will contain
day paper: “Instruction in agriculture in
1839
she was married to Hoaea Martin,
the opening chapters of an nnuaually powerthe elementary schools is receiving conwho died in 1860.
Pour children were siderable attention from educators all over
ful serial story entitled “The House of My
Friends”, by Elizabeth York Miller. The born to them, only one of whom la living the country.”
Mrs. Hodgkins, the daughter with
plot is startling in its novelty, so startling
O! it is bound to come, this interest of
and so novel that the reader’s cariosity is ex- whom she lives.
Mrs. Martin was mar- the
city in the farm. If eggs at sixty
cited even by the first paragraph.
ried to Zachariah Hodgkins, of Hancock, cents
a dozen
will not bring it, then
A husband’s devotion to the memory of his
in 1869. He died in 1878.
recognition of what science has done for
dead wife, a devotion which turns to deMrs. Hodgkins is interested in all the business
and what scienoe may do for
moniac hatred by the discovery after her
death that she loved another, and that that daily happenings, reads, writea and reagriculture will hasten the much desired
ceives letters, sews (threading her needle
■other was his intimate personal friend
is
adjustment. For farming is but a busi« one of the
pillars by which the “House of My with little difficulty) and walks out every ness; a student recently pointed out its
Friends” is supported.
pleasant day. She can see objects at a similarity also to manufacture. And in
But the main foundation of the thrilling distance without
glasses. Her only sister the last few years men have
begun to perplot is the love of the crazed husband's sister died last January, and a son died sudceive that accounts, daaaiBcation, system,
for the wrecker of her brother’s home. To
ap- denly in 1908. These griefs have saddened
units of cost, all the methods which make
preciate the full import of the complex situa- the
days, yet she remains a bright, cheer- business and
tion, bear in mind that although Dick Tenmanufacturing intelligent,
woman
whom
it
is
a
ful,
intelligent
nant has not a particle of love for Bridget
pleas- profitable and interesting, apply to the
ure to meet.
a
she
woman
tells
a
Many
younger
falsehood for the purpose of
Ryle,
country as well as to the town.
staying the hand of John Kyle which holds a might envy the personality by which she
This influence and training of the city
revolver against the temple of Tennant.
makes all with whom she comes in touch
applied directly to the farm la well illusFrom that hour Tennant and she conspire her friends.
trated in the story of two young men of
to deceive her brother into the belief that
A pleasant surprise of her last birthday
my acquaintance who worked together in
Tennant’s love letters and messages to Kyle’s
was a shower of postcards from
sixty-two a business office about fifteen years ago.
Wife were in reality for Bridget, and that the
friends. The reading of the messages has One came from
wife was their friend and intermediary.
a
neighboring town and
That Kyle may be undeoeived any moment given her many pleasant moments.
returned to his home at the ending of each
*nd will Tennant is a patent fact that fascinday. He need to loiter much of the time
ates the reader. Bridget is a beautiful young
Saved by Fire Drill.
in the back office. Somebody said to
him,
woman, and Tennant may fall in love with
One hundred and fifty woman on 'the “Yon don’t work
very hard for your pay.”
Jber. Another riveting circumstance. Yet she eleventh floor of
a New York city loft
“Wall, I’m not paid very hard,” said ha;
may lorn her fondness for Ryle, not only
bnilding, a block from the scene of the “I give just aa much work aa I’m paid
through his cold indifference towards her, disastrous
fire
of
March for.” Ha was soon dismissed. His story
Washington place
but through a moral awakening of contempt
for the man who wrecked her brother’s life, 2S, sprang from their seats when a buret of has no place here except aa a foU (or his
flame
filled
the
room
last
and cares nanght for hers.
Wednesday, or- companion.
That situation alone would compel the ganized as a bucket brigade and extin“The other young man cams from the
read r’o insistent perusal of a serial story guiahed the fire before the firemen ar- country and also went back to bis home
wh
a is written in moat attractive style and
rived. The girls had been drilled to meet each night. The
unfolding of his career
has not one dull line in it.
such an emergency.
baa bean to me a fascinating story.
He
The

study

tried to buy eggs from him. They
neatly cased in paper boxes, holding

dozen each and

bearing

his

name em-

day

he

brought

raspberries of such enormous size and in such
perfect condition that in ten minutes 1
was offered an advance over the price paid.
He continued his office work atl this time,
but his employer confided to me that Affred bad reached hiq limit; that it would
Ik* utterly impossible for him ever to assume the direction of that agency.
How little did the manager understand
him. The manager died, ’three men. experienced in the same line of business,
sought that agency; and they sought it in
vain. Alfred had attended to that poasibility long before. During his vacations
for several years he had visited headquarters at New York. The agency was
given to him. Reorganized it into a comyear be
pany, and in the very first
doubled its business.
“He turned the little farm now over to
bis brother, and then marrying a girl of
his early acquaintance, he moved into the
“One

considered indispens- ;
So far

him and

farm.

city i

paper
tive.

see

upon the cover. It was impossible
to obtain them, however, because a Boston
dealer took them all at a price five cents a
dozen above the market, and insisted
upon having the entire product of his

among

the

down to

bossed

than boots.

shoes when he dresses up.”
In response to this article,

came

the results.

cheap theatre. Probably he passfes
hundreds of men on the streets of his city
every day who are farmers, and if he
thinks at all thinks that they are retired
business men. Patent leather shoes were

interesting

to

—

editor

some

came

formed

have

boys

SA

standard paper on agriculture and tried so
faithfully to follow its precepts that the

quired bis impression of the farmers of the
State from what he has read about them in
Puck or Judge, or from seeing Joshua
Whitcomb or Si Plunkett on the stage of

about

four cents a pound. It is refreshing to know that the wiping out
of the deficit has been reached without in the least impairing postal facilities. The service has actually been
extended along desirable lines. Over
3,000 new postoffices have been estabone

some

-.

the

5r

?

ONK

prominent

Average for the year of 1910,

QSUntrti.

tbe town, asking
quiet, thoughtful, observant. During U naching tbe other to
V* y-\^_ra
aid and benefit to
L E8M KN-W. dulr* to
day be worked steadily at his desk in co-operation, offering
eot«r.^^
man who hu h.d
both.
no one dreamed the manner
but
the
aelllp,
city,
;,5?rl* *®
F
our baalaeaa on th!
[Extract# from an address by Charles
"And if we can bul accept the offer, if we organ!.*
month??"'
of in which he sought the underlying princiboard
Portland
of
the
maul
In
Rllaworth
plM.
president
and
Flagg,
untoiM?/J!!'
our
Maine
State
board
fulfill
the
the
of
measure
trade, at
meeting
'"rtopportuni- lory. Thla mua u ateady.
ples ot whatsoever he touched. He had a can in some
come on collection*, which would
of trade at Waterville. March 16-1
of
hilla
and
the
J?'"1 ■«•
valleys
tract of land out there in the country ties, sending over
from 930 to 9I*> n mouth.
W, ,?to
of
good will, apprecia- clu* rrfeteuoe*. and bond to co??. ^r’1'
where be lived, employing bis brother to Maine the message
When the State grange met in Augusta
lion*. Atldrea* Pm touial Hivi»?
“*]•«•
Co •«
tion and Interest, and establishing a betcultivate it and alao to raise poultry.
Be*
last December, a city newspaper remarked :
con^t.. Horton. M*a*.
be more accurate to say that ter nnderalanding among her people;
would
“It
‘‘The tramp of cow-hide boots is now heard
ol
th*
the
New
estimate
lar*e*t
Rn«l,nd
he employed his brother to do the work. then who shall undertake to
turer* of women'* drew
in Augusta.” Whereat the Maine Farmer
.nod,
For he carefully supervised the place him- meotes and bounds of the eventual benefit petition open for local rep,*,. ".?,*• *
insde the following reply: “The writer
Liberal
compensation.
Rapid advt
and the same research and system of to the city and the farmf”
self,
afier ability is proven. Write, givim,
who wrote, ‘The Tramp of Cowhide Boots
occupation at d past experience, *»tlX**4
accounting which he learned in the office
is Heard in Augusta,’ in reference to the
Hid*. Providence, R. I.
uPha*.
Old
he applied to his little farm. He took a
Troubles.
meetings of the State grange, evidently acwas

CITY AND FARM.

OOSSIP.

to

some

me

city.
“But the charm and the poetry of that
| country life were upon tnem both. The
! city offered no superior attractions for
him. He had seen the science of business
applied to the soil as well as to the countHe had seen the marvelous
ing room.
response of nature to intelligent investigation and well-directed effort.

j

•

s

•

•

a

When your feetlna ttae sod splendid and you
own a cloudless sky.
When your trouble* are all ended and you
have no cause to sigh.
Do you ever sit and ponder o’er the worries
you hsve hail;
When you’re drtftlug’way nff yonder, all the
thing* that made you sad?
Do you ever count them over, Just to see

what worried you
Ere you found yourseflf in
splendid thing to do.

iptcial Notices.
^

ROTICIL
*«*>»« notice that
I? !# to
glean, and do hereby give in
Joreph D. Wood, Ir the
From
thla
tlatr I «hall
minority.
of hi. wages and ahall not br
any debt, contracted by him.

clover?

It’*

KXet.TTOR'N

•«

d. f#|j.

a.

°°®*

kotick"
Ti

to

at

,J'

_

Raecutor.

\

_

cavtion NOTirr..
my wife. Luell* E. Oat,,
bed and board without
pny no bill, of her contract,.,
after thla date.
Job., i,*
Hurry. Maine, April ]g. I9U.

left
WHRKKA8
I ahall

\“2

my

cause.

ttg.-..

at them this morning: here t*
that made you fret.
That you thought, each day was dawning on a
lifetime of regret;
And you let this trifling sorrow weigh you
down and make you sad.
And you dreaded the to-mbrrow. as a fearful
•
thing and bad;
Look it over, that’s the trouble that drove all
your smile away;
It’* no bigger than a bubble, yet it worried
one

*

*,v

in ElU*o*k
and •»..
J H Ur, .n.h.n
of raid dates, where he will n, et anyone ...
log bustnea* to tranaact with the nno
late J. H. Heilman.
K. F. Ktt.e.e h*
11

laugh

you

April 34,

|i

undersigned will he
THE
May
IS. inclusive,
found
the office of

one

Ntaricic or torwioh rK
Fred U Mayo, of Eden Ha.
\1T BRKP.Att
cock county. Maine, bv hu morin**
J f
deed da’ed the second day of September ad
1904 and recorded in vol. 4l0, page >3!i of the
registry of deeds for Hancock eouutv.
conveyed to me. the undersigned a certain
lot or parcel of land with the
.linn
thereon situated In said town of Eden, %nd
b< unded and described In a warrant*? *rie««i
to roe (Fred L. Mayo) by Cornel ion
Thomas
dated Mar 17. 1*79, and records! in Har.coek
registry of deeds Dec. 1, UP79, book i®». png* m
as follows, to wit: Beginning on the north 9id?
of the county road at a Or tree at the w?«t.
eru end of said Phippioa’ barn and runs wtn
northwesterly four and one half rods to *
spruce tree: thence northeaster lv ten rod*
parallel to the county road to a cedar stake*
thence southeaaterly four and one had rods
to a apruce tree at said toad; thence fellow.
log said road southwesterly to the first nirationrd bound and contains on** h* r of one
and whereas the condi*
acre more or leas;
tiona of said mortgage have been broken,
now therefore by reason of «he brrsch of the
conditions thereof I claim a forec losure of
the same.
Oases T. Plvmmu*
Ellsworth, .Maine. May 10, 1911.

MsIm!

day.

1

lesson in the worries of the past we
ought to learn.
In the little gifts and flurries. If to them we'll
only turn:
Por when our sun is shining, if we'll look
them over then.
We’re ashamed of
onr repining,
and, If
trouble comes again.
We can still retain our laughter, still go forward with a smile.
To the good times that come after and the
Joys that are worth while.
—Detroit Frtt /’res#.
There’s

Joseph

a

and yon vowed.
As upon your way you hurried,that you toiled
beneath a cloud.
Hut to-day that cloud ha* faded, and you
wonder—ye*, you do.
Now that you have sued and weighed it—how
it ever made you blue.
can

Ihov.

remalnd.?*/!?’
d.,"'11

Writ Oouldaboro,

Call them back for calm reflection, look them
o/er one and all.
Here i* one that caused dejection, aud to-day
it seem* so small!
Justawhilf ago yon worried over this one,

You

5*v»

TH

a

subscriber hereby gives node* that
•b* has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of

THE

•

ENOCH B. STANLEY. Lie of CRVNBEt“They are drawing nearer togeatber, the
AGE OK TIIK EARTH.
RY ULKS,
city and the farm. The country is developcounty of Hancock. deceased, and
ing in interest. Its roads are slowly im- Scientist* Have Reasoned It Out at a io thebonds
as the law directs.
given
All perproving, its opportunities of intercomHundred Million Year*.
•on*
having demands again*t the estate of aaid deceased are desired to present
munication increase. The direct postal
Anotimite, baaed on a comparison of the
same for settlement,
and all indebted
delivery and the telephone are privileges the quantity of salt* in sea water with the thereto are requested to make payment imId* r. Stanlit.
mediately.
which it shares with the city. The elec- quantity continuously supplied
inthe
by
Cranberry lalea. May 5. 1911.
tric road revives and amplifies the work of flow, show* that nearly a hundred million
the picturesque old stage coach, and the years passed before tbe oceans attained ^T^HE subscriber hereby give* notice that
he
has
been

JL
duly appointed Adminautomobile appears upon the horizon, in their present condition.
According to istrator of the estate of
addition to its usual purpose, the automo- this estimate, dating from the time when CORDELIA FITZGERALD, late of WIX*
bile may yet compete with the city in the the waters of the great deep condensed to
TER HARBOR.
dreams and ambitions of the farmer boy; form oceans, tbe minimum age of tbe In the county of Hancock, deceased, sad
given bonds as the law directs.
All persona
and it haathe advantage of being an ineartb ia 1,000,000 years.
Having demands against the estat* f said decentive that need not of necessity attract
Sir Archibald (Je^kie calculates tbe age ceased are desired to present the «»ice for
and all indebted thereto are rehim from hia homeland.
of tbe eartb by tbe time occupied in the settlement,
quested to make payment immediate;!
“That the automobile is occupying the forming of tbe stratified or sedimentary
BanroaD E. Tascr.
Winter Harbor, May 10,1911.
mind of our country youth, 1 can person- layers of I be terrestrial crust. Judging
the formations of tbe remote past by really testify. ‘Say,’ said a small boy at he latively recent formations, be declares
subscriber hereby give* notice tbst
he baa been dnly appointed executor
sat upon a lumber pile and watched the that
of between three centuries
ajjeriod
of the last will and testament of
and
'jno
centuries must bave passed during
cleaning of a car among the northern
HENRY A. M. JOY. late of ELLSWORTH,
automobile all tbe formation of every depth of a meter, in the
hills; 'I’ve got
my
of Hancock* deceased, and Riven
tbe time having varied
according to tbe bouds county
as the law directs.
All person* having
picked out. It’s going to be a red one. composition ol tbe strata.
Admitting
*««d
demands
the estate of m:>:
against
How much do yon ’spoee I’ve got saved up that estimate, if tbe total thickness of ail are
deslreato present the name for settlement,
tbe
slats
is
as
it ia supposed and all indebted thereto are requested to
for it?’
30,000 meters,
to be, between 00.000,000 and 600,000,000 make payment immediately.
“As he was only seven years old, I did
Abthcs w. Jot.
Bangor. May ft, 1911.
years were consumed in tbe course of tbe
not set the figure very high. *0, five dol- earth's stratification.
But science gives another way to esti- fTHB subscriber bereoy gives notice that
lars,' 1 ventured.
X she has been duly appointed executrix
mate the age of tbe earth. On the earth's
“Well, no," said he thoughtfully; ‘I surface
there is
sensible compensa- of the last will and testament of
haven't got so much as that; but I*vs tion between tbe very
CHARLES A. OOTT. late of CABTIXR.
beet that Ibe sun sends
saved a dollar and fifteen cents.’
us and tbe beet that tbe tcrreetrial crust
Vn the connty of Hancock, deceased, sod
All perbonds as the law directs.
given
loses
“Dear little chap! He was not dreaming
by radiation from its surface toward
cold and infinite space. While Ibe crust Is sons having demands against the estate of
of achievements in distant lands. He
aaid deoeaaed are desired to presen' the same
losing by radiation, tbe center of tbe for settlement, and all Indebted there*— are
was going to bring the free! world to him
earth ia slowly but incessantly cooling, ran nested
to make payment immediately.
and he had a dollar and fifteen cents for a and, aa it cools, gradually contracting.
Leer K. Gate.
Caetins. May ft. ltll.
Tbe
causes tbe center to rebeginning. Who knows bat hi* genera- ceedecontraction
or slip away from the surface of tbe
subscriber
hereby gives notice tbst
tion may aee an easier realization of such
•he hue been duly appointed executrix
crust, and tbe crust, no longer supported
by the center, sinks here and there, of the last will and testament of
| dreams?
m
m
m
mm
WILFORD E. GRINDLE. late of BLUEforming folds similar te tbe wrinkles on
a withered apple.
Tboae folds or wrinkles
BILL.
“I have eat and listened in wonder to are tbe mountain chains. Tbe
total in the eonnty of Hancock, deceased, and
our government and college educators as
superficies of tbe mountain chain conbonds as the law directs
All persons
about
kving demands against tbs estat- of said
per cent, of the total
they expounded the way In which modern stitutes
surface of the globe. This fact leads to deceased are desired to present the seme
science
arrives at costs and
reagricultural
tbe inference
that the radius of tbe settlement, and nil indebted thereto are
immediatei
efficiency in the production of an article eerth baa abruuk a little less than one- quested to make paymentAxvn
L. 0»ivt'i.a_
Bloshlll. May ft, 1911.
bundredth of its primitive length.
as well as aiming at the highest degree of
Tbe construction of tbe earth’s center
subscriber nereoy frees notice thsi
excellence.
the hns been daly appointed executrix
corresponds to a cooling of about 300 de“No wonder that the number of pupils grees.
of the list will and testament of
in the agricultural department of our colAccording to this calculation, at least THOMAS J. HOLMES, late of ELLSWORTH,
hundred million of years, and at most in
leges is increasing. The figures of Cornell one
thf county of Huncock, deceased no bond!
»»«•
two thousands millions of
belnf required by^ the terms of
years, must All
university were recently published, and hare passed since the water condensed
persons baring demands sgainat .at eson
tate of aaid deceased are desired to pre»«at
the greet gain of pupils in these depart- the surface of the solid
crust.—Harper's the sums for settlement, and ail Indebted
ments for 1910 over the previous year was Weekly.
thereto are requested to make payment imLuka T. HotMSS.
evidence
of
the growing Inmediately.
convincing
The proof of the pudding U in the
Ellsworth, May ft,
terest in the farm.
1911._
amount that ian’t left over.
“The science of agriculture may well besubscriber nerehy glees nonce that
he baa been duly appointed adminiscome one of the moat fascinating pursuits
trator of the estate of
JFot Salt.
of man. And each thing that a board of
ANNA ALBXANDEB, IaU Of BLLSWORTH.
a1111
trade can do to lift it to its proper place,
In tho county of Bnnoock, dec...*
launch
All pa*"
booda aa tba law direct.
owned
O.
W.
to bold the attention of onr country
merly
by
Tuple*. Bile- «i»aa
..tala
tom
tb*
having damanda againat
worth, Me.. » U. look. * borne-power. Kaos
youths to it and to turn the attention of
cabin, tools, sncbor. rope and of aaid d.aaaaiJ ar* daairad to p■**•■*
tba .am. for awtUamant, and all indrbiad
oil llibta, etc., required by torero
•our city yontha in the same direction, will
men.; In tbaratoara
perfect condition, perfectly eonnd: delivered
raqaaatcd to aala paym.ni
aid them both and be of inestimable ser- »t
William A. ALaiaata*.
Bngomoggin, Me. Nothin, to do bnt to pot aard la tala.
Bllawortb. Ml, May I, MIL_
vice to the State. The country cannot her in the water. Thle hoot bee hen to Portland two or three tlmee In bed weather.
Only
hurt the city by legislation or otherwise reaaoa for
aobaerlbara baraby glr* aotlc* tbM
eelllog U that I ehall not no to Bnthay baaa baaa daly appolatad adminiawithout hurting itself. The city cannot gnmognln thle year. Alto will let or tell my
trator* of tba aatatc of
Will
eel!
el a low
neglect the country without neglecting an
‘M H
FRANK M. OONNBRS. IaU of EDEN,
Together they make up
opportunity.
la tho oonnty of Banoock. docea«. l. and
All
the State and their relations are closely
-Second band phaeton top butty: (iaoa booda aa tba law diracu
p*[‘.tat.
to good condition.
Ad dr tea •BcoaV1. aona having dawtanda against thv
intertwined. Nay, the city has the very
of aaid dacaaaad ara daairad to praa**
P- o. boa ill, EllewortL.
tnuektaa
all
tba aaau for aaulaataat. and
roots of its growth in the country; and
POTATOES
Arooetook eeed pota- tbaratoara raqaaatod to atak. pay id-' imtcea.
this being so, its boards of trade should
Inquire of H. B. PniLure, Sit- mad lately.
F. Mabion Ri> h
worth, M*.
invite into its membership the buaineae
Cbabum E. Coxsaaa
Bar Harbor, April M, Ittl.
•°®i
of
men of the farm as well as the business
Hungarian hay. Address “A”, care Am sbicab
office, Ellsmen of the street.
It will be for the wortn.
ABSIOMBB’S notice.
hta
aodaralgaad glvaa notice that h*
everlasting advantage of them both.
baoa appointed aaalgne* of
(D“f“
•
•
•
•
•
Markat, for tba Etna St of eradltora. All P“'
Co Irt.
•on. ladrblad to Floyd Market ara
“Here in this State we have every incento aattla tbalr acooaot with tba andar.i*«®
over Moore's drag store, lost vative to do what we can for the moat cor•tone.
Babbt L. Caarraan
cnwd bv B.
Aaatgna* of Floyd Markttdial relations with the farm. In many
ef. Inquire ofJ-Bowie;
B. Q. Moots, Elleworth.
ways it needs the city’s point of view. TCOUB BOOM
cottage—"Hill Creel,’' by the
^^fffflaw|Wirth.
The limits of this paper do not permit a
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presentation of the benefits which would
result if we could get together, explain
what we wanted, why we wanted it, and
then with some idea of the reciprocal
benefits to be gained, ask at least somewhat unitedly tor improvements in legislation.
“The University of Maine stands like a
beacon light to the pathway for us both.
I believe the university is nearer the
aeoompliahment of its original purpose
than ever before. Its faculty is alive to
the possibilities of the hour, to what
agriculture means to Maine and what
science can do tor agriculture. It is
reaching out one hand to the oountry; it
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CVRLTO* M'OOWK.
on. .! Ellsworth’,
CSrlton MoUown,
residents and • aaafal and
dtiMO, dtad Mood.,

'Ihtv-eatoemad
*'aged aevanty-on.

years, seven
He had been In
a,, seventeen day*.
for some time, bat bit connot considered aeriooa until

"""health

JiP„„

was

week ago.
■
,ilown was born tt.pt. 21, 1838,
late James and Nancy McUown,
the «»rly ".tilers of
were among

-kcut a
...

*the
h„

*"h

hi,worth. To them were born
Mary J. (Maraton), Carltour children
—

and Jamea A., tbe
Eii,a Ann I Paine),
being the only aurvivor.
was married three tlmse;
Mr McUown
wife waa Laura Clement, and to
his
Lyndon, wee born; hie
them one ton,
and one
d Wife was Sadie F.ldrldge,
wife of Uuy Raymond,
rf.ugi.icr. Frances,
to them; hie third wife was
rn
Koberta, who disd exactly
g.n.h smith

Sir

ttiat

r

Monday.

last

ago

veers

Both

also
the
daughter
children survive;
wife-Mise Kena B. Roberts,
thief
hi,
0,
of BostonCivil war Mr. McUown
poring the
M„«t in the Jrttb Maine, being honorably
Ellsworth waa always
diKhar ,1 in 1*0.
For many years he waa tn the
his home.
later he

waa a

mover.

He

business;

lumbering
tractor and building

interested

„„„•

not

a

tanner

though
sacccMful
wts

con-

waa

agriculture,

tn

on an

in-

extensive scale,

on®.

uncom prom lain*
Ail of bia life be was an
tbe succeaa of hia
ten,*rat, and after
election laat fall, he waa
puiv St the
E^rd io say many a lime: “I never exacted to live to see thta."
at 1 o’clock, at
Prayers were aaid to-day
remains were taken
the house, whence tbe
m bore
to the church at North Ellsworth,
K*v. 8. W. Sutton
the funeral was held.
Interment in the McUown
officiated.
family lot in North Ellaworth.

FAXKUA M. MORRISON.

Ulna

of EllsM.M I’amellA M. Morriaon,
worth's old and life-long reaidenta, died
Monday morning at her homo with her
niece. Mrs.». Scott Eatey, at the old Morrison homestead in the Morriaon district.
Mi- Morrison was in the cighty-drst
year of her age. She waa the laat surviving child ot the 1st. Deacon Joseph Morrison, and was born at tbe homestead
She had alwaya lived
where she died.
She waa at her death one ot the
thirl
oldest .-rpreeenUttvee of the Morriaon
family, one of the pioneer families of Ellsone

worth.

Miss Morriaon
and

character

was

a

woman

interesting

ot uobte

The funeral waa held at the home thta
afternoon, Kev. P. A. A. Killam officiating.
MASONIC

LODGES.

Annual Meetings
tn Portland Last Week.
The meetings ol the save rat grand maomc bodies were
held in Portland laat
week
Officers were elected aa follows:
Officer, Elected

not

Charles J. Treworgy ia building a prifor housing his automobile.

night

a new

telephone exchange to replace

1

sadly handicapped, and it was with
realization that every possible speed
was
necessary that steps were taken to rebuild the burned-nut telephone system
long before the flames had begun to subside.
were

As

j

the fire bad reached the telephone ex'-hange, word was dispatched to
the Boston house of |the Western Electric
soon as

Co.,

the concern which supplies all the
Bell telephone .apparatus. From Boston a

telephone
to

the

where

message was immediately sent
executive offices at New York,

j

emergency equipment is kept for,
a purpose.
Notwithstanding.the fact that it was on |
Sunday, and it was late, so that the !

just

Misa Mildred A. Treworgy ia home fro m
Eastern Maine general hospital for
three weeks' vacation.
the

the one which had been
wiped out by the
flames had already started on its
long
journey from a New* York factory.
In this case, as in the case of
many other
disastrous fires, one of the first
thoughts
was the restoration of
telephone service.
Without telephones the people
directing!
the work of
reconstruction in Bangor i
the

such

difficulty of assembling a working force j
immediately was doubled, it was not very I
long before activities commenced at the j
company’s factory, and seven trucks with
drivers and sufficient workers were speed- |
ll.V assembled. The emergency force I
worked all night. At 8.52 p. m. the men
|
had received instructions to
ship the j
board to the New England Telephone A I
Telegraph Co.
The equipment, weighing 50,000 pounds, j
occupied two cars. It was dispatched on i
the first passenger express leaving early j
Monday morning on its way to Bangor via
Albany. The switchboard,.which is considered adequate to take care of the telej
phone needs of the stricken city until i^l
new exchange can be planned and built, is
j
being installed temporarily in a dance
hall.

seven setions and has
3.000 subscritiers’ lines.
capacity
This record-breaking action is considered a remarkable feat. It is an illust rat ion of the fact that every possible care,
;
even involving the expenditare of a
large i
sum of money, as in this case, in keeping:
cn hand a costly
is !
emergency stock,

It consists of
of

prevent any serious interruption
to the public service. A complete cessataken to
tlon of

telephone

service

would

lie

1

;

a

calamity.

at

A

Portland

The recent
says:
of Mrs. Maria M. Tap-

paper

death in this city
ley will be mirked with sadness by her !
many friends. Mrs. Tapley was born in
Bristol, but the greater part of her life was
spent at West Brooksville, w here she became the wile of Capt. William P. Tapley, j
one
of the seven well-known Tapley
brothers, all of whom were sea captains.
After the death of her husband in 1899,
Mrs. Tapley resided first m Madison and i
later in Portland, with her daughter, Miss
Fannie W. Tapley, whose tender care and [
devotion to her mother have seldom been

Mrs. Helen Fox has leased her place to
M. Davis, and left Saturday for an extended visit with relatives in Lisbon
Falls, Boston and Florence, Mass. She expects to be'away several months.

equalled.
Mrs. Tapley

j

children—Angier W., former mate of the
government steamship Geranium; william C., keeper ot Kam Island light: Mrs.
J. H. Tapley, of Brooksville; Mrs. K. W■
Goring, ot Yarmouth, Capt. Robert M.
Tapley, ot steamship Mexican, of tbe
American-Hawaiian line; Frederic L. Tapley, principal of tbe normal training department, Willimantic, Conn., and Miss
Fannie W. Tapley.

ORAKD GO DOE.

is

survived by

NORTH

H1QH PRIESTHOOD.

President,

Alfred 8. Kimball, Norway;
vice-preaidant, Albert M. Penley,
Auburn; junior vice-president, Henry R.
Taylor. Machine; treasurer, Millard P.
&<*•, Portland; recorder, Stephen Berry,
Portland; master of ceremonies, James E.
Favaons. Lubec; conductor, James H.
witherell, Oakland; chaplain, William J.
Burnham, Lewiston; steward, Benjamin
w
Hadley, Bar Harbor; warder, WUbnr A.
Fatten, Portland.
•enior

The newspaper which has so uni/ana
for advertising space, and is satisfed to take tshat it can get for it, is a
cheap advertising medium, and the advertiser need expect nothing but cheap
results.—Lawrenoeburg (Ind.) Press.

rate

—

day.
Arthur L. Nason is working for Whitcomb, Haynes & Co. at the Falls.
Mrs. Carpenter, of Ellsworth Falls, is
caring for Mrs. Arthur L. Nason and infant child.
Charles Rae, of the University of Maine,
spent Friday night with his mother, Mrs.
Frank Moore.

Ellsworth,

her

parents,

Daniel Richardson and wife.
Mrs. Maria L. Gray celebrated her sixtybirthday anniversary May 3. She
received a postcard shower from friends
in this county, from Massachusetts and
ninth

Washington, receiving

in

all

fifty-nine

cards.

J. H. and A. W. Nason were in Bangor
last week. Their niece, Mrs. Harry Johnson, and husband were among those who
suffered loss in the fire. They had spent
the day here, returning to Bangor by the

evening train, arriving in time to save a
part of their effects from their apartment
on French street.

Fish have been biting well during the
week and up to Sunday about 100
salmon and trout had been landed. Some
of the lucky fishermen are:
George A.
Moore, 5; Fred Grace, 2; Mrs. Fred Grace,
4; R. I. Moore, 2; Ed. Frazier 12; William
Wilson, 5; C. H. Libby, 2; M. Crowley, 2;
Ed. Baker, 1; B. Burr, 1; Joe Stewart, 1;
Mrs. E.
Cullison, 1; McCarthy and
Curran, 4; Frank Cowen, 2; Dan Nason, 5;
Mr. Mountaine, 2; W. H. Sally, 1; Dr.
Hennessey, 1; Mr. Burdick, 1; M. Quinn,
2.

At

Higgins camp

the

five

men

had

thirteen fish to their credit.
WEST

ELLSWORTH.

K. Giles has purchased a horse.
Mrs. John H. Carter is still confined to
her bed with spinal trouble.
A.

Mrs. Caddie Pickering, of East Orland,
visited her uncle, George M. Cunningham and

wife,

last week.

James W. Carter spent Saturday night
Sunday with his daughter, Mrs.
Thurston Cunningham, in Bluebill.
Vinal

Guptill

R.

wife, with two
Arthur, of East
old neighbors here

and

children, Linwood and

Surry, called
Sunday.

on

their

SUNSET.
Isabelle Dodge is at home from Boston.
Mrs. J. H. Lufkin is home from a visit
in Boston.
Mrs. Ernest Eaton, who has been critically ill, is better.
Mrs. William Powers has opened her
cafe for the summer.
Miss Enola Eaton has
Marblehead, Mass.

returned

from

Charles Annis and Ernest Eaton have
gone to New York to join their yacht.
Mrs. J. T. Johnson has returned from
btonington, after an absence of three
months.

a

L. B. Cole and Welter Smell are painting at lale au Haut on the government

buildings.
Mertice Small, who has
in

a

^l_he

Tunas.__

SMtrttomuntt.

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla
Is

America’s Greatest MedicineTake It This Spring

Thoroughly

all eruptions,
improves the appetite, relieves that tired feeling. Get it
today, in usual liquid form or tablets called Sarsatabs.
cleanses the blood,

cures

leaves

a

Reunion

at Home.

Seven-day Program.

All Ye Faithful!

Come,
MARINE LIST.

CHA8.

taken

Boston school, has

a

special
position

a

wife and several children.

William Coolen is at work on paving at
Stonington. The stone work is at a low
ebb, and but little work is expected here
this year.
Fred Small, who has been at work in the
mill business at Sunshine, is home. He
will soon go to Mill island to work for
the Soutbworth family for the summer.
Sadie.
May 8.

season.

“Father.” “Well, what is it?” “It
say* here, ’A man is known by the company be keeps.’ Is that so father?” “Yes,
yea, yes.” “Well, father, if a good man
keeps company with a bad man, ia the
good man bad because he keeps company
with the bad man or is the bad man
good because he keepe company with the
good man?”

BURRILL.

ESTABLISHED 1866.

panies before insuring elsewhere.
For Fire, Marino, Life, Accident and
of all classes apply to

Indemnity

in-

surance

C. C. BURRILL & SON, General Insurance Agents,
MAINE.

ELLSWORTH,

k

.......

HORN.

U

;

ARGENTI—At Stonington, May 6, to Mr and
Mrs Attilio Argenti, a son. [Frank Ubaldo

Pietro.]

BOWEN—At Isle an Haut, May 5, to Mr and
Mis Charles L Bowen, a daughter.
MURRAY—At Lamoine, May 6, to Mr and Mrs
Walter Murray- a daughter.
NASON—At North Ellsworth, April 29, to Mr
and Mrs Arthur L Nason, a daughter.
[Corrected. |

Restate AND INSURANCE
POD CAI r nn nr LIT
rllK
■

Nlllr. UK
vii Krill
iivii

vnbb

house,
Two-Story
with
nected
dbout 1

acre

shed and large stable, all eoncity water and electric lights, and
of land. A bargain on easy terms.

MARRIKI).
NEWMAN—HARPER—At Southwest Harbor,
April 29, by Rev C W Robinson, Miss Almeda A Newman to Harlan P Harper, both
of Southwest Harbor.
ROBBIN8-DAMON-At Stonington, April 30,
bv Rev Henry R Eaton, Miss Sarah E Robbins to Frank A Damon, both of Stoning-

Other Properties in Ellsworth and Vicinity.

C. W. & F. L. MASON.

•

ton.
——

ALLEY—At Bar Harbor, May 2, Frederick J
Alley, aged 82 years, 8 months, 19 days.
BROWN—At Ellsworth, May 5, James Tyle'r
Brown, aged 65 years.
CLAY—At Brooklin, May 7, Charles F Clay,
formerly of Bucksport, aged 36 years.
FULLERTON—At Ellsworth, May 7, George E*
Fullerton, aged 66 years.
GOSS—At Stonington, April 29, Mrs Elizabeth Cole Goss, aged 86 years, 5 months, 16

Hundreds of Hancock county

people

M’OOWN—At Ellsworth, May 8, Carlton McGown, aged 71 years, 7 months. 17 days.
At Ellsworth,
MORRISON
May 8, Miss
Pamelia M Morrison, aged 80 years, 8
months.
SEAVEY-At Brooklin, May 1, Miss Florence
Seavey, aged 18 years, 8 months, 9 days.
SINCLAIR—At Bar Harbor, May 9, Lawrence
E Sinclair, of Ellsworth, aged 17 years, 6
months. 1 day.
8PRINGER—At Sound. May 5, Carroll, son
of Mr and Mrs Edgar Springer, formerly of
Lamoine.

in the

NEW YORK LIFE

INSURANCE
CO.

—

WHY?

on

Top.

we say
everybody, man,
woman, youne or old, you can have
your money back if Parisian Sage
isn’t the best hair grower, hair saver,
hair beautitler and dandruff cure on
the market to-day.
It stops itching scalp and falling
hair, ana makes hair grow thick and
Fifty
abundantly, or money back.
cents for a large bottle.
“Parisian Sage makes the hair soft
and brilliant and promotes growth. I
gladly recommend it to everyone.”—
G. M. Emmons, Albion House, Potsdam, N. YT., June 7, 1910.

to

LOCAL

Peters’ Block,

Ellsworth, Maine.

THE—
Whether it’s

a

range or a fur-

“Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Co:,
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is a

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street,

STILLMAN

Ellsworth.

LAMPS AND LANTERNS

5TILLMAN CO., 68 Murray St., N. Y.
Dept. W.

WABHS1,"

All kind. of laundry work done it short notice.
Qood. called tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY R CO.,
Ellsworth, Me
Estey Building. State St..

ELECTRICAL
Ful

WIRING.

Lines of

Salesladies Wanted
To sell the famous P. A B. Black Taffeta Bilk
Petticoats, direct from our factory to wearer;
Number
can make from $10 to $35 weekly.
Write at once for par*
of agencies limited.
Address P. A B. Skibi Co., Lynn,
ticulars.
Mass. Enquiry dept.

ELECTRICAL -SUPPLIES
tMtmum

ee

AND FIXTURES.
Wlrlet ud SeppUo Chewtally dine.

ANDREW
state

M.

MOOR.
Ellsworth

St..

HIn JkM CM

VvUMtN

Let

us

mail

crs

to earn a beautiful pair of $4.00
shoes. It’s the best proposition ever
offered—and we can prove it.

Bay State Hosiery Co..

1^ ECZEMA
CAN

BE

OBTAINED

S'"* Mrs. Warren Hutchinson,
SOUTH BBOOKSVILLH,

N ineteen companies represented
in this agency paid over $800,000 in losses at Bangor varying
in amounts from $4,500 to $56,000.
Home losses, if property
had not
been under-insured,
should have been nearly a million.

MAINE.

j

Insurance of all kinds,
Peters’ Block, Ellsworth, Me.

—

We solicit your inquiries for wells,
test-holes and deep-well pumping machinery. To those who wish running
water in the home we recommend
•

The Kewanee

System

OF WATER SUPPLY.
Send for circulars.

L. A. KEED &
WESTBROOK,

SAFETY! Udl

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
NO

Honest Insurance

FOR MINERALS AND FOUNDATIONS.

ELLSWORTH

Pit,

property
damage

or

Artesian WellsaiiTest Holes

CLARION.

cannot explode ; smokeless, odorless, use less
kerosene. brilliant light, big sellers.
Agents wanted In every town.

•WO

your

against loss
by fire by

_t

If Parisian Sage, the hair grower
that G. A. Parcher guarantees, will
not cause hair to grow where the hair
is thinning out, nothing on this earth

will.
And

Protect

t

Ask Haines, M. E. HOLMES,
AGENT,

jUmrrtianncnt*

Thin Hair

DO IT NOW 1

carry

Life Insurance

days.
LOWELL-At Verona, April 10, Mrs Mary D
Lowell.
M’DONALD—At Oceanville, April 27, Billings
P McDonald, aged 48 years, 10 months, 21

Seagirt grange held its regular meeting Estey Building,
Saturday evening, May 8. After routine
business, recess was declared and sandGames
wiches and coffee were served.
were enjoyed by both old and young. The
contest was started. Captain No. 1 furnished the entertainment. All patrons
present declared it the beat meeting of the

R.

B

Portland
Sid May 7. schs Lizzie D Small for Portland;
Lottie Beard for N Y

_

SOUTH DEEK ISLE.

CHAS.

TIas had a reputation for honorable and prompt business methods for a period of 41i years, which term is a guarantee of its reliability. The companies represented by yds Agency are among the
leading insurance companies of the World.
We solicit your business and desire investigation of our com-

Sid May 5, tug J A Mumford (Br), with
barge J B King A C'o, No 21, Windsor, N S, for

.--—-....

BURRILL.

O.

CHAS. C. BURRILL & SON, Insurance Agency.

Ludlam
Sid May 4. schs Rozella. Mertis H Perry, ga
s Nickerson, ga s Helen D Lane, sch Albert J
Lutz (Br), for St John, N

1

1866—INSURANCE—191V

Ellsworth Port.
Ar May 6. schs Henry Chase. Bar Harbor;
Ann C Stewart. Surry
Sid May 9. sch Catherine, Jonesboro
Hancock Conn tv Ports.
Franklin—Sid May 3, sch Florence A Lillian, N Y
Ar May 4, sch Charlie and Willie
Ar May 5, schs Samuel Hart, Eliza Levensaler
West Sullivan—Sid May 4, sch Henrietta A
Whitney, New London
Sid May 5, sch Ixittie Beard, N Y
Ar May 5, sch I^avolta
Sid May 6, sch Georgietta, Boston
Southwest Harbor—Ar May 2, sch Lizzie D
Small, cargo coal for W H Ward
Ar May ft, sch Lottie Beard
Sid May 2. sch Kate L Pray
Sid May 3, schs Elbe M Morrissey, Sallie E

days.

and

coarse

there oan he no results,
results the money which the advertiser
invests is lost -Leavenworth (KansasI

A

ELLSWORTH.

Many advertisers forget that advertis- in New Hampahlre.
Wallace Stinson, with wife and two
ing space in a newspaper is valued according to the circulation of that paper. children, of South Deer Isle, is viBiting
Advertising space in a Journal without his mother, Mrs. Ida Stinson.
circulation is dear at any price thg pubWilliam McDonald died at his home at
Banty lisher may demand. Without circulation Oceanville Friday, of consumption. He
and without

WiUie
Oh, papa; I beard
Claus last
night. He bumped his toot
■niust a chair, and
%s raid. WUlis’a
"i*
Thera, there, WUIle; I know
raid. Run away now.

AUG. 6-12, ’11.

Mrs. Mary Moore is in poor health.
Mrs. Frank Moore was in Bangor Thurs-

seven

Deputy Urand Muter Elmer P. Spofford, of Deer Isle, preeided at the grand
lodge meeting in the absence of the grand
master. Key. Ashley A. Smith, of Bangor,
who church and dwelling were deetroyed
in the greet tire Sunday.
Officers elected:
Grand master. Key. Ashley A. Smith, Bangor: deputy gmnd master, Elmer P. Spofford. Deer isle; senior warden. Prank E.
Honrce. Milo; Junior grand warden. Converse E.
Leach, Portland; grand treasurer, Millard P. Hicks, Portland; grand
Willie—I was going fishing Sunday, but
iecreu'v, Stephen Berry, Portland; com- my papa wouldn't let me. Rev. Dr.
mittee of finance, AI boro E. Chau, PortSentiy-That’s the right kind ot a papa to
lead; Hugh K. Chaplin, Bangor and Ed- have. Did he tell you tbe reason why?
mond B. Mallett, Freeport; trustee# for Willie-Yes, air; be said there wasn't bait
tbree years, Charles I. Collamore, Bangor; enougb tor two.
Fessenden I. Day, Lewiston.
Woman with tbe sun bonnet—If any
(IBAND CHAPTER.
body asks me what I know about you I
Grand high priest, W’llmer J. Dorman, ; shall tell ’em tbe exact truth. Woman
Belfast, deputy grand
high
priest, witfcL the gingham apron—If you do, Mag
Charles it. Davis, Watery Ule; grand king, j Perkins, as sure as I'm standin’ bere, I’ll
Frank J. Cole, Bangor; grand scribe, sue you for slander 1
Albert W. Meeerve, Kennebnnk; grand j
English Girl-You American girls have
•reaauD-r, Is-ander W. Porbee, Portland; not such bealthy complexions as we bave.
grand
secretary, Stephen Berry, Port- 1 cannot understand why our noblemen
land; liuance committee, Millard P. take a fancy to your white faces. AmeriHicks, Warren C. King and Herbsrt W. can Girl—It isn’t our white faces that atBobins, n. all of Portland.
tract them, my dear; it’s our greenbacks.

OLD HOME WEEK,

Edwin J. Frazter and his father brought
down a fine catch of fish from Green Lake
last week. There were seven salmon, the
largest one weighing fifteen pounds, and
one
trout weighing four and a
half
pounds.
William M. Davis and Miss Mabel A.
Giles will be married on Wednesday evening, May 17, at the home of Mrs. Helen
Fox, which place Mr. Davis has leased all
furnished. The ceremony will be performed in the presenc3 of the immediate
relatives. Both Mr. Davis and Miss Giles*
are among oar best-known young
people,
and have many friends.

j past
[

JULY

AT ELLSWORTH.

W.

GREEN LAKE.

|

OF

Mrs. Eva McCartney, of Waterville, is
here for a visit of a few days, the guest of
Herbert Severance and wife.

Miss Frances Richardson, of
| spent
Saturday night wi^h

a

CELEBRATE FOURTH

vate garage

con-

WEST BROOKSYLLLE.

success.

GRAND

was

sidered under control until well
along into Monday
morning. At 11.30 Sunday

personality.

Prom her home have gone forth several
young men w ho have borne the impression ot her mflaei.ee on their lives, which
has helped them upward on tbe pathway
ol

Bangor Sunday, April 30,

FALLS.

Mr*. Ida Flood la the guest of John H.
Cook and wife.

Records To Restore Bangor’s Telephone Service.
The Are which devastated the
city of

a

and

ELLSWORTH

Smashing

SOS,
MAINE

a

HAIR

*STORE

518 Congress 8t., Portland, Me.
Manufacturer of

ARTISTIC HUMAN HAIR GOODS
of every description.
Goods sent on approval to responsible parties
BUY

Swasey’s

Premium Tea

FROM YOUR GROCER AND GET A

PRESENT WITH EVERY POUND.
If your dealer cannot supply you, write us,
and we will supply you direct.
B. SWASEY A

Oriental Rug Works
Factory rebuilt—brick,

Portland, Maine

CO.,

Professional

modern

improvements.
Beautiful, curly, fluffy rugs made from old
woolen, tapestry, brussels or velvet carpets.
Carysts dssssS cIshl IstsnMifey MrtfnUM.

H.

®arts.

SCOTT

Bend for circular.

MORRISON. Skowhegin, Maine.

L L.

CAMDEN WOOLENS

▲gent of the Union Safe Deposit A Trust Co., of
Portland, Me., for furnishing Probate
and Surety Bonds.
Cor. Main and Water 8to. (over Moore's Drag
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

We can save you money on

drees materials and suitings
for Men, Women, and Children,
direct from the Camden WoolWrite ter Sample,.
en Mill.

F. A.

Packard, Mgr. Retail Department.
Box 3ft. Camden. Me.

Mahaija:
Sold Madal Flour aavea

worry,

RBaOAK

J)R.

C.

HOLT,

E.

Dentist,

Bangor,
OFFICE
23 Hammond St.
Office hour,

:

Maine.
RESIDENCE

26 Fourteen®
9 to 12.16 ; 1 to 6.

Evening* by appointment

91.

terested to give them a call any time and
at any hour except during school ses-

COUNTY NEWS.

sions.

WEST SULLIVAN.

May

H-

8.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

MARLBORO.

Mrs. Ada

spending

Havey and Master Boardman
the month with Mr. Havey

winter at home.

Creek to

are

church Sunday evening.
The Japanese entertainment given at
K. of P. ball Saturday evening, under the
auspices of the Golden Rule society of the
Methodist church, was a decided success

and recitations.

large crowd witnessed
fan drill, tableaux
Miss Helen Bartlett, of

Sullivan, sang a Japanese love song which
delighted the audience. The entertainroent was under the direct management of
Miss Sadie W. Clarke, of Hampden Highlands, who is a teacher here in the intermediate grade, and who has marked ability in this line of work.
May 8.

Populi.

Vox

gone to Otter
with her sis-

on

the

friends in

1

:

her

at

with

wife

his

Sawyer

and infant

parents, Oapt.

and wife.

W.

missionary meetings.

They

will

be

Henry Tracy and his crew of workmen
have accomplished the hard task of moving the Pemetic through the woods to its

Howe, wife and child, of Enfield,
occupying Rev. A. B. Lorimer’s cot-

new

location

Miss

as an annex

Kelley,

assistant at the

of

to the Claremont.

West Tremont, is to be

postoffloe

place

in

of

Miss

_

CRANBERRY ISLES.
Fred Birlem has been ill the past week.
Albion Stanley ts working at Greenings
island.
Hamor has

Aver ill

been

In town

the

past week.
Master Lowell Rice spent Saturday and
Sunday at Sutton.

expected soon.
Schuyler Clark, proprietor of the Dirigo
hotel, arrived last week and is busy getare

Richard W. Farrar and wife left Monting the house and grounds ready for the
day to spend a few days in Augusta.
j season.
Mrs. Julia Holden came a little
I
were
of
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Cherryfteid,
Grant,
earlier to begin the spring house cleaning.
their
in town Sunday calling upon
daughMrs. Prentiss, who is having extensive
ter, Mrs. James Conners, who has been

A Welcome

Mrs. John Bunker and Edward Carey
arrived from Boston recently.

Lucy Leavitt, of Belfast,
sister, Mrs. Perley Stanley.

Miss
her

is

visiting

Congratulations
and

are

wife

extended

to Eber

of

summer

ker has

the arrival

a

1.

Leander Bunker
the

on

at

charge

and

wife will spend

Camden, where Mr. Bunof

a

fish market.

Capt. E. J. Bulger, Seth Rice and
ence Croby will leave for Hancock

A New Perfection keep* ■ kitchen many degree* cooler than any
other range, yet it doe* all a coal or wood range can do. It aavei time,
labor and fuel. No wood to cut; no cool to cany; no aahe*; no tool
With the New Perfection oven it ia the boat cooking device you can
find anywhere;
-a H
MJ.1.1H|>
*w:
tJr*.»r»~H tk,~rv
*■*«<
tw 2 *~nf*
,tirT’a,y
kmr am—
U W a

ClarTues-

day to put down moorings before going
to New York for the yacht on which they
are

to have

employment

this

May 8.

season.

Rooney.

improvements made on the cottage which
she purchased of A. W. Bee, was in town
last week, accompanied by. a friend who is

very ill.

ua

GOTFS ISLAND.
Dr. Small and wife, E. C. Hammond and
Capt. David Norwood landed freight for
wife, H. E. Sumner and wife, who have
for a cottage to rent for the sealooking
been spending the week in Portland, reill of pneumonia, is better.
Philip Moore Tuesday.
son.
M. V. Babbidge was at McKinley and
Miss Ciah Marshall was the recent guest turned Thursday.
Mr. Kimball, the father of Mrs. Dudley
Bernard Friday on business.
Contractor Lawrence, of Bar Harbor,
of her sister, Mrs. Bernice Salisbury.
Mayo, is in a critical condition from the
has moved to the who is to build three lodging houses at
Will P. Harding and Charles Grass hive
Lewis McCartney
effects of a shook of paralysis which affects
Neck this spring, has a crew
gone to Isle au Haul gunning.
place owned by Isaac Salisbury, recently Grindstone
one side.
Though
eighty-five
years
old,
of men at work on the foundation.
vacated.
Capt. Will Trask has moved with his
his strong constitution may enable him to
The selectmen had a crew of men fightMiss Agnes Boynton, w ho has been carfamily to McKinley for the season.
rally.
ing for Mrs. Lucy Gray, returned to her ing forest ft re in the vicinity of George
Mr. Williams, of Lisbon Falls, school
Mrs. Amos Bracy has returned from
McKay’s Saturday. The men succeeded
home at East Lamoine Sunday.
!
where she has been visiting her superintendent, was here Tuesday.
in extinguishing the ftre after quite an Portland,
The marrige of Crosby R. Young, a j
Ison Ervin. Miss Marguerite Gilley, who
Capt. Otis Ingalls and wife, Ashbury
area was burned.
former Lamoine boy, and Miss Jessie
has spent two weeks with her sister, Mrs. Lopaus and wife and Rev. Mr.
j May 8.
Bigelow, of
E.
Wells MacGregor, of Cambridge, Mass., J
Flora Harvell, returned home at the same West Fremont, the new pastor, were here
took place Wednesday evening, April 26,
LAMOINE.
! time.
Rebecca Gilley is to remain with one day last week.
at the home of the bride’s parents, Mr.
sister a little longer.
Eben H. King has gone to Bar Harbor
Mrs. Mary Beidelman, of Little Rock,
and Mrs. William L. MacGregor, at Camto visit relatives.
Spray.
May 8.
Ark., is the first summer guest. She arbridge. Rev. J. L. Campbell officiated.
Herbert Sanborn, of Stillwater, is a
rived April 29 for the season, and is at
Only immediate relatives were present
STONINQTON.
Petit Plaisants cottage with her sister.
guest at the home of F. L. Hodgkins and
at the ceremony, excepting the ushers—
Steamer Betsy Roes took a party to Ban- Miss E. 8. Peterson.
wife.
Bernard Rose, of Cambridge, Frank Morgor Sunday morning to visit the ruins.
May 8.
Chips.
Mjs. Lizzie Saunders, who has cared for
rill, of Lynn, and Mr. and Mrs. Davis,
Mrs. Lester Veazie, of Bluebill, is visfriends of the bride’s parents. Following Mrs. Hannah H. King in her last illness,
SOUTH
DEER
ISLE.
her
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ashworth.
iting
parents,
the ceremony a reception was held, after left to-day for her home.
Vernon Small, who spent the winter in
Mrs. John Billings and daughter are
w'hich the happy couple left in an autoj Mrs. Andrew Gibson, of Waltham, the
guests of friends at Booth bay Harbor. Paris, Me., is home for the summer.
mobile amid showers of confetti.
After Mass., was here last week to attend the
Elder U.
Capt. Edwin Carman has gone to MarW. Green, a former pastor
spending a week in New York, they will; funeral of Mrs. Hannah H. King.
reside at 244 Chestnut street, Cambridge.
Rev. Herbert Tilden, D. D., closed his here, is spending a few weeks among his blehead, Maas., to put his yacht in commission.
They have the best wishes of their many labors here Sunday uight with a stirring many friends here.
friends here. The bride was the recipient
A pleasant affair was the wedding relecture to the young people. His work
Matthew Roberts and wife, of Milford,
of many beautiful and useful presents. /
has been much appreciated and it is hoped Mass., formerly of this town, are guests of ception given by the parents of the bride,
Y.
May 8.
Mr. and Mrr. C. M. Pert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lhat much good has been done. Dr. TilMrs. 8. W. Fifleld.
I
len left to-day for Boston.
Maynard Stinson, Wednesday, May 3.
H.
Eaton
and
of
are
SULLIVAN HARBOR.
•Joseph
wife,
Milo,
R. H.
The Mt. Warren Cemetery association
May 8.
visiting their old home. Mrs. Eaton will
Capt. S. V. Bennis has returned home.
has elected officers as follows: President,!
spend the summer here.
PARTRIDGE COVE.
Miss Charlene Wilson has returned to
E. Btinson; secretary, M. C. Pert;
Mrs. P. H. Mills, who has spent the Lyman
Greenville.
Mrs. Elizabeth Saunders has been vis- i
treasurer, Hattie Smith; trustees, Levi j
w inter at G. W. lied man’*, has gone to her
iting at Henry Bartlett’s the past few
Miss Helen Adams, of Ellsworth, was a
Knight, Arthur Webb, Frank Warren,
own home for the summer.
days.
Hattie Hatch, Kate Stanley. The associaguest at W. O. Emery’s Sunday.
Wallace
and wife are moving
George
Fred CLinkard and wife and Edward
tion is planning some much needed repairs
Mrs. Eugene Simpson, of Cambridge,
to Vinalhaven.
Mrs. Wallace will be in and around
the enclosure.
Emery, of Brookline, Mass., are the guests
Mass., has arrived for the summer.
much missed in social circles.
of William Emery;
May 5.
H.
Rev. C. A. Purdy moved his family last
The Latter Day Saints held their conA surprise party was given Henry Bartweek to Orrington. Rev. C. E. Bromley
ference here Saturday and Sunday. Many
GOULDSBORO.
lett Saturday evening in honor of his
has a charge in Montioello.
from out of town were present.
Forest fires are raging on all sides of us.
A social time was enjoyed. people
Mrs. C. A. Stimson has opened her birthday.
At Hotel Stonington Friday evening a
Refreshments were served.
Charles Tracy, George Perry and Ira
house, after spending the winter with her
farwell dinner was given to Hon. Sumner
Young have gone to Hancock to work on
Marjorie Leighton, of Bar Harbor, is
daughter in Cambridge, Mass.
P.
who
will
soon
remove
to
FarmMills,
s pound.
a week with her grandparents,
The newly-appointed Methodist pastor, spending
William Emery and wife. She was ac- ington.
A. E. Guptill and wife visited their
Rev. Clinton Cook, formerly of WashingA fish-buyer from Pigeon Cove, Mass., is
companiea by Miss Catherine Richards.
daughter, Mrs. J. 8. Bragg, at Newport
ton, D. C., preached Sunday afternoon.
Much sympathy is felt for Edgar in town looking for a stand to buy fish last week.
The school boys here have formed themand ship to wholesale dealers in MassaMrs. Jemima Tracy and Mrs. Mary
selves into a club called the Ossipee club, Springer and wife in the death of their
chusetts.
Moore spent a tew days last week with
with headquarters at the building near youngest child, Carroll, which occurred
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Goes
died
at
the
home
of
at
Sound.
The
remains
triends in Bar Harbor.
the Franklin road.
Their by-laws are Friday, May 5,
her daughter Tuesday. Funaral services
were brought here Sunday for interment.
Miss Etta Foss, who has been employed
“No smoking, no
very commendable.
were conducted by Rev. Joseph Jack sou.
Their
is
ill.
Friends
daughter Beryl
very
in Bar Harbor the past year, is
swearing, ao cruelty to animals, and doing
visiting
Interment
at
Deer
Isle.
for
her
speedy recovery.
our best at school.'’
her parents, J. W. Foss and wile.
By strict loyalty to hope
Hubbard,
May 8.
these things, they are laying the foundaj On May 5 Mrs. Sarah Bryant passed her District-Superintendent Haskell preached
ninety-seventh birthday. She is in full in the Methodist church here
tion for noble manhood. Their clubroom
WEST BROOKSV1LLE.
Sunday.
possession of her faculties, knitaand sews The new
is furnished with all the appliances for
pastor. Rev. J. W. Thompson, has
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
and engages in household work.
athletic exercises necessary for physical
not arrived yet. Rev. Frank
Wooster, of
Whereat, Death has again entered our or- j
SlHlL*
May 8.
development. They invite all friends in- der and taken from among
Bar Harbor, will preach here next
us our beloved
Sunday.
8.
May
Jkk.
brother, Edmund Leslie Davis, be it
PROSPECT HARBOR.
NORTH LAMOINE.

Mrs. A.

L. Gray, who has been seriously

akmtt -p. "Wfc
ap—ol nek arc.

All
The Mistake Is Made by Many

John Wars and wife, of Addison,

visiting

|

am

in town.

Charles

Googins

spent the week-en*

family here.
Ney Killman, of Livermore Falls,

with his

Don’t mistake the cause Of backache.
To be cured you must know the
It is wrong to

imagine relief is

cause.

cure.

Backache is kidney ache.
You must
A

cure

the kidneys.

resident of this vicinity shows you

how.

called

summer.

Miss Alice M. Cote returned home Satwhere the has
spent the winter.
Mise Gertrude Bickford haa arrived
from Berwick, to spend the summer with
Mrs. Alfred Hamilton.

urday from Waterrille,

Miss Donne Allen returned Friday from
Bar Harbor, where ehe has spent the winter with the 1_ B. Deasys.
Mrs.

John

Whitten and Mina Helen
on
last week.
Smith, of Steubeo, have been frequent viaMisa Vernie and Hasel Tracy and Misa itora here recently to see their aunt, Mias
Annie Cronin, of Franklin, visited Mm. Jane W. Moore, who is ill.
Charles Googins last week.
The Unity club had a supper at the hall
old friends here

May

8.

Anon.

want flour that never fails—that makes the
most bread to the sack—that serves every

baking

need.

they

use

nothing but William Tell

Flour—and have “good luck"

every

day

they bake.
For William Tell bread is

are

a

marvel of

lightness—its cake melts in your mouth—
its pastry makes the cook famous.
One sack will prove itself—-order

today.<j>

William Tell Flour

A

at the

Bangor hospital,
is home caring for her
mother, Mrs. W. L.
Alley, who has been very ill of grip.
May. 5.
j.
nurse

Friday evening, followed by an entertain__
ment coneiating ol recitation a, mueic and
TWsMONT.
a farce, “The Business
Meeting.”
Miss Vestille Stinson is critically ill.
Sidney 8. Rich went to Trenton one day
District-Superintendent H. B. Haskell
last week to see friends.
Mrs. Hugh Barbour came from BluehiH
preached in the Methodist church Sunday
Frank P. Rich is having two
Monday.
morning. The subject of his sermon,
engines
Archie Barbour left Friday for New “Public Worship,'’ was moat interesting. put in his boat for the season’■ fishing.
8.
a
May
York for a season’s yachting.
Mrs. Levi Rich entertained the ladies’
aid sewing circle
Mrs. Margaret Mills has returned home
Wednesday and the
ATLANTIC.
Christmas club Thursday.
from Stonington, after spending the winSteamer Tremont made her first trip to
ter with her daughter Myra.
Leslie J. Rich, wife and little son
Atlantic Thursday.
Mum.
May 6.
Everett, who have spent the winter in
A. C. Smith haa a crew of men repairing
Rockland, are home for the summer.
John D. Rockefeller would go broke if the steamboat wharf.
Mrs. Sylvia M. Norwood, who has been
he should spend his entire income trying
James Bridges’ veeeel was id the harbor
seriously ill of grip the past five weeks or
to prepare a better medicine than Cham- Thursday to take Mr. Rntter’a household
more, is up around the house, though
berlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea goods to Belfast. The new
arrived
_

Ask them.

Economical Housewives

Harbor.

as

They are the best judges.

Ellsworth, Maine.

Harold Jellison, who has been in Boston
the past month, is home.
Elliott Jordan, who has been with his
sister, Mrs. A. B. Grant, has gone to Bangor to Join the yacht Aria lor the season.
William A. Wilson, U. 8. &. Vermont,
is spending bis furlough with his
wife,
who is with her mother, Mrs. P. B. Allen.
Mrs. Myrle Elliott, who has been em-

ployed

|

Ellsworth Foundry & Hachiis Worts.

Merle Thome* is in poor health.
F. L Andrews is house, stter a month in
Massachusetts.
Will

The majority of motorists throughout the world
users of
are satisfied
Michelin Inner Tubes.

IN STOCK BY

So

son

or wrOo lor dr*r»pooroaa opoac? oi a

^

_

Mis*

Mrs. Caroline Richards and
from Bar

*o

Inner Tubes
forMichelinand all other Envelopes

EDEN.

home

••

WEST STONINGTON.

Frank E. Fernald, Ellsworth Falls, Me.,
“I am so strong an advocate of
Doan’s Kidney Pills that I never miss an
opportunity to recommend them. I have
never learned of an instance where they
have failed to give satisfaction. For two
or three years 1 was bothered by attacks
of backache. The misery varied at times
from a dull ache to sharp twinges, and often I could scarcely sloop. If I sat down
it was hard for me to get up, and I was in
doubt as to what to do for the trouble. I
had read a great deal about Doan’s Kid- Remedy for diarrhoea, dysentery or bowel
i
It is simply impossible, and
ney Pills, and as they were said to be a complaints.
so says every one that has used it.
Sold
sure cure for backache, I Anally decided
Co give them a trial. 1 procured a supply by all dealer?.
«t Moore’s Drug Store, and the use of one
Chamberlain’s Stomach and Liver tabfcox effected a cure.’'
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents. lets will clear the sour stomach, sweeten
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York, the breath and create a healthy appetite.
sole agents for the United States.
They promote the flow of gastric juice,
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take thereby inducing good digestion. Sold by
all dealers.
other.
says:

M. C. Stanley, with faamly, has
joined her ham be ad at Seal Harbor for the
Mrs.

NORTH HANCOCK.

Ellsworth Citizens.

an

m

MICHELIN

_

Guy H. Cbie haa returned home after
absence of several months.

«).

laud -a drop d*W

Standard OJ Company

_

Revolted, That by the death of our brother.
Gov. Brooks lodge, I. O. O. P., has lost an esteemed and faithful member.
Betolved, That we drape our charter aad
reverse our badges for a period of thirty days.
Betolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be spread on our ffecords and a copy sent to
The Ell." worth American for publication.
Grorub H. Taplby,
Committee.

or

■

raUr r—OoUrr;

*• «•

~-

Stfurtiscnunta.

Change

Smoke curling up from the farmhouse
chimney as the men are corning in from the
fields, gives a pretty suggestion of a good supBut it also
per and a comfortable home.
means a hot, tired woman, working hard over
a blazing fire.
Your wife can escape this with a New
Perfection Oil Cook-^tove.

John Steele will leave this week
for Northeast Harbor for the summer.
Mrs.

Congratulation* are in order at the home
of Ernest Spurling and wife, on the arrival of a baby girl. May 2.

the Inmans

|

S.

May 8.

has entered upon her duties.

Underwood has been at Southwest Harbor a week or two directing the
gardening work on his place. Mr. and
Mrs. Rand are also at their bungalow, and

WINTER HARBOR.

the occasion.

Spurling
son, May

W. L.

Abe.

|

Freeman, who will take a rest before
Miaa Kelley
engaging in other work.
Lita

Otis, returning home Sun-

day evening.
May 8.

summer

away two weeks.

Homer Wilbur went to Lakewood Saturday on his motor cycle. Sunday he called

Japanese wedding,

the

Clark and Mrs. Josephine
Stanley left Thursday for Boston to attend
Mrs. A.

tage at the shore while he is having a cottage built.
George Jellison, of Clifton, spent a few
days recently with his wife, who is still
quite ill at the home of her sister, Mrs.
S. H. Remick.

at the

Sawyer,

Emmons

Dr.

C. E. Cook and family arrived; at
A
the Methodist parsonage Saturday.
large and appreciative audience listened
to the excellent address delivered by him

A

Paul

ter-in-law, Mrs. Albert Harvey.

Rev.

way.

Harvey has
spend a few weeks

Mrs. Alonzo

Hutchins, of West Franklin, has
a shoe-reparing shop in the store
next to the post office.
Mr.

opened

spend

met st

parsonage Wednesday to clean it and
A
put it in repair for the new pastor.
pcnic dinner was served, and all enjoyed

from Danversport

daughter, is visiting his

spent last
Audrey Hodgkins,
week with her sister, Mrs. Lucretia Strout,
in Ellsworth, is home.
who

Miss

Parker

week to

came

home here.

home.

Miss Ina W’illey has returned to her
employment in Bangor after spending the

in every

last

Osmond Emery, who has spent a
few weeks with her brother in Center, is
Mrs.

in Oklahoma.

the

all winter.

home.

Mrs. A. P.
are

Mrs. Owen Lurvey, who is living in the
on the hill, has been seriously ill

house

Baptist society

-=

the

The Rebekshs held a pleasant social at
Odd Fellows hall Wednesday evening.

B. P. Hodgkins, who has spent the winMrs. H. A. Holt, of Dover, spent Sunday
! ter in Connecticut with his sister, is home.
at the Granite hotel with Dr. Holt.
Mrs. Pearl Stratton, who has been visitMrs. Arthur Varnum, of Georges pond,
her mother at Southwest Harbor, is
ing
last
David
Patchen
was a guest of Mrs.
week.

The ladies of the

__

Miss Alice Farnsworth, of Brewer, spent
the week-end with her parents.

SDbntiMmnits.

Mr. Cottle la very badly
ter’a home.
crippled with rheumatism and in poor
health.

COUNTY NEWS

_

pastor

Friday.
William E. Stock bridge want to Bangor
Thursday to take W. O. Cottle to his sishesitate about giving Chamberlain's Cough Remedy to children. It contains no opium or other narcotics and can
be given with implicit confidence. As a
quick core for coughs end colds to which
children are susceptible, it ia unsurpassed.
Sold by all dealers.
Never

still weak.

May

6._Kin.

BUCKS PORT.
Bucks port had two fires
Friday. In the
morning Leroy Pinson’s barn was burned,
and in the afternoon M. W.
Lampher’s
barn. The two fires have aroused the citiaens to the need of better fire
protection.
A special town meeting has been called to
vote upon the question of
building a new
engine house and buying a new engine.

i

WHITCOMB. HAYNES & CO., Ellsworth Falla, Me.
A Riliabla Raaady

CHIC"

catarrh

I

Ely’sluickl, awM.
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Criais Bali

*"»' ksttal at Oac*.
It cleanse*, soothe*,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh and drive*
away aCold ln tit* Head quickly. Restores
the Sense* of Taste and Smelt Full
size
5? ***■ **, Druggist* or by mail. Liquid
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 76 eta.
Ely Brother*, U Warren Street, Mew York.
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BROOKUN.
j

Mr,

to Rockland
Eftnn if Davis returned

Monday-

K E Farnsworth
Thursday.

returned from Boston

the grand lodge ol
L. Fly*1 attended
at d'- rtlaod-

0

Maion*

ol Weat Brooksville, ia
Smith’s.

E!D»ry Snow,

.otployei

St K. W.

Florence Btaiadell spent several
BluehlU last week.
South
daysst
Sherman ia
employed at
Busie
ur*
Weils is ImprovK. F. Wells'. Mrs.
Mr,

apt.
ing.

W. Fiye is home from BoeMrs. Henry
where she has been visiting her

10B<

diopter.

with his wife, of EllsCharles I ■‘tapirs,
his mother, Mrs. J. F,
worth, Visited

Staples- Sunday.
Charier staples and famity have reDesert island, where
turned from Mt.
the past two weeks.
they have -pent
]>cr it<le high school baseball team
Brooklin high school Baturplayed with
Hr, 'klin won by the score of 13-2.
E. B Kane and wife have returned from
Mr. Kane has bad
jouth Biuehill. where
ol the Farnsworth Packing Co.’a

JnargT
dim

factory.

Mr. Myers, of Eastport, was here a few
Myi last week to install the two new auding ruachtnee for Ibe Farnstomatic
worth Packing Co.
Capt. \v. \V\ King came from Southwest
Harts,r Friday to take charge of the
(Stolen" ho.it Wabtawah to run fish to
f

tht tsetory ; his season.
Chari. 11 lav died Sunday morning. Although Mr. Clay had been in failing
heath for two years, the end came snddtuly. One year sgo Mr. Clay united with
the Bapti-: < iu-rch here. Me was a member
His
of Center Harbor lodge, I. O. O. F.
former home wsa Bucksport. He moved
Ho married Mies
here severs! years ago.
Edna Parker, of thia town. Tbronghont
his tllnes« he showed Christian fortiMr. Clay won
tude and
patience.
many trionda here, and will be greatly
missed. Beside a widow, be leaves a
daughter sud ton by a formar marriage;
also s mother, who resides at Bucksport.
The sympathy of the community goes out
to the bereaved ones.
Use Femme.
Msy B.
HURRY.
John Staples baa sold bis colt.

Sperry bss gone to Bar Harbor.
Ksj Caspar ia working in Dollardtown.

Ned

Weldon Winchester bas gone to Phila-

delphia.
Corinna Clark la borne from West Upton, Mass.
Mrs. Agnes Clark ia visiting bar mother
at South Sorry.
Frank Ingalls baa moved bia family into
Mann booae.

the Charles

Frank Saunders baa moved into Mrs.

Joaeph Carter's nouse.
Mn. Lenora (Jasper, who bas been visiting in Blue bill, is borne.
Mn. C. E. Billiogton ia
viaitlng Mrs.

Grace Barron in Weal Ellsworth.
Florence Curtis and little Herbert Treworgy returned borne from Bangor Saturday

William Conary went to Bar Harbor
to return tbe horses be be* bad for
the winter.

Sunday

Mn. Mary Crocker, who has been visitbet mo;her, Mra. Reuben Osgood, has

ing

teturued In Rnatoa.

Maoael (laapef IMi Mi bone recently.
He wee out tor tbe evening, end returning
home, put the boras in tbe stable. Before
he nacbed tbe house be beard a
atnnge
•oiie, and on returning to thS stable he
fosnd t lie nurse dead.

!

Mary Hitimgton

and Lena Sperry attended county grange at North Bluebill
Seturday. They report a good time and
*ere
hospitably entertained. Tbe feature
o! the day * as tbe address
by Htate Lector B. Walker McKeen.
May 8.
Anon.
_

-NORTH BROOKLIN.
Miee Annie L. Hndson has
opened her

•Qintner hetnt* here.

Mrs Adelia Pervear, who baa been vieBoston and vicinity, is home.
Mrs. Hazel
who bas been

iting in

living

Angler,

Sometime, Mass., the past winter, baa
Warned to bar borne here.
«

Leroy Five, Leslie Plye, Warren Bnrna,
Henry Burns, Wallace Smith and Qeorge
Giles finished
discharging a cargo of coal
“°® the schooner
SI. Croix Thursday for
the Farnsworth
Pecking Co.
Mrs. Ixiretu Flye, e resident of
Abing^ Mane., widow of A. Horns# Flye, of

GOOI> WAY TO DO

BL'SINKSST

G- A.
1'itrrher bells Reliable Remedy
®t Half-Price and Qua rantees a Cttpea
When one can buy gold dollar* lor
Blty
“0U’ *t is good time to purchaae.
IB
ordering a 80c. bottle ol Dr. Howard’!
•brated specific for the cure of consti?tlon and dyspepsia at 25 cents, Q. A.
lrcher u STivinfi one of the greatest trade
ever offered to the
people of Ellsworth.

junces

®ven ‘hough offered

hall-prioa lor in~oductory purpoeee, the epecifio is sold
at

**

Ku,r*ut*e to cure or the money
be refunded.
If food does
not dlgeet well, it there is
“ or
Pa*n in the
stomacn, if the tongue

tn“‘lKli »n<l*ndthe breath bad, if there U
atraining, Dr. Howard’s
«r>8
a***'011
pacific
wiii
II it does not, you
Psrcher's personal guarsn-

cure

,e

druggist
°

‘*r'

you.

return your money.

tloward’* apecific gives quick

relief

l*“*ces Permanent cure* of
constipaand **1 Uvea troubles.
but Mr.
atroog
statements,
fsrchM it1*toDr„ ',,Vc!vln& his customers a chance
‘ruth st just half the regu»re notlr"-ty d<we‘ ,or 25 “nt»- If they
T°“ *“Ve to do U ‘°
•»W for yow

She leave# a
Her sitter, Mrs. Diantha Sib-

daughter.
ley, of thle place,

went to

Abington

DEEK ISLE.
Mrs. Minnie Smith, who has been
ployed in Boston, is home.

em-

George Joyce, who has been in the Banhospital for surgical treatment, arrived home Saturday.
gor

Hon. E. P. Spofford and wife and Dr. H.
W. Small returned Friday, where
they at-

tended the

grand lodge of Masons.
Tripp, formerly of the town,
died in Vinalhpven
Thursday of typhoid
pneumonia. The body was brought here
Obed

He

leaves

widow

a

and

About twenty-five members of Harbor
View chapter, O. E. 8., visited Columbia

chapter, Sedgwick, Wednesday. Although
the day was windy and the
passage was
made in

boats, yet

Louis the

Chef

Was

SEDGWICK.

STATE OF MAIXK.

mistaken In

Hancock

...

..

_

EUnortti Loan aid BDilu 1st

Stanley

Albert Willins has bought
G. P. Grey. Cows in this
scarce and nigh.

May

of Gapt.

vicinity

are

L.

8.
_

Teacher
Why did the Normans and
Saxons fight at Hastings? Pupil—That’s
where they happened to meet, ma’am.
—

Keep the Balance Up.
It has been truthfully said that any disturbance of the even balance of health causes
serious trouble. Nobody can be too careful to
keep this balance up. Wben people begin to
lose appetite or to get tired easily, the least
imprudeuce brings on sickness, weakness, or
debility. The system needs a tonic, craves it,
and should not be denied it; and the best
tonic of which we have any knowledge is
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. What this medicine has
done in keeping healthy people healthy. In
keeping up the even balance of health, gives
it the same distinction as a preventive that it
enjoys as a cure. Its early use has illustrated the wisdom of the old saying that a
atitch in time saves nine. Take Hood's for
appetite, strength aud endurance.—Advt.

UrPnr,c!lhe,r

Tongue
Bilious? Feel heavy after dinner?
Bitter taste?
Complexion sallow?
coated?
Doan’s Reguleta
Liver needs waking up.
26 cents at any drug
cure bilious attacks.
•tore.

Advt.

m.

WE

_

a cow

ssa

Naming His Pet.
To the Sheriffg of our reepective Countieg or
F. A. Holmes has purchased a horse.
Louis, the night chef in the Gregorian
either of their Deputiee or mnylConrtable of
New
Miss Belle Allen has gone to Penobscot. hotel.
York, woke up the house at 4
any City. Town or Plantation in the County
o’clock one morning by dancing around
Hancock:
H. A. Kenney is painting the
of
GREETING.
In Bfleet April 10, 1911.
Moseley the kitchen and
yelling like a South Sea
command you to attach the goods and
residence.
BAB HARBOR TO BANQOB.
estate
of
L.
Islander. The night clerk ran into the
Harry
Berry now oommorant at Boston, Suffolk county, CommonMrs. Belle Parker and Mrs. Gnptill were
kitchen to see what had happened, and
wealth of Massachusetts to the value of on*
•
BAR
HAB....
It.
10 20 'ia ’»»
in Rockland one day last week.
found Louis shouting and laughing and Sorrento. 4 20. hundred dollars; and summon the said defendant (if he be found in your precinct' to
Mrs. Sylvester and daughter have re4 so.
hugging himself add shaking handa in Sullivon.
before our judge of the Western HanMt DesertFerry. 11 10
S 20 9 6tf appear
turned from a business
cock municipal court, within and for said
trip to Swan’s Chinese fashion.
Wankeag 8 Fy. 11 17 8 27 9 68
county of Hancock, to be jiolden at the muHancock. 11 20
Island.
6
30
10
08
“Oh! Oh! Oh!” he screamed.
“She is Franklin
court room in Bucksport, in said
Road.til 28 15 38 10 14 nicipal
The ladies public improvement society her father—no! I mean he is her mother! Wash’gt’n June. 1100 11187 16 46 10 46 county, on the 2d Tuesday of May, a. d. 1911,
then and there in our said court to answer
ELLSWORTH.
11
06
5
58
10
U
44
62
is having the sidewalk in the
village re- No! Ze beast is wonderful! Wonderful! Ellsworth Falls. °11 10 11 49 5 68 DO 67 unto Warren W. Googins, of Bucksport, Hancounty, Maine.
Zay sre dancing in ze sand! Zounds! See ! Nicolin. °U 22 112 02 6 14 11 10 cock
paired.
In a plea of the case for that the said deLake. °n 80 12 11
• 24 « It
at said Bucksport. on the twentyMiss Susie Cole, who has been employed them! See them!”
fendant,
Lake.
°11 87 112 18
Phillips
82 11 28
The night clerk became frightened and Holden.°11 48 12 26 166 40 111 84 fourth day of May. a. d. 1910, by his promisas bookkeeper in North
Digbton, Mass., sent for the
sory note of that date, by him subscribed, for
Brewer
June.
12
00
12
44
6
11
69
68
hotel detective, and when be
fourteen months, is home for a vacation.
BANGOR-ar. 12 06 12 50 7 06 11 69 value received, promised Warren W. Googina
the plaintiff to pay him or his order, the sum
arrived he grabbed the chef by the throat
PM
PM
AM
AM
G. S. Bridges and daughter and Cecil
Portland.ar.
4 50
6 40, 12 60 4 50 of sixty-five dollars eix months sfter date
and pinioned bis arms behind his back.
with interest at 8 per cent., and plaintiff avers
Boston
a..ar .9...
8 00
9 Oft)
6 16
8 80
Eaton came from Eden Sunday, for a
thnt said time has elapsed.
“What you do?” cried Louis. “I drink
short visit to their homes here. They
Yet the said defendant though often reBANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
not to-night!
Let go! Let go! Zay are
has not paid the same—to the damquested.
PM
AM
AM
were acc unpanied by a friend.
AM
age of the said plaintiff (»s he says! the sum
in ze sand by ze stove. See! See!
Boston.lv. 10 00
8 00
9 0»;
of oue hundred dollars which shall then endi
/
I. S. Candage baa rented the Traveler’s
AM
PM
“Bellevue for yours,” said the detective,
Portland.lv.
120. 1115 12 86 there be made to appear, with other due damHome to Mr. Small, of Milbridge, who
ages.
tightening his grip on the cook.
AM
P M
F M
And have you there this writ, with your dowill take poasesaion this week. Mr. CanBANGOR.lv.
e
00 1" 80 8 24
5 26
“Ward thirty-seven’s yawning for you,’
Brewer Jane.
6 07 10 96 8 80 6 81 ings thereon.
dage will move into the Penney bouse.
Witness. Forrest B. Snow, esq., our said
added the clerk.
Holden. 16 29 10 66 18 49 16 80
our said court, at Bucksport this 28d
Phillips Lake. 16 86 111 02 13 65 J5 57 judgeofof March
Columbia chapter, O. E. S., entertained
“Zay move!” yelled the chef. “Zay Green
In the year of our Lord one
day
Lake.
6 44 11 10| 4 02 16 05
Harbor View chapter, of Deer Isle, Wed- are alive! Alive!”
Nicolin. 16 68 11 221. 16 14 thousand nine hundred and eleven.
Fobkbst B. Snow, Judge.
Ellsworth
Falls.
06
7
11
871
4
23
6
28
nesday evening. Supper was served at 6
By this time all of the servants in the ELLSWORTH. 7 18 11 45| 4 28 6 86
o’clock. It was hoped that many from hotel had rushed into the kitchen. Many Wash’gt’n June.
Upon the foregoing the court orders, that
7 26 ii 66i 4 84 16 49
tbs plaintiff oause the above-named Harry L
the Deer Isle chapter, would be present, of the patrons came down stairs, and great Franklin Road. 17 88 112 06'. 6 48
Hancock. 17 41 12 16i.
6 69 Berry to be notified of the pendency of thie
but on account of the heavy wind, only excitement fftevailed in the hotel office.
suit, by publishing three weeks successively
7 44 12 18
6 69
Waukeag, E Fy.
7 60 12 26
7 Ot in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
“What is the trouble?” asked Topps, Mt Desert Ferry.
twenty-eight crossed the Reach. Howprinted in Ellsworth. In the county of HanSullivan.
8 20
the
who had been routed out of Sorrento.
8 45i. cock, an abstract of the writ and declaration
evei^a pleasant evening was enjoyed by bed.day chef,
and
this order of court thereon, the last pubBAR HAR... .ar.
9 20
1 10
7 60
lication to be thirty days, at least, before tha
I
I
I
H.
May 8. »
term of said court, to be bolden at Castine, on
“Louis has got ’em,” explained Dick,
Sundays leave Bangor 8.10 a m, Ellsworth the fourth Tuesday of June, a. d. 1911, that
the porter.
7.20 a m, arrive at Bar Harbor 8.40.
then and there in said court
Return- be

Eastern Steamsliip Cum

Mrs. Augustus Moure, with three daughters, is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Albert
Willins.
Mrs. Prank Trundy has gone to South
Snxry to visit her (sther, Edgar Treworgy,
who is ill.

■

MxpA'Saiitm.

WAS A LADY.

for their rough
passage a most enjoyable time was had by
all. A Bne reception was
given the visitCASTINE.
ing leave Bar Harbor 4.80 p m, Ellsworth 6.50
“Got what?” asked Topps.
ors, Including a banquet that could not
p m, arrive at Bangor 7.00 p m.
“The radiums,” explained Dick. “He’s
be improved upon. The work and enter- i John Billings is spending several days
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.19 a zn and 4.28
tainment were of nigh order. All felt well with bis family,
taking light drinks again, and believes p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 a zn, 10.62
m. connect with Washington Co. Ry.
paid for their visit.
Mrs. Charles Devereux and son Richard that pan of sand near the stove is radio- p.
1 Stops on signal to conductor.
active.”
are
M*y »•
in
Boston.
°
Rex.
visiting
Stops only to leave passenge** from points
“Why,” explained Topps, “that’s our on Washington Connty Railroad.
R. B. Brown and wife arrived home Satincubator.”
These trains connectat Bangor with through
NORTH SEDGWICK.
urday, after spending a week in Portland.
“Ze inscubatoir; ze eggs has hatched!” trains on Main Line, to and frozn Portland,
Mrs. Bertha Orcutt spent last week in
Boston and St John.
A. M. Devereux has moved his family shouted
Louis when he spied Topps. “Zay
Brooksville with Mrs. Nellie Pierce.
Passengers are earnestly requestly to prointo the Warren house at the corner of are
in ze sand. Mon Dieu, he is a cure tickets before entering the trains, and
moving
P. B. Friend went to Rockland Thurs- Main and Court streets.
especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
lady!”
Ellsworth.
day and purchased a large work-horse.
A ball game was played at Fort George
“Who is a lady?” inquired Dick.
F. E. BOOTHBY,
Mrs. Abbie Allen, of Brooklin, is with Saturday between the Belfast
General Passenger Agent.
“Let him go.” said Topps. “Iwill exhigh and
morris McDonald,
her nephew, G. H. Allen, for a few days.
Castine high. Score, 21-11 in favor of Bel- plain. He crazy not. He is simply joyed
Vice President A Oeneral Manager.
himself over. I am helping, too, the inRaymond Bridges, who baa been work- fast.
Portland, Me.
cubator
on.
Let
Louis
ing at Allen's mill, is now working for P.
go.”
A sermon was preached on Sunday
The
B. Friend.
detective
released
his
hold.
Louie
morning at the Congregational church by
Mrs. Clara Cole, of West Brooklin, who Rev. Mr. Patterson, to the Odd Fellows pointed to the pan of sand near the stove,
baa been visiting relatives here, has re- and Rebekahs. Special music was fur- and sinking back in a chair gasped:
“He is a lady!”
nished by a chorus.
turned home.
Explanations quickly followed. Topps,
The funeral of Miss Sarah Gay was
Mrs. Clara Clapp, of Sergentville, was in
! town one
the day chef, explained that it was all due
Bar B arbor and Boston $4.75
hsld
all
the
borne
of
Mias
Sunlast
her
sisLucy Gay
day
week, visiting
to the mascot of the hotel, the pet terraOne Way. $8.00 Bound Trip
day afternoon, conducted by the Rev. Mr.
ter, Ella Thurston.
which
has
been
about
the
pin,
wandering
G. M. Alien has bad his store painted Patterson, of the Congregational church. house since November
with
sevlast, when,
inside by E. C. Smallidge, and it is very The Congregational choir sang.
eral other members of the family malaco- Bluehill and Boston $4.00 One
G.
May 8.
much improved.
“Grover
Cleveland”
demmys paustris,
Way. $8.00 Round Trip.
May 8.
Rat.
came from
the South to be made into
SEAL COVE.
stew. It was recalled that at the
terrapin
Mrs. L. S. Norwood and niece. Miss time the batch of terrapins arrived this
SOUTH BLUEHILL.
Steamer J T Morse leaves Bar Harbor 2JO
Luella F. Brown, of Owl’s Head, came particular one was saved from losing his
Capt. M. A. Eaton baa gone to Portland
m, dally, txcept Sunday for Seal Harbor,
need because the letters “G. C.” and the p
last.
Miss
Brown
returned
Northeast
Southwest Harbor, StoningWednesday
with a load of wood.
date “1893” had been found carved in his ton, North Harbor,
Haven and Rockland, connecting
to
where
she
is
emRockland,
Friday
shell back. Louis, the chief, who is a with steamer for Boston.
Mrs. Sarah Fogg, of Camden, is visiting
ployed in the postofflce and custom house. Cleveland admirer, had figured that the
her danghter, Mrs. Watson Friend.
Steamer Bootbbay leaves Bluehill 1.00 p m,
Mrs. Norwood will remain with her ex-President probably had carved his
Mrs. Martha Sylvester and Mrs. Clara mother, Mrs. C. D. Sawyer, for an indefi- initials in the terrapin’s shell some time dally, except Sunday, for South Bluehill, Brookin the course of a duck-shooting expediUn, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle, South
Henderson, who have been ill, are better. nite period.
Brooksvllle. Dark Harbor and Rockland, contion in Virginia.
with steamer for Boston.
Misa Alice Preble, of Bucksport, spent
Consequently Louis was not anxious to necting
Rt. Rev. Robert Cod man, D. D., bishop
see “G. C.” in the
spared him to
RETURNING
Sunday with her mother, Mrs. Arch Hen- of Maine, visited St. Andrew’s mission wander about the soup, and
where
he
became
hotel,
derson.
Turbine Steel Steamship# Belfast and
May 1. At the evening service six candi- a pet with the children and the admiraCamden.
Miss Gertrude Cole, of Seaville, is dates—four children and two adults, were tion of the women folk, who fed him Don
bons and caramels. In fact, Cleveland, as
spending a tew weeks with her sunt, Mrs. baptized, and nine received the rite of they called him, learned to drimc soda
Leave Boston Opm, dally, except Sunday, for
confirmation. Those confirmed were Mrs. through a straw, and felt proud when Rockland.
Clara Henderson.
A. D. Heath, Miss Louise Heath, Miss some of the women in the hotel added a
Leave Rockland 0.15 a m, or on arrival ol
Avery Anderson and Hollis Eaton are
Bessie Robbins, E. P. Lunt and wife, new decoration of pink ribbon or blue silk steamer from Boston, dally, except Monday,
cord to his long, creased neck.
running the weir at Bar island this sumfor Bar Harbor, BluehHl ana Intermediate landMrs. Abbie Reed, L. C. Ober and wife.
mer for Capt. M. A. Eaton.
However, it was Topps who discovered ings.
Mrs. E. B. Stickney received the rite of two terrapin eggs on the kitchen floor,
Miss Rose Henderson, of Sargentville,
E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
and
who suggested to Louis, the night
confirmation at her home, being unable
who has been visiting her parents, Angus
chef, that the terrapin should have her
A. M. Hbbbick, Agent, Bluehill.
to attend at the hall. Rev. 8. H. Jobe, of
name changed.
Henderson and wife, has returned home.
Bar Harbor, performed the baptismal ser“He is a lady,” explained Topps, and
D.
May 5.
vice. A large audience attended.
tht news quickly spread through the
Banking.
hotel.
May 8.
».
BLUBHiLL falls.
___
“Vhy not incoobation dem eggs?’* suggested Fritz, the kitchen boy. “Vhen
Horace Dnffee la at work at the Point tor
UKLAND.
dey are incoobationed into life terrapins
Ed. Mclntyte.
Mrs. M. E. D. Patten Id visiting rela- ve don’t have to buy more life terrapins
down 9outh. Ve can make for it a sign by
Is what your money will earn II
A. B. Conary visited friends in Bucks- tives in Orrington.
‘Home-made
der restaurant.
terrapin
Invested In shares of the
port last week.
Carl P. Saunders was in Rockport and soup to order from our own farm.’
“Zat is the idea good,” remarked Louis,
A. R. Conary was in Bucksport and vioinity last week.
and he proceeded to collect books on terBangor last week.
Mrs. Sarah Blaisdell was the guest of rapin habits.
With the aid of Topps, the day chef,
Ross Colson and wife spent Saturday Mrs. Dorr over Sun vy.
Louis prepared a terrapin lucubator, conand Sunday in Hampden and Bangor.
A NEW SERIES
Bewail Uarriman and wife are better, sisting of a tin pan tilled with sand, into
Schooner E. S. Wilson, Uipt. Robbins, after a few days’ severe illness.
which they placed the terrapin eggs, is now open. Shares, 81 each; monthly pay
in
the
sand
of
a
maintaining temperature
la loading lumber for the Allens at the
menu, 81 per share,
All are pleased to hear that oar esteemed from seventy-eight to eighty degrees.
Falla.
townsman, Eben Snowman, is much bet- Every few minutes, night and day, the
Crumbs.
hotel chefs watched the work of the in- WHY
May 8.
ter.
PAY RENT
cubator until 4 o’clock that morning
when you can borrow on your
George Dorr and wife returned to Guild, when Louis discovered two little terrapins
NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
N. H., Saturday, after a few days' visit moving in the sand. It was the discovery
Irving Conner has purchased a horse for here.
of these terrapins that caused him to
ana Interest together
payments
will amount to but little more
shout with joy over the success of the imfarm work.
than you are now paying for
Mr. tawrenoe, who resides in the J. E. provised incubator.
Alvah Green has closed his house for
rent, and In about ten years you
That night one of the terrapin twins
Marks house, will open a grocery store at
will
the summer.
died and there was much sorrow in the
his residence May 15.
hotel kitchen. The other was alive at OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
William Cain has moved his family to
Mrs. E. A. Dorr has returned to her midnight, and Louis, the night chef, was
Dark Harbor.
to find some one to tell him what
trying
home here and opened her summer home.
For particular. Inquire ot
sort of food
terrapins from
kept baby
Mr. Harrington, of Boston, has formed She has
spent the winter with her sons crying in the middle
of the night.
O. W. Itrur, Bee’y,
a class in singing here.
George A., of Guild, N. H., and Roy L., of
Firm Nat’t Bank Bldg,
A. W. Kora. Preeldent.
Ira J. Cousins was in Portland as a dele- Brooklyn, N. Y.
Sbbrrtlsflhtntt.
D.
gate to the grand lodge of Masons.
May 8.
C.
May 8.
ISLES FORD.
legal Notuta.
WEST SURRY.
is
at Q. F.
Miss Elsie
save

tir

money*11

COUNTY NEWS.

“O. C.”

to at-

tend the funeral.
The home of the late
Cept. Ellis E.
Freethey, with all its contents, together
with the barn and all
outbuildings, was
burned Monday night of last
week.
Charles Freethey occupied the
house, but
was
away during the evening, end returned to find it on fire.
He strove
strenuously to extinguish the fire, but it
was beyond control.
The loss is about
EV>00, with a small insurance. This
house was the ancestral
home of the
Powers family.
*•
Xenophon.

for interment.
six children.

1

—

Brooklln, died Wednesday.

How To Stop

employed

Hadlock’s.

Capt. Franklin Stanley
piazza built on his house.

is

having

a

Stubborn

Mrs. Olive Main, who has spent the
winter in Massachusetts, is home.

We don't mean just stop the irritation in your throat—but cure the

Vinal Pierce, of Southwest Harbor, ia
employed by Frank Stanley, who is paint-

underly ing.c ause.
Cough syrups cannot do this. It
takes a constitutional tonic body
builder to do the work properly—

ing.
Harold Tracy, of Winter Harbor, and
Manrice Farnsworth, of Winterport, arrived last week to work for Mr. Burnham.
S.
May 8.

•nd cure you to stay cured.
b the remedy you need.

_

TRENTON.

Henry Smith has returned

from

Miss

ing

was

in

Bangor

last

May McLoid, of Bancroft,

for Ernest

week

Vinol

HERB IS PROOF

the

Mrs. Minnie Osgood, of Glens Falls,
writes:- “After trying several remedies for a bad cough and cold without
benefit, I was asked to try Vinol. It
worked like magic. It cured my cold
and cough and 1 gained In health and
Strength. I consider Vinol the most
wonderful tonic and lnvigorator I ever
saw.”

West.
E. T. Leland
business.

Cough

H.
on

is work-

Leland.

Grant and wife visited his
brother Asa in Bangor last week.
May.
May 8.
Hiram

Small Johnny
Mamma, I can’t tell a
1 took a piece of pie from the pantry
and gave it to a poor little boy who was
That’s right,
nearly starved. Mamma
dear. And did the poor little fellow eat
You bet 1 did.
itT Small Johnny
—

lie.

—

—

“Generally debilitated for years. Had sick ;
headaches, lacked ambition, was worn-out
Burdock Blood Blttera
and all run-down.
made me a well woman”—Mrs. Chae. Freltoy,
Moosup, Conn.—Advl.

|

If we cannot stop that cough
with VINOL—our delicious cod
liver and iron tonic—which is made
without oil—we will not charge
you a cent for the medicine you
buy. This seems like a pretty fair
proposition—and ought to be accepted. Don’t you think so? With
this understanding we ask you to
try a bottle of VINOL.
GEO. A. PAKCREK, DKL'GGIST,
Kllsworth, Me.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock is.
on elocution, and will be sold by
on the twenty-seventh
auction,
pablic
day o! May, a. d. 1911, at ten o’clock In the
forenoon, at the office of the sheriff of the
county of Hancock, at Ellsworth, in said
county, all the rifht in equity which Merrill
P. Turner, of Bluehill, in saidfconnty, had on
the first day of January, a. d. 1911, at four
o’clock and thirty minutes in the afternoon,
when the same was attached on the original
writ to redeem the following described mortgaged real estate, situated in Blnehill, in said
to wit: a certain lot of land in Blueoounty,
bill aforesaid, being the same premises conveyed to the said Merrill P. Turner by
Charles E. Billings, by deed
aaied the
eleventh day of April a. d. 1904. and recorded
in book 424. page 281 of Hancock registry, and
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
“Beginning on the easterly side of the highway leading from the Ingalls schoolhoase so
called to Marks corner at the northwest
corner of Charles A. Conarys land; thence
north 78° east eighty rods to corner bounds:
thence northerly by land of O. A. Conary ana
C. E. Billings following the pastare fence
about 98 rods to land of Vespasian Conary;
thence westerly about 8 rods to corner
bounds; thence by land of Vespasian Conary
north 47° west 78 rods to a spring and corner
bounds; thence southwesterly on line of said
Conarys land 52 rods to corner of the fence;
thence southeasterly by the fence 40 rods to
corner; thence westerly by the fence 22 rods
to corner: thence north
west 10 rods to the
highway; thence southerly by the highway 45
rods to place of beginning."
(Signed) William Q. Greene.
April 8, 1911.
Deputy Sheriff.
County

of

TAKEN

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
J. WARREN CLARK, late of FRANKLIN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Will R. Havey.
North Sullivan, April 18,1911.

THE

may
appear
and show oause, if any be has, why judgment
should not be rendered against him, and execution issue accordingly.
Fobbest B. Snow, Judge.
Abstract of the writ and declaration and
order of court thereon.
%
AttestForrest B. Snow, Judge.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
'1TTHEREA8 Cad well C. Gray, of Penobscot.
in the county of Hancock and State or
??
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated October
20, A. D. 1904 and recorded in Hancock county
registry of deeds, in book 418, page 150, conveyed to one Mary E. Warren, of Castine, io
said county and state, a certain lot or parcel
of land situated in said Penobscot and
bounded as follows:
“Beginning at the southerly corner of land
owned by the late William Marks at a stake
and stone; thence running north 86
east
fifty-four rods; thence south 50° east eighty
rods: thence south 86° west fifty rods; thence
north 56° west eighty rods to place of beginning, containing twenty-five acres, also five
acres of land bounded as follows:
Beginning;
at aforementioned stake and stones; thence
running noith 54 west to the county road;
thence by said road to the northwest side of
lot No. 80; thence in a northerly direction to
ace of beginning;” and whereas the said
[ary E. Warren by her assignment dated
February 25, A. D. 1907 assigned and transferred said mortgage deed and the debt
thereby secured to the First National Bank
of Ellsworth, a corporation established by
law and having its principal place of business
at Ellsworth, Hancock county, Maine; and
whereas the said First National Bank of Ellsworth by its deed dated September 4, A. D.
1907 and recorded in said Hancock county
registry of deeds, in book 442, page 815, did
assign and convey the same to the Union
Trnst Company of Ellsworth, a corporation
existing under the laws of Maine and located
at said Ellsworth; and whereas the condition
of said mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach of said condition thereof, the said Union Trnst Company
of Ellsworth now claims a foreclosure of said

SI

mortgage.
of

Dated at Ellsworth, this twenty-fourth daw
April A. D. 1911.
Union Trust Company of Ellsworth^
By John A. Peters. President.
By Henry H. Higgins, Treasurer.
Peters A Knowlton, Attorneys.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
LTTHEREAS Cad well C. Gray, of Penobscot*
in the connty of Hancock and state of
If
Maine, by Lis mortgage deed dated March 2*
A. D. 1896. and recorded in Hancock county
registry of deeds, in book 800, page 360, coaveyed to one Mary E. Warren, of Castine, in
said county and state, “a certain lot or parcel
of land situated in Penobscot,
Hancock
connty and State of Maine, and being that part
of the premises conveyed by Mary Ann Leach
to Samuel Annear by warranty deed dated
November 20th A. D. 1877 ana recorded in
Hancock registry of deeds, book 159, page 474*
meaning and intending hereby to sell and
convey to said Mary E. Warren the southwestern part of said lot of land, being same
premises conveyed bv T. J. McAllister to
Freeman Bray by deed dated January 10th A.
D. 1885 deed recorded in Hancock registry of
deeds, book 197, page 248; and whereas the
said Mary E. Warren by her assignment dated
July 16, A. D. 1907 and recorded in Hancock
county registry of deeds in boo* 471, page 87,
assigned and transferred said mortgage deed
and the debt thereby secured to the Union
Trnst Company of Ellsworth, a corporation
existing under the laws of Maine and located
At Ellsworth, Hancock county, Maine; and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has.
been broken, now therefore, by reason of the
breach of said condition thereof, said Union
Trust Company, of Elisworth, now claims a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated at Ellsworth, this twenty-fourth day
of April. A. D. 1911.
Union Trust Company op Ellsworth.
By John A. Peters. President.
By Henry H. Higgins, Treasurer.
Peters A Knowlton, Attorneys.
x

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
"1TTHEREA8 Samuel Jones, of Brooksville.
in the county of Hancock and state of
fy
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated September
18, 1893, and recorded in Hancock county registry of deeds in vol. 276, page 135, conveyed to
one Mary B. Warren, of Castine, in said county and state, a certain tract or parcel of land
situated in said Brooksville and bounded and
described as follows, to wit:
“Commencing on the highway leading from
Geo. M. Varnum’s to West Brooksville near
the house of Isaiah L. Jones; thence running
southeasterly about one hundred rods to land
the late John Webber; thence northeasterly
about thirty-five rods to land of Betsey Davis;,
thence northwesterly one hundred rods, more
or less, to the old
highway leading to the
“No. Castine Ferry; thence southwesterly to
place of beginning, containing fifteen acres*,
more or less;” and whereas the said Mary EL
Warren by her assignment dated July 29..
A. D. 1910 assigned and transferred said
mortgage deed and the debt thereby secured,
to the Union Trust Company of Ellsworth, a.
corporation established by law and having ita
principal place of business in Ellsworth.
Hancock Connty, Maine; and whereas the
condition of said mortgage has been broken,
now therefore,
by reason off the breach of
said condition thereof said Union Trust Company of Ellsworth now claims a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Dated at Ellsworth, this twenty-fourth day
of April A. D. 1911.
Union Trust Company ov Ellsworth,
By John A. Peters, President.
By Henry H. Higgins, Treasurer*
Peters A Knowlton. Attorneys.
subscriber

that
admin*-,

notice

hereby gives
he has been duly appointed
THE
istrator of the estate of

W. BARTLETT, late of MOUNT*
DESERT,
county of Hancock, deceased, and

GRORGE
In

the

All petgiven bonds as the law directssons
having demands against the estater
of said deceased are desired to present!
the same for settlement, and all Indebted
thereto are requested to make payment iin~
Francis G. Bartlett.
mediately.
Northeast Harbor, April 12,1911.

subscribers hereby give notice that
have been duly appointed executoia
will and testament of
I8EPHINE GRACE, late of EDEN,
in the county of
Hancock, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs.
All person*
aving demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present he same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re*
quested to make payment immediately.
Zbna Grace Guftill.
Henrietta Grace.
Bar Harbor, April 18, 1911.

THE
they
of the last
given

Subscribe for The American

JUmcrtianiunta
—

Medway* Mass., by
granddaughter.

<■

the illness

COUNTY NEW'S.

Effie Morrisey, Oipt. Albert
ot
Snorf, landed a line trip of fresh fish
firm this
180,000 pounds at F. 9. Dolliver’a
week, and the Bchooner A. Lota, Capt.

Makat None Baking Easy

Schooner

John Apt, of Digby,
pounds, landed at the
May 9.

N.

9.,

same

with

J

40,000

firm.
A- B-

C>

__

BAR HARBOR.
Capt. Frederick J. Alley died Tuesday
night, May J, at the home of his son,
Frank O. Alley, aged nearly eigbty-three
been in poor
years. Capt. Alley had
bealtb

several

vears.

He

was

born at

Bartlett's island, and in early life went tp
He married in 1854, Irene, daughter
sea.
of Tobias Roberts. For several years they
made their home in worry and Tremont,
later moving to|Bar Harbor# wherg Capt.
Alley opened a blacksmith and carriage

Pure

Absolutely

The only baking powder
made from Royal Grape
Oream of Tartar

NO ALUM,NO UME PHOSPHATE

IHsrbor, ban been
spending . ...
daya at tbalr old. home ban.
—2?
Mat

their depths; a Bn* nose and a wlda,
well cut mouth showing reserve In Its
firmness. In fsct, Joel Tyk&bury was
BLUE HILL.
a handsome man. and although be was
Max Abram and wife are In Boston for a
forty years old there was not s thread
short visit.
of white In bis abundant hair.
Mrs. E. H. McCurdy is visiting in BoaSuddenly he arose and. approaching
the glass, brushed his balr Into some ton and vicinity.
"I'll go to New
semblance of order.
Miss E. A. Macomber will open the
York tomorrow night, and now, after Bluebili laundry May 16.
I've had my supper, I'll say good by
Steamer Booth bay began her six-tripe-ato some of the folks that I've had acweck service last week.
quaintance with.”
Tbe Bluebili Are company has purchased
Joel's scowl was quite black when
timber to lay a new floor in tbe fire house.
he rang the doorbell at Spinning's; j
Miss Nellie M. Dooglass, instructor in
tlihrefore when the portal sfcuug wide j
ami the hall shed a stream of light ; the grammar school at Oastine, was a
week-end visitor of her mother, Mrs.
over his form he blinked and win ceil
Mina Douglass.
like an owl.
"It's Joel Tykesbury, as I live!" cried
The Misses Owen, of Philadelphia, arMrs. Spinning heartily. "Now, this Is rived for the season May 4. They will
Come tight In and slay at the Bluebili bouse until their
real neighborly!
We've Just sat cottage is completed.
have a bite to eat.
down to supper.
Henry, here’s Joel
W. H. Osgood, sealer of weights and

of her tittle

Mra. A. T. Obar baa returned
from w*,
where an. baa been
P
employed
*
Mrs. Olive Bartlett ..

TVamont,

Delmont Murphy has moved hw
t.m,..
here, and will occupy the Dow
Butler
hu
Oeorge
moved from the
bow
house Into his own residence.

ho*

Mrs. F. L. llodgdon and
dsUi;tlt.r
BMtricc are spending a few
day, *
So,rente, with Mre. Hodgdon's p,r
J. L. Perry and wife.
Friend, ,f
Perry regret to know of the seriou. conn
dilion of his hMltb
An»l Harper and wife left
Thursday f0,

Aurora,

Joel Tykes bury opened ibe let
ter mid rend that hta step-uncle on
his mother's side had died without
near relatives and had left him the
into comfortable sum of $15.1100 In cash
shop. He was one of the first to go
there was not a soul to whom he
the hotel business here, building the old
Close come to supper!”
measures, was doiog his duty tree of
8t. 9auveur on the site of the present hotel confided the astounding news.
"Henry." she said, addressing her
burned locked behind his compressed Ups was
charge last week. All weights and measof that name.fcThis hotel wSh
"eat your supper quick and
husband,
would have proures now must be done at owner’s expense.
thirty years ago, and the new 9t. 9auveur hidden a secret that
be about wbat I planned. Tonight at
Mrs. Alley died fourteen years vided the people of Little River with
was built.
understand?" t Arion 8. Thomas and wife, of New
0
o'clock—everybody,
you
of interest for
house last
ago. Capt. Alley leaves two sons—Frank a measureless source
Mrs. Spinning nodded and frow ned and York, were at the Bluebili
the coming winter months.
aud Albion, both of this place.
week. Mr. Thomas plans to make a few
smiled
at
her
husband.
Joel kept his secret, and no one was
“Iil see to It Marta,” he chuckled j changes in his^cottage, “8un*et Cliff,"
the wiser when he closed the little i
COREA.
Then, addressing their guest, this spring.
softly.
harness shop and spent several days
The academy ball team met the PenobGeorge Pendleton, of Winter Harbor, is
he said, “When you going to leave
returned
when
he
Rut
York.
New
In
scot A. A. at academy field May 3, and
Little Iilver, Joel?"
employed this spring by E. P. Parker.
from the city and proceeded to sell
the
3-0.
"Tomorrow night” said Joel, helping won
game,
Saturday the
The girls gave a pie sociable at the
the contents of his shop at auction
himself to another btscult
academy team met its first defeat of the
church Saturday evening. Proceeds, |8.
furthe
when
be
presented
prices,
“Wish you was going to stay,” said season at Bar^Harbor, by the cloee score of
Miss Dorothy Strout, of Milbridge, is niture contained In his lonely bachelor
the deacon cordially. “Ton'll be miss- 12 to 11.
with her grandparents, E. R. Tracy and abode to the thriftless Nleknls family,
ed. Joel."
H.
May 8.
wife, and attending school.
who lived on the edge of the village.
| "Missed!” scoffed Mr. Tykesbury,
OBITUARY.
Mrs. Grace Bryant and two children aDd finally when the minister dropped :
forgetting bis diffidence In his astonThis community
was
shocked and
spent the week-end with her parents, a wool In the midst of the Ladles' Aid ishment. "Who’ll miss me?”
to learn of tbe sudden death of
William Stewart and wife, at Prospect society's Wednesday sociable then Lit- j
In Little River,” said grieved
“Everybody
Elva Q., wife of‘Eugene L. Oonary, and
Harbor.
tie River sat np very straight and took the deacon
quietly. “There's few here
of Isaac and Rose I. Billings, on
Ervin Bridges has moved bis family to not Ice.
but what you've done a good turn for daughter
“Yes," said Mr. Beeman, thoughtful- some time or other. You've forgotten the eveuing|of April 24.
Prospect Harbor, where he is employed as
Mrs. Conary| bad been in her usual
ly stroking his scanty beard; "Joel ’em, 1 suppose, but folks hsven't!
fireman on the sardine boat Clarence B.
says he's tired of Little River, so he They like to see you around, and If health until a few days previous, when she
Mitchell.
was taken
with a slight cold. The day
He
Is going to New York to live.
8.
May 8.
you wasn't so bashful you'd be the
before her death she was seised with a
seems to feel rather bitter about the
most popular man In the village, not
others followed on Monday, durMT. DESERT.
way he's been received In onr vil- even excepting the postmaster.
Eh, spasm;
ing which she lost consciousness and
Mrs. Emma Brown baa gone to Boston
lage. He says he's lived here fifteen Marla?”
death resulted about 7 o'clock.
That
on a visit while her husband is there.
years and he Isn't much better ac"Of course he would! You look so
which adds to tbe sadness of the event
than when he came.”
■tern, Joel, that It seems to some folks {
Roy Leland has returned from Connecti- qualnted
was the expectation they were indulging in
“That's every mite his own fault, that
you're a stony pillar of the church
cut, where he has been working the past
Miss
then!"
cried
Fanny Pollard —In deed as well as name!" Mrs. 1 that a child would soon be born to them.
month.
!
warmly. “He's the most unsociable Spinning laughed heartily, while Joel : The keenest sympathy of a large circle of
Pearl L. Leland and wife, of Trenton,
friends gees out to the stricken family.
man In Little River.
My conscience smiled In a surprised manner.
Mrs.
with
tbeir
daughter,
Sunday
spent
The funeral was on Thursday morning,
I've
Is clear about Joel Tykesbury.
“Me bashful?" he stammered. “Why.
W. 8. Brown.
and was attended by her former pastor.
done the best 1 could to make It pleasI guess
never thought about that.
I
Mrs. A. A. Hanna and daughter Beatrice
Rev. R. L. Olds, now of Dexter, who also
A I
ant for him In church and out!"
thought folks wasn't cordial enough
left Saturday for Sorrento, where they
married them.
suppressed giggle from the young girls when they thought 1 wasn't.”
will stop for the summer.
Mr*. Billing* was born Peb. 7, 1877, at ]
in a distant corner closed Miss Fanny's
“You've got to meet folks half way
Rev. Joseph Walker and family, of MilUps Into a grim frown. Her small In everything. 'Taln't fair to expect Bluebill, where *be spent tier childhood
with her parent* on the farm. Bbe enton, X. H., have arrived and are occupy- brown eyes sbot little angry sparks at some to do all the
being pleasant and
ing the Jacobson cottage.
the gigglers.
sociable. Well. Marla, I'll go on that tered Bine hill academy in September, 1882.
H.
May 8.
•■mat is very true, Miss rouaro,
See Bbe had a rare mind, wa* a brilliant
errand If Joel will excuse me.
soothed tbe minister peacefully.
“I you later!” With that the deacon dis- scholar and was on* of the school's
M'KINLEY.
am sure we hare all done our best to
appeared, and Joel helped Mrs. Spin- brightest graduate*. Immediately upon
Miss Lizzie Van Born is working (or
her graduation in April, 1884, she became
make Joel feel at home In our midst”
ning clear away the dishes.
Mrs. Tanner.
Mrs. Deacon Spinning bit her thread
"Do you recollect my niece, Char- a teacher in the schools of the town, and
Miss Daisy Norton is back from a visit
with a sharp click of her false teeth lotte Way land?" she asked as she step- eras always painstaking and thorough.
]
to Milbridge.
and folded up the gingham apron she ped Into the front parlor and lighted She wa* a member of the Baptist church,
j
Charles Martin is visiting relatives in had completed. "Seems like I'll never the prism hang lamp on the cental and was deeply interested in spiritual
forgive myself If Joel Tykesbury goes table. "She was visiting me ten years things. Por years she wa* a worker in
Boeton and vicinity.
church, Sunday school and C. E. society.
away from Little River feeling sore ago.”
Mrs. Etta Horn and (amily have moved
She wa* married July 31,1802, to Eugene
about the way he's been treated.
I
Joel flashed hotly.
Indeed, he did
into the rooms over the poetofflce.
don't believe any of you really know remember the pretty girl at whom he L. Co nary. She wa* a faithful, devoted
H. P. Richardson and Charlea W. MarJust bow kind hearted he Is. Only he*s scarcely dared glaace In church, yet wife, an earnest Christian, a trusted
tin attended the grand lodge of Masons in
dreadful shy, and it's a setback to to whom be had Irrevocably lost his friend and neighbor. In her bible, underPortland last week.
him.”
heart. Mach of the silence end lone- neath her name and in her own handE. L. Kelley arrived from Jonesport
“He was terrible noncommittal,” an- liness of the past ten years might bs writing is the Latin motto, *o characterlast week to take his place aa overseer in
nounced Fanny Pollard, with the air laid at the door of bis heartsickness istic of herself: “Base quam rideri”—
in Underwood’s factory.
of one who Is treading familiar ground. after pretty Charlotte had returned to “To be rather than to seem.”
She leave*, beside*
P. M.
her husband and
May 8.
He heard after"Many's the time I’ve sat and pon- her distant home.
adopted son, Seth, an aged father and
dered what Joel meant when he said ward that she had married.
ASH V1LLE.
”1 remember,” be said faintly.
such and such a thing.”
mother, and two lister*—Jennie K., and
Mias Goodwin is havimg her bungalow
“She's In Little Hirer.
"Most times I reckon he didn't mean
Come to Mr*. Mabei A. Webster.
painted.
Spec.
May 8._
nothing at all,” said Mrs. Spinning visit my sister. Charlotte's a widow
John Tracy spent the week-sod with cheerfully.
and aa pretty a one
“I take It Joel was shy.
a^ 1 ever saw. 1
WE81
BROOgLIN.
his family.
But, land, why are we all talking about declare. It don't seem proper for a
Miss Luetta Bridge* spent the weekE. H. Smith and Mrs. Lydia Smith have him aa if he was dead and waiting widow to be quite so good looking as
our Charlotte.”
Mrs. Spinning smiled end in BlueBill.
to be burled? If Joel Tykesbury don’t
openetktheir house here.
like the way he's been treated here Innocently as she thrust a photograph
Prank Blaisdell, who ha* been visiting
T. E. Hammond ia doing carpenter work
“That's Charlotte. here, returned to Pranklin Monday.
he's not going to stay In Little River Into Joel's hand.
for G. H. Hanna, East Sullivan.
She's
for nobody. I'm sorry he’s going, for
coming around tonight, and
Mrs. Henry Bndgeagnd Mr*. Maria CarJohn Carpenter has moved his family to
I do like him. Once be shut up bis you’ll have to see her home.”
ter have gone to Sorry for the summer.
hip summer cottage on Ogden's point.
At
that
Instant
the
bell
rang clamorshop and came over and helped Henry
Mis* Florence Seavey died Monday
Elmer Pinkham and wife, of Cherryget In his hay when It was threatening ously. and. with a alight chuckle of
after an illne** of a few week*.
Mrs.
were
of
hastened
to an- morning,
Mr.
Pinkham’»
field,
Spinning
guests
sister, a storm, and another time when Lin- delight,
Mr*. Roland Carter and daughter Marswer it. while Joel devoured the plcMrs. E. A. Hanna, last week.
ny had the measles he went clean over
Phoebe.
May 8.
to the Ford after Dr. Mitchell and j ture with his eyes, now boifcful, no guerite have moved to Rrooklin for th*
didn't want to hear a word of tbanka longer shy or diffident. Their depths summer.
contained a new purpose, a new light,
Mina and Maurice Lufkin, of Oastipe,
BIRCH HARBOR.
either.”
a new courage.
Here was something are
"And giving away his furniture—
visiting their grandparent*. D. A.
Mrs. E. C. Winslow has gone to Prosto
for
and
win—Charlotte
fight
Way- Bridge* and wife.
pect Harbor to visit her daughter, Mrs. J. ain't that the queerest thing? I a’pose land that was!
F. Perry.
likely he’s going to board when be gets
Jesse Eaton, wife and little daughter
The door opened, and Into the room
to the city." murmured Annie Baker.
Alloa and Mrs. Delia Outer are viating
Mrs. Nathan Smith, of Stcnben, is
streamed a merry crowd of men, wo"Maybe be Is going to get married. men
Mrs. Martha Eaton.
spending a few weeks with her parents, E. Now
and children.
All the folks in
I come to think of it I shouldn’t
E. Rice and wife.
Mlaa Mintie Seavey came home from
Little River seemed gathered together
wonder a mite If that was the secret
under Deacon Spinning’s hospitable Brookline, Mate., Wedneaday to attend
The local union of Christian Endeavor
of his going. He's going to get marand Epworth League societies will meet
roof.
"Surprise, Joel Tykesbury f* the funeral of her utter.
ried to a wldder, maybe, and she, havin the Baptist church hem May 10.
cried In unison aa they crowded
**yoB.
ing a houseful of furniture left by they
around him.
C.
May 8.
her first husband, won't have no need
WEST TREMONT.
In that brief moment of excitement
for Joel’s
things." Mrs. Spinning of
ISLE AU HALT.
Josh Murphy ia driving one of P. W.
meeting all these old acquaintances
beamed around the busy circle. Tm
Mr. Peabody, of New York, architect, ia
In this genial atmosphere they drop- Cunt's grocery carte.
mighty glad to think he’s going to get
here to look over the new achoolhouae.
the old guise and became friends.
Oacar Poster, of Owl’s Hsad, has been
married. He’s just the nicest kind of ped
Joel swallowed a sob as he realised
Schooner Ida May, CapL John Barbour, man.
a few days here
He’ll make some girl a good
spending
calling on old
that they had gathered to say good by
arrived from Camden May 8 with ooal for husband. I'm
friends.
disappointed, though. I to him, to say how
sorry they were
the club at Lookout.
kinder hoped he’d pick a wife from
Mrs. C. B. Mitchell and
i tie was leaving Little River, to give
daughter, Mrs.
Steam yaaht Day Dream, owned by E. Little River."
I him a aendoff and to say to him that Carrie Ladd, of Duck island, are visiting
There was a long silence after this,
W. Bowditcb, of Boat on, arrived from
relatives here.
every latchstring In Little River was
Camden May 8, Capt. Jasper L. Chapin broken only by requests for the "sixty ;
There will be a sociable at E. of P. hall
out for Joel Tykesbury.
white thread" or the “forty black," | always
in command.
That was the beginning of the hap- Wednesday evening. May 10, for the beneuntil
at
last
6.
Mrs.
Wlllowell. at whose Pleet evening Joel had ever
May
C.
known. •t of the pastor, Rev. E. L. Bigelow.
house they had met. announced that (
Before It ended he had forever dropA. A. Wentworth was called to EllsNOKTH FRANKLIN.
refreshments would be served in the
ped his cloak of reserve, and he found worth last week by the serious
illness of
Mra. Roth French is visiting relatives dining room, and so for the time being that bis fellow
townsmen met him his father. Hit son
Joel Tykesbury and his affairs were
Oeorge accompanied
here.
■tore than half way.
A strange new him.
N. R. Coller is doing carpenter work for forgotten.
|oy sang la his heart, for the widowed
Joel himself, having given away his
First Selectman L. W. Rnmili and Fire
Charles Smith.
Charlotte had blushed beautifully
Warden W. H. Webster were called to
furniture and disposed of his business,
atwhen
their
met
and
he
eyes
had
and
askWalter
Murch
have
Hervey
employ- sat in his lonely room in the bast hotel
tend a grass Are at Seal Cove one
ed the pleasure of her company home
day rement at Bar Harbor.
the village afforded and wondered what
cently.
and been accepted.
All at once his
Dallas Tracey has gone to Northeast he would do next
Cept. Elias Rich and Cept. William
plana changed with lightning rapidity.
Harbor, where he has employment.
‘Til shake the dust of this here vilHe would remain In Little River. He Hanna have started their
master, the
T.
May 8.
lage from my feet” said Joel morosely, would build the
house, and Charlotte— Monomoy, taking a trip to Surry in search
eying his reflection in the wavy mir- he would win her! He was
of a load.
DEDHAM.
glad that
ror with a gloomy frowfl.
“There his Inheritance was still
M*y8'
a secret
Mrs. Oscar Waining has been ill.
Thelma.
won’t be one person that will miss me
“Joel Tykesbury seems to have
|
Harold Buzzell, of Bradford, is the guest when I’m gone.
If I’d been treated found hla
tongue at last,” said Miss
CENTER.
of his aunt, Mrs. H. P. Burr ill.
decent here I’d never thought of leav- |
Fanny Pollard rather acidly. "Seems
Mrs. Etta Butler and
Little
River.
ing
It
would
done
have
children, of Owl’s
exertions
on
the
of
the
Only great
like he’s all took up over that flighty Head, are
part
visiting relatives here.
men of the vicinity
I
prevented the de- the village good to spend my money ! widow.
Marla
guess
Spinning
Miss Hazel Reynolds, of
I could build a house as line knew
struction of a schoolhouse and two dwell- here.
Northeast Harwhat she was talking about
ings by a field fire started by some per- as Lawyer Beggs and live on my in- when she said he was going to marry bor, is visiting Miss Carmen Harper.
terest money. The women ain’t never a
Mrs. A. J. Butler has been
son unknown Sunday afternoon.
widow.”,
visiting her
noticed me much, and I ain’t a bad
B.
Mrs. Spinning overheard the remark daughter, Mrs. Minnie
May 8.
Stanley, at Mao set.
looking feller.” Joel reddened as he and smiled mirthfully. “I didn't know
Mrs. H. 8. Billings and
daughter Josie
FRANKLIN.
lifted shy eyes at his reflection in the a
thing, Fanny. Charlotte’s coming have been visiting at Mrs. P. E.
mirror. Good looking in spite of the now was a
Harper’s.
A brush fire near Macomber’s mill Satdispensation of proviRaymond
Dow
and wife, of Owl's
Head,
urday spread to lumber piled in the yard, Irregularities In the glass—thick grow- dence.”
visited
Mrs.
Dow's aunt, Mrs. Isabelle
and before it was
under control bad ing brown hair, brown eyes, steady
“Dispensation of providence, assist- Hodgdon,
Sunday.
burned about 70,000 staves and 80,000 and trustworthy in their open gase ed by Maria Spinning!” sniffed Ml—
Mrs. Eiva Stanley, and
shingles.
| and yet with a certain dllfldence in Pollard, qhlte unconvinced.
daughters, also
grandchildren Stanley and
Elva, of NorthWhen

|

■
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NORTH CASTINE.
Mrs. Edith Grover, of Bucksport, is Haiti ng relatives here.
working

Miss Lila Dunbar is in Castine

Dunbar.

for Mrs. Isaac

and son, of Sandy Point,
guests of W. G. Conner last week.
Miss Miriam Hatch, of Auburn, is visiting her brother James, at the old home.

Joseph Grant

were

wife, of Bucksport,
guests of James Hatch and

Frank Perkins and
jvere recent

wife.
Charles F. Ward well cattle from Rock- i
land Friday for a few days’ visit with his
family.
Mrs. Joseph Peterson and children, of
Cantine. were guests of Mrs. Fred Conner
last

week.

The schooner

Nelson

Capt. Will Perkins,

is

k.

McFarland,

loading lumber

at

for

a

Hall’s mill for Boston.

Capt. Frank W. Hutchins

is

home

brief stay, while his vessel, the Wesley W.
Sennett, is being painted.
Miss Chrystal Hutchins spent Saturday
and Sunday with her sister, Mrs. Mary
Devereux, at West Penobscot.

Perry,
Thursday for an extended visit with his
parents, Joseph Perry and wife.*
Schooner L. A. Stetser, Capt. Emery
Webster, cleared Monday for Penobscot,
to take a load of hooppoles to Rockland
Archie

for

of

Hopedale, Mass.,

came

F. A. Bowden.

Mrs. Marie Conner recently visifed her
brother, William Marks, at West Penobscot. Mr. Marks is ill of anabscess in
bis throat, and Mrs. Marks is recovering
from a critical illness.
Mrs.
since

W. £. Ordway, who has been ill
last fall, will enter the Waldo

county hospital
will

permit

as soon

as

her condition

her removal.

Rev. C. W. Lowell, the newly-appointed
pastor of the Methodist church preached
at the Perkins

schoolhouse

Sunday

after-

noon.

May

L.

8.
_

SARGENTV1LLE.

Raymond Grindell is at home.
Hon. Henry W* Sargent is in Portland
on

business.

Free thy left last week (for New
York to join a yacht.
Mrs. Guy Freethy has been the guest of
friends at Little Deer Isle.

Guy

Robert

G. Gray

where he has

has gone to

Boston,

employment.

Wesley L. France has gone to Meshoppen, Pa., to visit relatives.
Samuel T. Leach, of Biuehill, '3 employed at Reuel R. Dority’s.
Mrs. Arthur H. Sargent and daughter
Ruth are visiting in Bangor.
Mrs. Osward Hooper, of Little Deer Isle,
has been visiting friends here.
Herbert J. Grindell, of the steamer J. T.
Morse,

was

home

over

Sunday.

Miss Martha Brown has returned to the
training school in Waltham, Mass.
L. Smith end wile, of Atlantic, are
guests of Edgar S. Wood and wife.
Valerioos Black and wife visited relatives at South Brooksville last week.
Bert

Mrs. Harry McFarland, of West Brooklin, spent Friday with Mrs. P. B. Billings.
Mrs. Clara L Bowden and son Chandler
spent Sunday with friends at South Penobscot.

Mrs. Minnie Blaisdell has returned
from Brockton, Mass., accompanied by
her daughter, Miss Maud.
Miss Rose Henderson has returned from
South Bluehili,) where she has spent the
month with her parents.
Mrs. Adelle

Parker,

who baa

spent

winter with Mrs. Mary Miiliken, has
turned to Sedgwick.

the
re-

Freeman Perry and Eben Pendleton
have finished their work here and returned to Rockland.
Miss Belle Allen has returned to her
Sedgwick, after spending several
weeks with Mrs. Henry W. Sargent.
Sim.
May 6.

home at

a

few

days

Mrs. Frank Dolliver is just recovering
from a severe attack of grip.
Mrs. George Dodge, of Seawall, haa employment at Mrs. W. H. Ward’s.
Henry Moore is lhome on a visit while
the vessel on which he is cook is loadin"
in Bangor.
Harry Spragne and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a girl,
barn May 2.
Mrs. Ines Gurney

wss

j

=

_

j

_

■

_

_____

MANSET.
Nathaniel Lord, of Bangor, spent
here last week.

_

called here from

I

where

they

will

stay

some t,™,

for 1 be benefit of Mr.
Harper , hcith
His friends hope for improvement
Mrs
George Freeman ia keeping house tor Mr,
Harper in her absence.

May

8.

s

EAST LAMOI3E.
Otis Googins, who has spent the
at Cambridge, Masa., is home.
Mrs. Moody and Misa

„ter

Stebb.n-,

0f

tby

m-

Springfield, Maas., are here for
me r.

*

_

John Lancaster, who has been
employed
Walt bam, Mass., la at home ill of
typhoid fever.

at

Mrs. Mahala Cram, of Lawrence.
Ma„,
spend the summer with her
brother, H. T. Smith.

baa arrived to

May

8._N
PKKTTY MAKSH.

There

a barn
raising at Nastun
rtmallidge's Saturday forenoon.
Miss Mary Leonard, who baa bee:, ein.
ployed at Ml. Deaert, la at home.
Mrs. Benjamin Carter ia at Northnst
Harbor, where abe baa employment.
Francia Bartlett, ot Northeast
ILriior,
wae in town a tew days last week on
bu«ineae relating to the estate ol the late
U
wm

W. Bartlett.
May 8.

_

WALTHAM.

Wellington Ilaalam, ot Ellsworth, has
sold the Brackett Giles place here to Hertert

Jordan.

XbbcTttsrmruis.

Upset Stomach.
Mt-o-na Stomach Tablets Drive Away
Stomach Distress la Pise Minute..

Belching of gas; heaviness, sour
taste in mouth, dizziness and nausea
occur simply because the stomach is
not properly digesting the food.
MI-O-NA stomach tablets give inslant relief to upset stomachs, hut
they do more; they put strength imo
the stomach and build It up so that it
ean easily digest a hearty meal.
Sick headache, nervousness, sleeplessness and bad dreams are ail caused
by fermentation of food.
Stop the fermentation; renovate the
stomach and make it clean and sweet,
and half the ills of the human family
would promptly disappear.
If you have stomach trouble of any
kind don't overlook the fact that MIO-NA is a doctor’s prescription, and
that it’s as good a prescription as any
doctor will write for years to come.
G. A. I’archer sells MI-O-NA stomach tablets, and so do leading drugThey are rigidly
gists everywhere.
guaranteed to cure any case of stomor
ach disease,
money back.
A large bo* of MI-O-NA stomach
tablets costs but SO cents. They act to
quickly that after dinner distress,
heaviness, and belching disappear in
live minutes.
Give MI-O-NA a tnsi
Free trial treatou money-back plan.
ment of MI-O-NA will be sent to any
reader of The American on request
Address Booth’s Mi-o-na, Bi “alo,
N. Y.

•

QUALITY

Seventy «>wc
ALL WOOL DRESS SERGE
THE STAMAM, STAKE SEME FOK

Suits AND Skirts
MESS1AKERS' MSTN FOS FAiHt USE

44 in. Rstafis it 75Cr per yard.
AU the

Papnlar Skdas.

Leak far the
fancy white sat
and tha
“umber 75 OT
■temped Hi—
•vary few yards.
"*•

YOUR RCTAILCR CAN SUPPLY YOU

(Colds May be Avoided.
J By those who are fortmute enough
to always breaths pure air, and never
*at ran down by overwork or exposure.
Bvaa tboaa lucky people do not alwayi
eecapo tbs contagions colds which at
certain seasons prevail to such an extant u to ba almost epidemic.
It t»
wiao to ba prepared for trouble* or
this nature In onr climate, and the
one all-important thing is to have at
hand • safe, efficient and raUable remedy to ward off the trouble and danger
of sneh an attack.
•
Tor sixty years, “I* T.’r Atwood *
medicine has boon a household remedy
for emergencies of this Mut It starts
np tha liver and bowels, prevents congestion, and restores the functions to
their normal condition.
If you bavs
never used It, get a bottle from your
or
write for a free sample to
dealer,
the “L. r." MluMclw Co., Portland.

!

